CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION TO MANUAL

The Procedures Manual describes the participants and their
responsibilities in construction projects as managed by the Construction
Management and Inspection Division. The duties, work responsibilities,
and procedures are laid out in detail. This Manual concentrates on the
“what, why, when, who, and how” processes used in construction
management and inspection.
For purposes of this manual, the person in responsible charge of the
project is called the Resident Engineer; the Owner Agency representative
is called the Project Engineer.
This manual is comprised of six (6) chapters:
♦ Chapter 1 Introduction to the Manual
♦ Chapter 2 Communications and Correspondence
♦ Chapter 3 Contract Administration Tasks
♦ Chapter 4 Inspection and Testing Procedures. Many of the tasks
described in chapter 4 relate to tasks described in chapter 3.
♦ Chapter 5 Contract Completion
♦ Chapter 6 Post Construction Activities.
It is understood that no single project will use every procedure detailed in
this manual. The intent was to create a comprehensive resource that
CMID employees can use to ensure effective and consistent project
management. Think of it as a master mechanic with a full toolbox; he or
she will only use the specific tools necessary for each job and some jobs
will require more tools.
A few examples:
1. Access requests are only used at the wastewater plant.
2. Lane and road closure notifications are mainly used for transportation
projects or any project that affects a road within the County; they are
not used on Plant projects.
3. Critical path method construction schedules are normally only
required on complicated or long duration projects. Small or short
duration projects usually require a simple schedule outlining the plan
for performing the work.
4. Progress payments are not processed by CMID on developer projects.
As you read this manual on-line, you will find the following links in each
section for ease in navigating through the manual.
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1.1 The Clients

THE DISTRICT
The District was established to improve the effectiveness in complying
with mandated regulatory requirements for improved wastewater
treatment and discharge quality. The District operates and maintains the
Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (SRWTP) and a large
conveyance system of collectors, trunks, and interceptors.
The term “Project” is used in this manual to refer to any of the individual
interceptor or SRWTP projects designed and constructed by the District,
Water Resource’s, transportation, building design, and other facilities
owned or operated by any County agency.
The District is governed by a Board of Directors (Board) comprised of
five members from the County of Sacramento (County) and one each
from the City of Sacramento, West Sacramento, the City of Folsom, Elk
Grove, Citrus Heights and Yolo County. To view the current list of
members go to http://www.srcsd.com/distboard.html. The Director of the
County Department of Engineering is ex officio District Engineer and is
responsible for assigning the staff to design, operate and maintain the
SRWTP and perform construction management services for the District
facilities. The personnel assignments are mainly from the Water Quality
Division (WQD) and Construction Management and Inspection Division
(CMID) of the Sacramento County Public Works Agency. The WQD is
primarily responsible for the design, operation, and maintenance of the
facilities and CMID is primarily responsible for construction
management services.
WATER RESOURCES
Water Resources Department staff manages the County's surface water
and groundwater resources through the powers of the County of
Sacramento and the Sacramento County Water Agency (SCWA). The
governing body of both the County of Sacramento and the SCWA is the
County Board of Supervisors. The Department provides drainage, flood
control, and water supply services in various service areas of
unincorporated Sacramento County and the Cities of Citrus Heights and
Elk Grove.
The Department is split into three major water-related functions:
• water supply
• drainage/flood control
• regional projects, including stormwater quality.
Planning, development review, administrative, and design functions are
performed at the downtown Sacramento office located at 827 Seventh
Street. At the 3847 Branch Center Road facility, employees perform
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engineering services related to operating and maintaining drainage, flood
control, and water supply systems. Field crew services are provided by
staff of the Public Works Agency’s Water Quality and Transportation
Departments.
TRANSPORTATION
The Department of Transportation is in charge of all county roadways
and bridges. They provide planning, design, construction, and ongoing
maintenance for all street and highway improvements located in the
unincorporated area of Sacramento County, including lighting,
landscaping, and signals.
AIRPORTS
The County Airport System consists of the Sacramento International
Airport offering passenger service; Mather Airport primarily providing
air cargo service; Sacramento Executive Airport for general aviation; and
Franklin Field for training only.
BUILDING DESIGN
The Building Design Division provides architectural and engineering
services that translate the needs of their clients into functional,
economical, and aesthetically pleasing facilities
The Building Design Division typically provides architectural and
engineering services for both County-owned and leased facilities.
Their clients are primarily agencies or departments within the County of
Sacramento but also serve agencies and departments outside the County,
such as dependent park districts and other joint powers agencies.
Services provided by the Building Design Division are wide ranging in
scope of project and size of budget. They may range from a $5,000
remodeling project to a $200,000,000 new building.
Design and Coordination Services:
• Architectural
• Civil
• Structural
• Mechanical
• Electrical
• Lease Space
• Modular Workstations
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Other Services:
• Master Planning
• Environmental Assessment & Remediation
• Building Demolition
• Feasibility Studies
• Estimating
• Facilities Budget Planning
• Develop & Manage Facilities Database
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1.2 VISION, MISSION, AND VALUES STATEMENT
The Construction Management and Inspection Division was formed to
manage all County construction projects and infrastructure built through
private development. We have created the Vision, Mission, and Value
statements to provide guidance in achieving successful project
management.
Vision
The vision of CMID is to assure excellence in the construction of public
facilities.
Mission
CMID’s mission is to provide the public, developers, contractors, and
government agencies with consistent and efficient construction services
through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspection and quality assurance
Constructability reviews
Materials testing
Surveying
Labor law compliance
Project coordination

and other related construction management activities.
Values
To accomplish our Vision and Mission, we share the following values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Teamwork and cooperation
Commitment to improvement and innovation
Trust and mutual respect
Honesty, integrity, and professionalism
Understanding and meeting our customers' needs
Safe and healthy environment
Open and clear communication
Decision making at the lowest possible level
Efficient use of time and resources
Common sense
Doing the right things right the first time
Environmental awareness
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1.3 THE PROCEDURES MANUAL
Objectives of the Procedures Manual
The Objectives of the Manual are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define and describe the duties and responsibilities of those involved
in County construction projects.
Describe procedures necessary for detailed processes used in the
management and inspection of construction projects.
Define and describe procedures that are consistent with Contract
provisions of construction projects.
Minimize duplication of effort by construction management
personnel.
Provide consistency in the management of individual construction
projects.
Provide a useful, concise, and easily read guide to preparation of
construction management and inspection documents.
Serve as a guide and training tool for new and current employees who
are not familiar with construction management and inspection
procedures.

Interrelation with Other Project Documents
Three documents are used to better manage all aspects of construction
projects:
•

•
•

For District projects, the Project Management Manual (PMM) defines
the interrelationships and responsibilities of all entities (RE, PE,
Operations, Engineering, and Designer) involved in construction
projects.
The CMID Procedures Manual defines and describes in detail the
processes used in the management and inspection of individual
construction projects.
The Construction Management Plan, normally only required on large,
long duration or complex projects, is written specifically for the
construction Project. This plan defines the Project, duties,
responsibilities, and relationships of the individuals and entities
involved in the construction Project.

The Procedures Manual attempts to tie together the procedures and
processes used in all construction projects. The manual provides guidance
to resident engineers, inspectors, technicians, and clerical staff in the
management and administration of construction projects.
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Scope of the Procedures Manual
The information in the Procedures Manual has been compiled to provide
a ready step by step procedures outline, to aid in providing a consistent
management effort and to assist in training construction management
personnel. The personnel are comprised of engineers, supervisors,
technicians, inspectors and clerical staff. The scope of the Procedures
Manual includes the construction management activities during the
following phases of a construction contract:
•
•
•

Bidding and Award Phase
Construction Phase
Post Construction Phase

The glossary of terms for this manual is identical to the PMM can be
found in Appendix A. The appendixes include standard construction
forms, a pre-construction checklist form, and miscellaneous forms.
Flow charts
The procedures in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 may be shown graphically in
flow charts. They occur immediately after each written procedure
showing duties and responsibilities.
Flow charts specific to the each section will be inserted into the manual.
For example, the submittal flow chart for processing submittals at the
airport will be different from that used at the Treatment Plant.
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1.4 USE OF THE PROCEDURES MANUAL
The Procedures Manual applies to all County construction projects
regardless of size whether designed in-house or by consultants.
The Procedures Manual is used by staff to provide consistency in the
management of construction projects and to avoid duplication of effort by
different offices.
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1.5 REVISIONS TO THE PROCEDURES MANUAL
Need for Revisions
To be an effective construction management tool, the Procedures Manual
needs to be a living document adapting to changes and revisions to
requirements, organization, participants, and to County, Owner, and
CMID policy changes.
Frequency of Revisions
Portions of the Procedures Manual should be updated at least once each
year. More frequent updating may be required if the construction policies
of the County, Owner, and CMID change significantly or if there is a
noticeable change in the Division philosophy or approach.
Responsibility for Revisions
The distribution of the manual is the responsibility of CMID’s Principal
Engineer responsible for construction projects. The Principal Engineer or
designee will periodically update the Procedures Manual; the most
current version will be available through the CMID Intranet. When pages
or sections in the manual are revised, the dates in the footer at the bottom
of the page will be revised so that the latest version can be readily
identified.
Comments and suggestions to improve the manual and questions
regarding the use of the manual shall be referred to the Principal
Engineer.
Post-construction activities under the responsibility of the Construction
Project Management team consist of:





Wrapping up the final Contract details
Reviewing the Project documentation to ensure that the Owner
receives everything required by the Contract
Writing the final report
Warranty work and inspection
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1.6 CONDUCT STANDARDS AND VALUES
Construction Management and Inspection Division
Conduct Standards and Values
To maintain a comfortable and professional environment,
employees in CMID’s offices have adopted the following Conduct
Standards:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be human; laugh a little now and then
Help maintain a safe and pleasant working environment
Honor diversity and treat each other equally
Treat each other with respect and dignity
Focus on developing a high level of trust with peers, co
workers, contractors and customers
Treat the contractor with respect
Conduct your job with integrity
Avoid open criticism of contractors, customers and co-workers
Avoid conflict of interest situations or appearances of conflict
of interest
Abide by the County Sexual Harassment Policy
Abide by the County Workplace Violence Policy
Refrain from using inappropriate language
Provide the County with a good and full day’s work everyday
Challenge yourself to expand your job skills
Use positive and open communication to improve workflow
processes and encourage fellow employees to do the same
Listen to your co-workers and their ideas
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2.1 IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATIONS
An important element of a successful project is communication. During
the construction and post construction phase, the Resident Engineer
serves as the center of communications. The Resident Engineer is the
coordinator and facilitator between the primary parties involved in the
Contract. The Resident Engineer is the direct link between the Project
Engineer, the Construction Management team, and the Contractor. The
Contractor is the link to the subcontractors. The PE is the link to
Operations and Support personnel and design consultants, whether
County or District personnel or Architects/Engineers (A/E).
The Resident Engineer is responsible for the construction management
team. The Resident Engineer should always be involved in all construction
activities before contact is made with the Contractor.
There are times when a Contractor will ask the Resident Engineer to
communicate directly with a subcontractor; however, the RE should not
do so without having the Contractor present. The same is true with the
relation between the RE, PE, and the designer. The PE is responsible for
the total design and should always be included in any communication with
the designer.
The RE should make the lines of communication very clear to all project
participants from the start of construction. It is much better to start a
contract with a firm understanding than to try to correct a difficult
situation later in the project caused by a lax relationship between
participants. By defining and enforcing the channels of communication
and correspondence, the Resident Engineer will stay on top of the project
and reduce the possibilities for later misunderstandings, problems, and
claims.
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2.2 COMMUNICATIONS ON THE JOB SITE
The Contractor’s project manager, superintendent, and supervisory
personnel are on the job to build the project and should not be interrupted
unnecessarily. Conversations with these people should be short and job
related. Conversations on contractual issues should be with the supervisor,
not the individual workers. The Resident Engineer is the buffer between
other team participants and the Contractor to enforce these common sense
rules.
The RE needs to be organized and equipped to quickly respond to job site
problems or questions. This can be achieved by following these
communication guidelines and adhering to the procedures outlined in this
manual.
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2.3 VISITORS TO THE JOB SITE
Visitors should never be allowed on the job site unless the Resident
Engineer or designee accompanies them. Visitors are anyone not working
for the Contractor or a direct member of the Project team. The Resident
Engineer should maintain a site visitor’s log. It is beneficial to have the PE
visit the job site with the Resident Engineer so either party can
immediately address questions. This maintains the proper relationship
with the Contractor and ensures that proper safety measures are followed.
Personnel performing duties within the job site are not considered visitors.
However, it is important that this staff is familiar with safety or hazards
that may be present on the construction site and coordinate their activities
with the RE and contractor to minimize conflicts. Normally, the Resident
Engineer will accompany visitors to diminish controversy over what is
said or done. The Resident Engineer’s staff is more cognizant not only of
the contractual relationships but also with whom to talk and safety
concerns. The job site may change daily and only the personnel
continually involved are aware of these changes.
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2.4 AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION
The Resident Engineer is an unbiased facilitator charged with the task of
administering a contract. No partiality should be shown to either the
Contractor or the PE. One extremely important aspect of this is to always
share relevant information. Whenever possible, there should be an open
exchange of information with the Contractor and other participants in the
project. It is much easier to share information than to try to remember a lot
of information considered confidential that does not need to be. There
will, of course, be a very small amount of information that should not
immediately be shared such as:
¾ RE estimates of changes prior to receipt of the Contractor’s
proposal.
¾ Changes under development. Sharing information on changes not
yet finalized may adversely affect the contractor’s work; he may
change or postpone work unnecessarily. The RE must exercise
prudence in this area based on the number of changes, level of
certainty they will become field instructions, and degree of
completion. If enough information is available and the Contractor
is pursuing affected activities, the RE should work with the
Contractor to determine best actions needed to minimize the
impacts.
¾ Different opinions about controversial issues and claims. Once the
official position is determined, a united front can be presented.
The Resident Engineer must differentiate between the important and
unimportant facts and forward only the relevant information to each
participant. He should provide only facts, not opinions, rumors, or
secondhand information.
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2.5 MEETINGS AND REPORTS
Meetings and reports are useful tools in the communication process.
Weekly construction progress meetings and reports may be necessary on a
large project; however, on smaller projects monthly reports and meetings
may suffice. There may even be slow periods on large projects when
weekly meetings are not necessary. Other types of meetings can be
scheduled as necessary:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Problem/issue solving meetings
Pre-submittal meetings
Submittal review meetings
Schedule review meetings
Negotiations

To minimize the scope and duration of meetings, the Resident Engineer
should review and possibly answer minor questions of the Contractor or
other participants prior to meetings. If there is a particularly controversial
issue, an effort should be made before the meeting to resolve many of the
components. This will increase the likelihood of resolving the entire issue
during the meeting.
A sample agenda for a meeting might include the following:




Minutes
Old business
Unresolved items from previous meetings
Rolling schedule for previous construction progress
New business
Three week rolling schedule for upcoming construction
Anticipated submittals during coming period
Anticipated near-term access requests (SRWTP only)
Anticipated near-term testing
Changes to the critical path
Future problem areas
Safety issues
Environmental issues
Road closures, detours, and media alert status
Status of responses to RFIs
Pending CCOs
Status of CCO approvals
Status of Progress Payments
Utility marking status and coordination

A report listing the status of Contract related items (RFIs, FIs, Submittals,
ARs, etc.) should be available at each weekly status meeting. These
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reports are easily created for projects using the Project Log created by the
RE. Complete meeting minutes will be taken. The minutes should be
typed and distributed to all affected parties. An issue numbering system
should be established. Each item should be given a number that includes
the number of the meeting (e.g., 5-8 would mean the eighth item at the
fifth meeting). References to old business items can be easily tracked since
they will carry their original item number. Items should be left on the
agenda as old business until they are resolved. Many times the minutes of
the previous meeting can be used as a base for the agenda.
Regardless of the meetings and reports, the interaction between the RE
and the PE and between the RE and the Contractor must be consistent and
relevant.
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2.6 PUBLIC RELATIONS
At times, the Resident Engineer may have to perform public relations (PR)
duties. However, information requests relating to purposes of the project,
benefit to the public, impacts to the public, and similar issues should be
referred to the Public Information Office. Contract related issues should be
handled by the construction management staff. If a member of the media
calls or appears on the job site without an appointment, the media
representative should be firmly, but courteously, directed or escorted to a
public information officer. The PIO knows how to best answer questions
and relate to media representatives.
Occasionally, interested parties or dignitaries may require the
involvement of the Resident Engineer’s staff in a site visit or the Resident
Engineer’s staff may encounter the public outside of the project area. In
those situations the staff should succinctly respond to questions directed
to them. Avoid using technical jargon as it may lead to
misinterpretations. More detailed responses should be left to the public
information officers.
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2.7

CONSTITUENT COMPLAINTS AND INQUIRIES

Complaints or Project Inquires from the public are called Constituent
Complaints or Constituent Inquiries. This communication can be in the
form of personal inquiries, phone inquires, or letters. Often these
complaints are copied to or submitted directly to the Municipal Services
Agency Administrator, the Board, or an individual Board member.
Examples of inquires include traffic delays, safety concerns, road
closures, general construction questions, or concerns about a particular
aspect of a project.
CMID takes the lead in responding to all project complaints or inquiries.
However, often input of several Departments (e.g., Water Resources,
Water Quality, and Transportation) may be required to adequately
address the matter. The Resident Engineer should respond as quickly as
possible but take no longer than ten days after receipt of the inquiry to
respond. Note: All responses made to inquiries sent to the Board or a
Board member must be signed by the Division Chief with concurrence
of the Director and approved by the Agency Administrator (see Sample
response to constituent). If more than ten days is required to complete the
necessary research, a response describing this need and the amount of
time necessary to complete the research should be provided to the Board
or Board member. Again, since this is communication with the Board or
Board member, it must be routed through the Division Chief.
Typical research might include:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Verification that the situation exists or existed
Determining the cause of the situation
Determining whether or not this situation was expected
Describing the method of correction
A time frame for correction.

A response addressing the inquiry is issued after completing the research.
Response protocol:
1. Phone inquires: May be responded to by phone or in person. The
situation may warrant a response in person or in writing.
2. Letters: Letter inquires should be responded to in writing
3. Personal inquires: May be responded to in person or by phone.
Note: Formal written responses should be reviewed by the Owner(s) of
the project.
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It may be useful to provide preliminary findings during this process to
assure all concerned parties that the inquiry is being properly addressed.
These updates could be via a quick phone call or short email message.
All Complaints and Inquiries should be logged. The following
information should be contained in the log:
Â
Â
Â
Â
Â
Â

Date
Name of Inquiring Party
Topic
Date response provided
Method response provided (verbal, written, phone)
Disposition of issue (resolved, concerns still exist, further
follow-up required, etc)
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2.8 CORRESPONDENCE
During the construction and post construction phases, the Resident
Engineer is the communication hub. All correspondence to or from the
Contractor has to go through the Resident Engineer who will either
respond directly or distribute it to the appropriate party for action.
Correspondence between other members of the project team should be
copied to the Resident Engineer for his information and possible action.
The Contractor should not be interrupted by persons looking for
miscellaneous information or material such as schedule updates,
submittal numbers, subcontract license numbers, status of change
requests, or concrete deliveries. The Resident Engineer is the collector
and distributor of all information from the Contractor. The same is true
for information needed by the Contractor. The source of all information is
the Resident Engineer. Anyone other than the Resident Engineer
approached by the Contractor should refer the Contractor to the RE.
Unless this practice is strictly adhered to, the responsibility and authority
of the Resident Engineer can be undermined. If the Contractor finds it
possible to obtain answers that are more favorable by going around the
Resident Engineer, then the terms of the Contract are diluted making it
more difficult to enforce.
One of the essential components of a successful Project is the timely
processing of correspondence. Additional costs, delay claims, litigation,
and improper construction can result from a late response. The Resident
Engineer should review incoming correspondence the day it is received to
determine its destination. All responses to correspondence from the
Contractor to the Resident Engineer shall be delivered as soon as
possible, but no later than the time frame specified in the contract. If no
response time is specified, a response should be provided within one
week from the receipt of the correspondence. If a definitive response
cannot be provided, respond to the Contractor explaining the reason for a
delayed resolution and the date the appropriate response is anticipated.
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2.9 DISTRIBUTION OF CORRESPONDENCE
Although it is easiest to distribute all project correspondence to every
member of the project team, this is not necessarily best. This simply
invites team members to waste time on irrelevant matters or perform
redundant functions. Instead, the Resident Engineer and the filing clerk
(normally used only on some larger jobs) are the only two who should see
all the project correspondence. It is the Resident Engineer’s responsibility
to see that everyone on the project team receives only information relevant
to his or her needs. For many small jobs the RE will need to ensure that
any documents received are properly copied and distributed.
The Resident Engineer should decide who is to get what and when they
should receive it. This distribution protocol should be summarized and
distributed to all members of the Project team involved during
construction. The Record Documentation Handling and Training Manual
will further describe the document control procedures.
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CHAPTER 3 – CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
3.1 Introduction
CMID’s mission is to provide contract administration, management, and
inspection services for County and District construction projects. The
primary purpose of CMID is to ensure that projects are constructed in
accordance with the plans and specifications. By administering
construction contracts in a fair, consistent, and organized manner, CMID
will not only achieve its mission and purpose but also minimize claims
and change orders from contractors. By performing its work in a
consistent manner, CMID will build trust and maintain a positive
relationship with the contracting community. This consistency will also
promote competition and lower costs for future projects.
Contract administration activities involve the administrative tasks related
to the construction contract. This chapter provides the procedures for
contract administration during the construction phase of a Contract.
Inspection and testing activities are covered in Chapter 4.

Overview
Execution of the contract by the Contractor and the County or District
marks the beginning of the construction phase of a project. The designers
turn the project over to the Contractor for construction. The responsibility
for management of the project passes from the designers to CMID. For
purposes of this manual, the person in responsible charge of the project is
called the Resident Engineer; the Owner Agency representative is called
the Project Engineer. From this point onward, the RE has the primary
responsibility for completion of the Project. The designer who serves as
the technical expert aids the RE. The RE is responsible to ensure that the
Project is completed in conformance with the Contract documents.
Construction Management Activities
Construction management activities include all work on the part of the
County agencies, the District, District consultants, and others involved in
construction management activities. Construction and post-construction
activities can be divided into the following areas:






Communications and Correspondence
Contract Administration
Inspecting and Testing
Final Completion and Acceptance
Post-Construction Activities

These divisions attempt to follow the sequence of construction as it
normally occurs. However, most of the activities occur throughout the
Project.
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3.1 Introduction
Contract administration during the construction and post-construction
phases includes activities associated with construction other than the
physical testing and inspecting in the field. Contract administration
activities generally involve processing and controlling large volumes of
paper work.
Inspecting and testing are the responsibility of the Contractor and the
Resident Engineer, in conjunction with the Project Engineer, to ensure
that the Project is constructed in accordance with the requirements of the
Contract (drawings and written specifications). The Contractor has the
responsibility for quality control and the Resident Engineer has the
responsibility for quality assurance. The RE’s duties and activities during
the construction and post-construction phases include:



















Serving as the coordinator and facilitator between the primary parties
involved in the contract.
Coordinating with the Project Engineer (PE) (Owner)
Verifying compliance with the mobilization checklist
Administering the construction contract
Complying with management procedures
Obtaining record drawings
Processing submittals
Inspecting and testing
Reviewing the construction schedule and monitoring progress
Processing progress payments
Using proper procedures to avoid and resolve disputes
Resolving potential claims
Negotiating and issuing contract changes
Processing change orders
Obtaining operations and maintenance manuals
Witnessing testing and startup
Obtaining warranties and guarantees
Performing Project close-out activities

Final completion and Project acceptance activities include training
Maintenance and Operations personnel and accepting the completed
Project, either in its entirety or in part. Accepting the completed Project is
a complex process and may extend over a long period.
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3.2 Project Management Plan

PURPOSE
The Project Management Plan (The Plan) is a project-specific plan that
begins with the bidding process and ends with project completion and
Board Acceptance. The Project Management Plan describes the scope of
work, why it is being constructed, the cost, and scheduled time for
constructing the project. It also details how the Resident Engineer will
form a project team to administer and control the project. The Plan will
contain the RE’s description of each team member’s tasks.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
While preparing such a plan is not usually necessary on small jobs, it is
extremely valuable on large, complicated, or long duration projects. The
County agency or District that owns the project will find it useful since
they will know what level of services to expect and the associated CMID
cost.
The Plan is finalized when the contract is awarded to the successful
responsible low bidder. The Plan is implemented just prior to the Preconstruction Conference (reference Section 3.5).
RESPONSIBILITY
The Plan is prepared by, or under the supervision of, the Resident
Engineer.
PROCEDURE
The Plan describes the project and provides the following information in
a logical sequence that closely approximates the construction schedule. It
should be written (in draft form) as soon as the assigned RE has had time
to review the project. In preparing the plan, the RE will get a better
understanding of the project and the necessary work to properly manage
it. The plan can be finalized once the bids are accepted and a contractor
selected.
SECTION I PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1. Purpose: Describe the County’s or District’s need for the project
(history and background), project location, relationship of the project to
its surroundings, and project construction cost.
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2. Scope of Work: Outline all major construction work items in the
contract, their impact on the construction schedule, and the operation and
impact on existing equipment and processes.
3. Contract Amount: List the engineers estimate, successful bid amount,
and schedule of values. Also, list the liquidated damages associated with
milestones and contract completion.
4. Contract Time: Describe the time frame of the project from beginning
to completion in terms of working days or calendar days.
5. Construction Schedule: Outline (list) project work items that have
inflexible, specific completion milestones. The list should include
deadlines for assessing liquidated damages after the beginning of work,
the amount of liquidated damages per day, and the expected completion
dates. It is strongly recommended that the RE prepare a detailed
schedule for the Project. This does not have to reflect the
Contractor’s plan nor is it resource loaded. This is simply an
excellent tool for the RE to “learn” the project. Access to Microsoft
Project or Primavera Project Planner (P3) is available for this
purpose.
6. Resource Allocation: Create a project organization chart that outlines
the duties and responsibilities of each project team: the Design
Consultant, General Contractor, significant subcontractors and suppliers,
Project Engineering (PE), Operations, and the Resident Engineer’s team.
The plan should further detail the responsibilities of the RE’s team by
assigning specific tasks to individuals; the individuals are listed by job
title, not by name.
7. Resource Allocation Budget: A projection of the anticipated cost of
administering the contract. Team members review the projected budget to
assist them in assigning their resources accordingly. The Resident
Engineer’s goal is to administer the contract within the projected budget.
The budget is subject to revision if the scope of work changes.
SECTION II PROJECT MANAGEMENT
1. Meetings: A table listing all types of meetings that are expected with
their frequency and required participants.
2. Document control/management: Describe how documents (letters,
submittals, RFIs, Fis, etc) will be handled. This portion of the Plan is
meant to complement the procedures detailed in Section 3.32.
Information will include:

3.2 Project Management Plan

¾ Protocols in using electronic communication such as email and
the Internet
¾ How the contractor will receive mail
¾ Determining received and issued dates
¾ Special requirements not included in Section 3.32
3. Project monitoring: This is a brief description of how the RE plans to
monitor the progress of the project. This section should describe
concerns unique to the project and how the RE will manage them
such as:
¾ Special inspection requirements
¾ Anticipated off-site visits
¾ Expected difficulties or major interference with existing processes
¾ Stringent testing requirements
SECTION III APPENDICES
This section contains more details to back up information presented
in the main body of the Plan. This may include such items as:
¾ Organizational chart for all employees involved in the project
¾ Spreadsheet showing manpower and budget requirements
¾ Submittals list
¾ List of anticipated shutdowns
¾ List of construction activities from the RE’s construction
schedule.
Refer to the Project Management Plan for Contract 3066 as an
example.
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3.3 Execution of Contract

DESCRIPTION
Execution of the Contract is the approval and signing of the Contract
documents culminating in a signed contract between the Contractor and
the County or District. The signing of the Contract documents completes
the legal document that describes the terms of the agreement.
For some contracts, the
Owner receives sealed
copies of the contractor’s
bid documents and places
them in escrow. They
remain in escrow until the
project is accepted. The
documents may be opened
if the information
contained in them is
pertinent to a contractor
claim or other contentious
issue. For detailed
procedures as followed on
District projects, refer to
the Escrow Procedures.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
CSS (Contract CSS prepares contract forms upon approval from the
Support
Board to award the Contract to the apparent low bidder.
Services)
They will issue a letter to the Contractor requesting that
the forms be completed and returned along with the
performance and payment bonds. This letter is sent via
certified mail.
RE (Resident The RE should call the contractor as soon as practical to
Engineer)
so that the contractor knows who the main contact is.
The RE should also schedule a date for the
preconstruction conference during this call.
Contractor
The Contractor completes the necessary forms and
submits the appropriate certificates of insurance and
bonds back to CSS.
CSS

CSS reviews the completed contract forms, certificates,
and bonds for completeness and validity. When found
satisfactory, they prepare a memo to the Board
recommending approval of the Contract to proceed.

BOARD

The Chairperson signs the Contract.

CSS

CSS prepares and issues a letter, via certified mail, to
the Contractor notifying them that the Contract has been
executed.
The RE prepares a letter to the Contractor notifying
them of the start date of Contract Time, the expected
completion date and milestone dates as appropriate.

RE

The flowchart on the next page shows all the steps, timeframe and
responsibilities involved in executing the contract.
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3.4 Notice to Proceed

DESCRIPTION
The Notice to Proceed (NTP) is a formal notification from the County or
District to the Contractor of when the counting of Contract time will
commence. The Resident Engineer mails the Notice to Proceed to the
Contractor after receiving verification from Accounting and Fiscal
Services (AFS) Contracts Desk that the Contractor has received the
Contract via certified mail, reference Section 3.3.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Resident Engineer formally confirms the Contract’s start and end
dates by implementing the Notice to Proceed.
PROCEDURE
1. The Resident Engineer obtains verification from AFS of the date that
the Contractor received the executed Contract via certified mail from
AFS.
2. The Resident Engineer obtains verification and approval from AFS of
bonds and insurance certificates.
3. The Resident Engineer determines the contract start and completion
dates.
4. The Notice to Proceed shall start as indicated by the following
requirements:
A. The start of Contract time normally begins 30 days from first
receipt of the Contract issued by AFS. Refer to the Contract
specifications for details associated with specific projects.
B. The Contractor must possess approved bonds and insurance
certificates as well as an executed contract before work
commences; however, counting of contract time may begin
without any of these in place.
5. The Resident Engineer sends a formal Notice to Proceed notifying the
Contractor of the “Contract start and end dates.”
6. The Contractor shall notify the RE five days in advance before
starting work. The Contractor cannot begin work earlier than the NTP
date even when all pre-construction requirements have been fulfilled.
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Note: You should reference the specific contract wording because each
contract may specify different time frames.
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Notice to Proceed Flow Chart
AFS notifies the RE
that the Contractor has
received the contract
via certified mail. The
RE may need to
contact AFS to verify
receipt

Legend
AFS = Accounting and Fiscal Services
RE = Resident Engineer
NTP = Notice to Proceed

The
RE obtains
verification and
approval of bonds
and insurance
certificates from
AFS

The RE
determines the
contract start and
completion dates

The RE sends a
formal NTP letter
notifying the
Contractor of the
03/04/09
"Contract start and
end dates"

The NTP may not commence sooner
than the Contractor receives and
signs the contract and no later than
30 days after being received
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DESCRIPTION
The Pre-Construction Conference is a formal meeting that requires the
attendance of all of the principal participants in the project. This meeting
is not intended to address detailed technical or construction issues, but to
introduce the major participants and essential personnel and to discuss the
following:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Proper protocol, responsibilities and authority
Define the channels of communications and correspondence
Review regulatory and permitting requirements
Review project specific safety issues
Discuss access, traffic, and temporary construction facilities
Discuss items of work, contractual sequence and timing of the
construction, and contract schedule
Discuss critical areas of concern expected during construction
Review and clarify contractual procedures and issues including
RFIs, FIs, submittals, progress payments, etc.
Define remaining requirements to be fulfilled prior to
commencing work
Answer non-technical questions raised by the Contractor
Explain storm water (BMP) control requirements
Discuss procedures for Access Requests (District work), how
underground utilities are handled and Work Permits
Labor Compliance requirements

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Pre-Construction Conference is normally scheduled shortly after the
award of the Contract. The Conference is required by Contract to take
place prior to the beginning of work.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Resident Engineer has primary responsibility for the PreConstruction Conference. The Resident Engineer notifies the participants
involved of the date, time, and location of the conference and distributes
the agenda. The location of the conference should be held at a convenient
location near the project site with adequate space for the number of
participants. The number of participants will vary with the size,
complexity, and cost of each project.
Prior to the Pre-Construction Conference, the Resident Engineer should
review and become thoroughly familiar with the content of the “frontend” specifications that deal with contract administration. Each contract
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differs in scope of work and special provisions, so each pre-construction
conference varies.
The RE should also meet with the owner and engineer prior to the PCC to
resolve problems, difficulties, and conflicts. This will allow the RE to
respond without fear of contradiction or a later retraction if these issues
come up during the PCC.
PROCEDURE
1. The Resident Engineer establishes the location, date and time of the
Pre-Construction conference with the endorsement of the PE.
2. The Resident Engineer prepares the conference agenda (Sample preconstruction agenda) with a list of the attendees and submits it to the
PE for review, comment, and concurrence. The list of attendees
should include the following (where applicable):
# Construction Project Management Team invited by the Resident
Engineer
# Funding Department’s (WQ, WRD, Transportation, etc.) or
District’s Project Engineer
# Design team representatives (Consultant)
# PE Documentation representative
# Labor Compliance representative
# Contractor
# Subcontractors invited by Contractor
# Safety representatives (Owner and RE)
# Operations and Maintenance Support representative
# Outside agencies involved in the Project, including utility
company representatives and Public Information Office
representatives.
3. The Resident Engineer sends a cover letter and agenda to all invited
attendees at least two weeks prior to the tentative conference date.
4. Resident Engineer may record the proceedings on audio or videotape.
Attendees are asked to note their presence on a sign-in sheet.
5. The RE or designee will record the minutes of the meeting and will
prepare accurate written records of the matters discussed during the
Pre-Construction meeting (meeting minutes Sample pre-construction
minutes.) These are issued to all participants shortly after the meeting.
Inform participants, via letter of transmittal, that the Pre-Construction
Conference minutes are to be considered final unless corrections are
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received by the Resident Engineer no later than ten (10) days after the
Pre-Construction Conference.
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DESCRIPTION
Mobilization is the first onsite activity for the Contractor and may
be a line item in the Bid Form Bidding Schedule. The amounts
allowed for payment are usually limited by specification to a
maximum percentage of the total bid amount. The payment
specification lists the items that must be completed for total
payment.
The following is a list of tasks that should be completed to ensure
adequate mobilization. Note that some of these may not be
necessary depending on the type or size of the project. The job
specifications may list some unique items the contractor must
perform to successfully mobilize.
1. Contractor’s Project Manager on site fulltime.
2. Bonds and copies of active insurance certificates.
3. Plant and construction equipment for activities for the first
month on site. AR required for SRWTP projects.
4. Field office setup with utilities. AR required for SRWTP
projects
5. Fire protection established.
6. Construction yard setup with storage and maintenance
facilities with utilities setup. AR required for SRWTP
projects.
7. Storm Water Best Management
acknowledged and implemented.

Practices

(BMP’s)

8. Safety Plan submitted and required notices posted.
9. Quality Control Plan submitted.
10. Permits required.
11. Preliminary Construction Schedule.
12. Necessary Access Requests for initial construction activities
on SRWTP projects.
13. Temporary construction fencing
14. Traffic Control Plan
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DESCRIPTION
The Construction Schedule is a graphic, database presentation of the
planned sequence of work activities showing the relationships and
interdependencies between the elements that make up a construction
project. During the course of construction, the updated, as-built schedule
provides a record of completed activities.
The Construction Schedule is made up of the essential elements that are
necessary to represent a practical plan to complete the work within the
Contract time. It is also utilized to analyze the impact of changes to the
work and to prepare a plan for mitigating such impacts.
A complete construction schedule contains five main elements:
1. A logical sequence depicting a plan on how a project will be
constructed
2. A forecast of the time required to perform each task or activity shown
in the plan
3. The relationships between the activities which comprise the schedule.
4. The cost and resources associated with each activity (resource
loading)
5. The measure of the planned performance compared to the actual
performance during the course of the project.
PURPOSE
The Construction Schedule is a tool used by the Contractor, Resident
Engineer, Design Consultant, and the project owner to monitor the
construction process and the resources each needs to apply to ensure the
project is completed on time. The Contractor benefits from having a
rational method to manage time and resources during the project.
The primary purpose of the construction schedule is to help all parties
deal constructively with the time-related problems and changes that will
arise during the life of the project.
RESPONSIBILITY
If a schedule is required, the Contractor must submit it within the time
specified. The Contractor may be prevented from beginning work without
at least an approved preliminary schedule; refer to the project
specifications for exact requirements. The Resident Engineer should use
the schedule to determine if adequate progress is made. The RE is
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responsible for reviewing the submitted schedules in the time specified
by the contract documents.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Contractor initiates all schedule submittals in accordance with the
requirements of the Contract. Should the Contractor fail to submit
schedules as required, the consequences for the District can be
significant. The Resident Engineer must document requests for the
Contractor to comply with the scheduling requirements of the Contract.
1. Initial Schedule: Many large contracts require the Contractor to
submit a schedule depicting the first four months of activity on the
project for review. This initial schedule must be submitted twenty
(20) days after the start date specified in the Notice to Proceed
(section 3.4) and prior to commencing any non-mobilization work
activity. The purpose of this interim submittal is to provide all parties
with a schedule to manage the project, and provide payment for
completed work, while the Contractor develops the baseline schedule.
2. Baseline Schedule: Most contracts require the baseline schedule to
be the first one submitted. This is a submission of a complete project
schedule that, if one was required, incorporates the initial schedule.
The complete project schedule submitted and accepted by the
Resident Engineer is called the baseline schedule.
3. Weekly and/or monthly update submittals: Weekly submittals of
two, three or four-week “look ahead” schedules are used by the
Resident Engineer to coordinate and monitor the progress of the
project and the interfacing of Contractor’s activities with Operations.
Monthly schedule submittals are reviewed by the Resident Engineer
for the accuracy of as-built dates and as-built resources [where
applicable] and to verify Progress Payment Estimates. Some contracts
require a submittal of a new schedule whenever schedule changes are
made or schedule impacts occur. Refer to job specifications for
specific requirements.
4. Recovery Schedules: The Resident Engineer may require the
Contractor to provide a schedule update showing the Contractor’s
plan for recovery in instances where the Contractor is significantly
behind schedule. [Review Contract documents for each project to
determine applicability of recovery schedules]
5. Fragmentary Schedules: Fragmentary schedules are the mechanism
the Contractor should/must use to demonstrate time impacts of PCMs
and FIs. The Resident Engineer must review, negotiate, and accept
the fragmentary schedule before the Contractor incorporates the
modifications into the updated schedules. Fragmentary schedules
provide a rational method for the Resident Engineer and Contractor to
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discuss and agree to impacts to interim milestones and project
completion.
PROCEDURE
1. Basic requirements: The Contractor may be required by the Contract
specifications to submit schedules using the Critical Path Method
(CPM). The schedule is a computerized precedence network and
should represent in detail all planned submittals, procurement and onsite construction activities. Additionally, the schedule should include
activities affecting system operations [shutdown/diversion/capacity
reduction]. The schedule is required by contract to be prepared on
computer software that is compatible with the County’s computers
and/or software.
Two basic formats are required depending on the size and complexity
of the project [refer to Contract scheduling specifications for exact
requirement]:
(a) Small projects – network diagram without resource loading
[bar or Gantt chart may be acceptable]
(b) Large and/or complex projects – precedence diagram network
with cost and resource loading.
2. Review of Submittals:
(a) Baseline Schedule Submittals – The Contractor is responsible
for means and methods. The Resident Engineer dictates neither of
these unless specifically noted in the Contract documents. The
primary purpose of review is to assure compliance with Contract
constraints for completion. The Contract should be reviewed for
language defining the Contract Time in working days, calendar
days, or specific completion date.
The baseline schedule must provide sufficient detail to allow all
parties to manage the project effectively. This is the reason for the
maximum activity cost and duration specified in the Contract.
The primary purpose of the review of resource and cost loaded
schedules is to determine that the totals equate to the Contract
Price and that excessive value has not been placed on activities
near the start of the project [front-end-loading]. The cost value
should include a pro rata contribution for overhead and profit so
that the total cost of all activities equals the total contract price.
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(b) Contractor Periodic updates [weekly and/or monthly]
Schedule submittals. The purpose of the review [joint review
between RE and the Contractor] is to accurately record progress
of the project and ensures the progress depicted in the update is
consistent with other project documentation. This includes
Inspector Daily Diaries and Progress Payment Estimates [PPEs].
Note that formal notification for time extensions is provided to the
Contractor via the Weekly Statement of Contract Time [WSCT] refer §3.19. The schedule updates should be consistent with the
WSCTs and time extensions awarded via Contract Change Orders
[CCOs]. Also, note the difference between avoidable delays,
unavoidable delays, and days not counted as working days due to
weather conditions. The Contract should be reviewed for
language defining the Contract time in working days, calendar
days, or specific completion date.
(c) Current Updates - are utilized for the analysis of time impacts to
the project. Unless rigorous and consistent, these updates will
either provide no useful information or lead to erroneous
conclusions. Ideally, disputes over time extensions are resolved
expediently during the course of the project. However, the
baseline, updates and final as-built schedules are routinely used in
dispute resolution. A concise, continuous record of project events
provides negotiators, mediators and judges a basis from which to
determine time-related damages.
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DESCRIPTION
Submittals are prepared by the Contractor to indicate the intended
methods, materials, and equipment that will be used to fulfill the
requirements of the Contract documents. Submittals help ensure that the
Contractor will provide the quality of materials and workmanship as
specified in the Contract documents. The submission of materials or other
supplemental information relevant to the project is accomplished via the
submittal process. The Resident Engineer receives, distributes, reviews,
and tracks all submittals throughout the course of the construction
project. Submittals typically include such things as: product data, shop
drawings, test procedures, test results, annotated PLC program listings,
disk copies of CAD generated drawings, samples, requests for
substitutions, descriptive data, certificates, methods, schedules, marked
drawings and specifications, manufacturer’s installation, and other
instructions and miscellaneous work related items. Submittals also
include all other information that is reasonably required, in the opinion of
the Engineer, to demonstrate fully that the materials and equipment
furnished and the methods of work comply with the provisions and intent
of the Contract documents. Additional submittal requirements are
specified in individual sections of the specifications.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Before construction begins, the Resident Engineer, Project Engineer, and
Contractor meet to review the role and responsibility of each participant
in the submittals process and to prepare a submittals management plan.
The Contractor initiates the submittal process with the transmittal of a
submittal package to the Resident Engineer for review and approval. The
Contractor may initiate a submittals package review prior to transmitting
a submittal to the Resident Engineer. The intent of this “pre-review” is to
minimize or eliminate errors and conflicts. In summary, the Contractor
(or subcontractor) assembles the submittal package and checks the
submittal for accuracy, completeness, and correctness, and coordinates
the number sequencing of submittals to avoid delay of work. The
Contractor is also responsible for the distribution of returned submittals
to the appropriate subcontractors and suppliers.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Resident Engineer is responsible for receiving, distributing,
reviewing, evaluating, grading, and returning all submittals to the
Contractor in a timely manner. The Resident Engineer is also responsible
for creating and maintaining a submittal log database. Original submittals
are returned to the Contractor in thirty days or less and re-submittals are
returned in twenty days or less (the number of days can vary and should
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be verified by reviewing the submittals section of the specifications). The
review and evaluation process includes comments from the Project
Engineer (PE) and the Consulting Engineer(s). An established grading
system is used in scoring evaluations of each submittal independently by
the Resident Engineer, the Project Engineer, and the Consulting
Engineer. Once reviewed and graded, the submittals are returned to the
Resident Engineer where are they collated, logged, signed, and returned
to the Contractor. The requirements of the Contract specifications are the
guideline used to evaluate each submittal.
PROCEDURE
1. For many contracts, the Contractor must transmit a master list of
submittals for the entire project with the anticipated transmittal dates.
The RE and PE will normally assist the Contractor in preparing a
comprehensive list. The list shall be consecutively numbered and
include the appropriate specification section. This list is part of the
comprehensive submittal management plan developed by the
Contractor and is normally due within 60 days of the Notice to
Proceed date.
2. The Contractor submits a list of submittals usually within 10 days,
(this may vary by contract, refer to SS 01300-3.03 for exact number)
following the start date specified in the Notice to Proceed (reference
section 3.4). This initial list includes those submittals requiring
review within the first 120 days of the project.
3. The Contractor, with the assistance of the Resident Engineer,
develops a comprehensive submittal management plan for all required
submittals. The submittal management plan shall be developed within
60 days of the start date specified in the Notice to Proceed (reference
section 3.4).
4. The RE with the assistance of the PE and AE will assign a lead
reviewer for each submittal.
5. The Resident Engineer creates and maintains a common log of
submittals for the project. The Contractor numbers the submittals and
each item on the submittal if the submittal contains multiple items.
6. The Contractor provides the submittals that are required by contract
for approval and for information only.
7. The RE/PE/AE review the submittals within the specified amount of
time. The RE reviews the comments returned by the PE and the AE,
and will incorporate the comments and the appropriate grade into a
submittal review response that is sent to the Contractor.
8. The Contractor provides a re-submittal for grades C (Amend and
Resubmit) or D (Rejected). A representative of the Resident Engineer
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verifies compliance with submittals given grades A (No Exceptions
Taken) and B (Make Corrections Noted).
9. The RE should ensure that field personnel are kept informed on
submittal status.
10. The inspectors and the Resident Engineer uses only the accepted
submittals to ensure that the project is constructed as specified and
submitted by the Contractor. The flowchart at the end of this section
shows a typical submittal process used for District projects.
Note: Installation of items or equipment specified within the Contract
without an approved submittal is done at the Contractor’s risk. The RE
may issue a non-compliance notification if this occurs. This is the RE’s
decision based on how critical the activity is and to what extent the
installation does not comply with or varies from the specifications.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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Note:
This flowchart is a general representation of typical submittal process. There are
various submittals that do not require all of the steps or all of the entities shown and
the time frame will vary by type. See specific contract sections for detailed
definition of required copies, allowed review time and routing requirements.
Example: CPM Schedules would not be routed to P.E.Doc., the scheduler would be
the TSG initial reviewer.

9/23/98
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3.9 Request for Information/Clarification request

DESCRIPTION

For information on how
RFI’s are used (or misused)
in the construction industry
read, “RFIs Use Abuse and
Control.” from the
September 1998 Issue of The
Legal Specifier.

The Request for Information (RFI) process is a means available to the
Contractor to formally request information or clarification of the Contract
documents. If the Contract documents appear to provide insufficient
detail, contain errors, or offer conflicting or insufficient information, the
Contractor may prepare a RFI to obtain additional information,
clarification, or direction.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Contractor initiates the RFI using a standard form provided by the
Resident Engineer. The Contractor may wish to communicate
electronically or may be required to communicate electronically by the
Contract. The Contractor is responsible for assigning the RFI sequence
number. The Resident Engineer reviews the RFI to ensure it is valid,
clear and to determine if the response warrants a Contract Change Order.
If a change is required, the RE will assign a Potential Change (PC section
3.13) number to the RFI. If a design change is required, the Project
Engineer and Design Consultant review the RFI and provide sufficient
clarification, details, or design modifications to the RE.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
At the start of construction, preferably at the Pre-Construction
Conference, the Resident Engineer and the Contractor should agree on
the format and transmittal means for RFI’s. The RFI process is not
intended to be used by the Contractor to request substitutions. Refer to
the submittal specifications contained within the Contract for
substitutions and Cost Incentive Change Proposals (CICP).
PROCEDURE
1. Whenever possible, immediately answer Contractor’s field questions.
When the Contractor asks the Construction Inspector a question, the
two parties should immediately review the plans and specifications
together to clearly understand the question and determine if the plans
provide a clear answer. If the plans and specifications provide a clear
answer, the Construction Inspector should note it in the Daily Diary.
2. If the Contractor and Inspector cannot reach a resolution, they should
seek the assistance of the Resident Engineer.
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If a resolution or answer to a question cannot be found by using steps
1 and 2, the Contractor must seek a resolution to the question by
originating an RFI.
3. Upon receipt, the Resident Engineer reviews the content of the RFI
for clarity and accuracy, and determines if it is indeed a valid RFI. If
it is not a valid RFI, it should be returned without review and the
Contractor requested to submit under proper transmittal (e.g. letter,
submittal, and request for substitution).
If the issue is not stated clearly and accurately, the Resident Engineer
will seek more information from the Contractor and edit the RFI as
necessary. Other recipients of the RFI should be advised that
additional information is forthcoming.
4. The Resident Engineer or a designee logs the RFI into the RFI log. As
a minimum, the following information should be captured:
¾ received date
¾ due date
¾ subject
¾ specification reference
¾ impacted schedule activities
¾ subcontractor or craft
¾ potential time and cost impacts
¾ affected drawings.
5. The Resident Engineer reviews the RFI further to determine
changes in time and/or cost (additive or deductive) are involved.
there are changes in time and/or cost, a PC (section 3.13) number
assigned. The Resident Engineer then determines if the RFI
requesting a Contract interpretation or is a design question.

if
If
is
is

6. If the RFI requests clarification of a construction issue or
interpretation of the contract documents, the Resident Engineer
notifies the Project Engineer (PE) of his interpretation and proposed
response. If the PE wishes to provide a direction that deviates from
the Resident Engineer’s interpretation, a Proposed Contract
Modification (PCM, section 3.12) request form should be obtained
from the PE.
7. If the RFI involves a design issue, the Resident Engineer seeks input
from the PE and/or Design Consultant. If the RFI is time critical, the
RE should advise the PE and Design Consultant and ensure that they
respond in time.
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8. When assigning the response date, the Resident Engineer needs to
consider the complexity of the answer and the Contractor’s schedule.
A thorough schedule analysis should be performed if the response
will take more time than allowed by the Contract. If it is determined
that the expected response time will consume all remaining schedule
float, investigate and discuss options with the Contractor. Note: meet
or beat the specified deadline whenever possible.
9. The Resident Engineer reviews the response provided by the PE for
conformance with the Contract plans and specifications and forwards
it to the Contractor. If the response is extra work, the Contractor
should be given direction to proceed on a force account basis or, time
permitting, be asked to submit a lump sum proposal. The RFI should
then be assigned a PC number for cost/time tracking. The response is
forwarded to the Contractor electronically, if available, and by hard
copy.
10. The Resident Engineer should produce a weekly report of outstanding
RFI’s for discussion with the PE and AE staff prior to weekly job
meetings with the Contractor; the RE’s Project Log (created in
Microsoft Access) will generate this list. RFI generated PC’s should
also be reviewed to determine if information is due from the
Contractor or if further direction is needed.
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DESCRIPTION
The Contractor may offer to substitute alternate materials or equipment
from those specified in the contract. The Contractor can request
substitutions by two methods. The first is via the submittal process. The
requirements for this method are typically specified in the Contract
documents. The second is via a Cost Incentive Change Proposal (CICP).
The Contractor should provide a brief description of the proposed
substitution prior to preparing a detailed submittal; this will enable all
parties to estimate the feasibility before much effort is expended. The
Contractor must request the substitution in writing in ample time to
permit review without delaying the work. A request for substitution must
be approved prior to implementation. Substitutions requested by anyone
other than the Contractor such as suppliers, subcontractors, or
manufacturers must be submitted through the Contractor.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Contractor determines when to begin this process based on the
complexity and which schedule activity or activities the substitution will
affect. The Contractor must allow enough time for the review and
approval process to avoid construction delays. The submittal must
include sufficient data and information to allow the Project Engineer to
fully compare the substitute with the item specified in the contract. The
review times will vary based on the complexity of the substitution or
CICP.
PROCEDURE
1. The Resident Engineer in collaboration with the Project Engineer
reviews the request for substitution within 15 working days. The role
of the Resident Engineer is to evaluate the cost impact, schedule
impact, and workability of the requested substitution.
2. The Project Engineer will review the request and consult with the
Design Consultant and Operations to determine workability and
uniformity within the operations.
3. The Design Consultant reviews the request for substitution to
determine if the change conforms to the specification and is
satisfactory for the performance of the project. The design consultant
may also estimate the potential cost impact on the project.
4. The Resident Engineer will collate comments and return the
completed review to the Contractor. The RE will negotiate cost and
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time issues with the Contractor if the substitution is accepted; if not
acceptable, the Contractor will proceed per the contract.
5. If the cost is an increase it is normally justified as a design
improvement. An FI for credit is issued if the cost is a reduction. In
the case of a CICP, the Contractor and Owner share the savings,
usually a 50/50 split. Most District contracts stipulate that to issue a
CICP the total savings must be at least $50,000; anything less is a
change in work and the FI is issued as a credit. County standards do
not specify minimum savings. Refer to special provisions for contract
specific requirements.
6. The RE will prepare Field Instruction(s) as needed to implement the
substitution or CICP, modifying any affected specifications and
drawings.
7. The RE will prepare a formal Contract Change Order for approved
substitutions that involve cost changes to the contract and for CICPs.
The flowchart at the end of this section shows the typical RFS process.
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DESCRIPTION

The project specifications and
drawings released for bid are
normally referred to as the bid
set. Any addenda (changes
released prior to the bid due
date) are incorporated into the
bid set and issued to the
successful Contractor; this set
is referred to as the conformed
set. During construction,
changes to plans and
specifications via field
instructions, requests for
information, clarification
notices, etc. are added to the
conformed set; this process,
along with as-builting
activities, creates the record
set.

A Field Instruction is a written directive to the Contractor from the
Resident Engineer. The Contractor must comply with the requirements
contained within the Field Instruction. Drawings prepared to support the
Field Instruction are part of the directive and are incorporated into the
record set of drawings.
The Field Instruction allows the Resident Engineer to order or delete
work, clarify contract requirements or documents, and to add work. As
outlined in the specifications, Field Instructions that impact cost or the
construction schedule are incorporated into Change Orders. The
specifications require the Contractor to notify the Resident Engineer of
cost and time impacts to the project within a specified period.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Field instructions are issued under several different circumstances.
Examples are:
# An unexpected condition encountered in the field
# A response to an RFI
# Design change by PE or Designer who then issues a PCM
# Material change, PCM issued
# Change required for operations or maintenance, PCM issued
# Effects of a clarification notification
# Resolution of a Contractor’s claim resulting in cost or time impact
RESPONSIBILITY
The Resident Engineer researches the issue and provides a complete
description of the directive with instructions, adjustment of contract time,
and the type of compensation for the work. The Resident Engineer may
request assistance from the PE in determining the final solution. The
Resident Engineer is responsible for issuing, numbering, and tracking
Field Instructions. The Resident Engineer follows the steps outlined
below to issue Requests for Proposal and Field Instructions.
PROCEDURE
1. A PC (potential change) should be created once an issue is identified.
Using a PC to track cost estimates, related documents, pertinent
discussions, and related activities will assist the RE in producing a
complete and thorough FI and expedite the CCO process.
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2. The Resident Engineer researches the issue and formulates a solution
based on the plans, specifications, and existing field conditions. The
solution is discussed with the Project Engineer.
3. If it is desired that the Contractor perform the work on a lump sum
basis, the Resident Engineer prepares a Request for Proposal (RFP)
outlining the steps of the solution clearly and accurately while
referring to the plans and specifications. The Resident Engineer or
designer also prepares any supplemental sketches, drawings, or
diagrams necessary to clearly depict the work. Any designer prepared
drawings must be reviewed by the RE for accuracy, completeness,
and constructability; any affected contract drawing shall be marked
up and issued along with these drawings. This information is
transmitted to the Contractor as a letter; the Project Log allows an
option of “cost proposal” as a letter type. The RE will also need to
classify this change into one of the following categories:
Design Improvements
During the course of construction, either the
Contractor, maintenance or design personnel may
identify products or designs that create improved
operational characteristics. An example would be a
change that reduces maintenance costs.
Design Oversight
This would include any change necessary to correct
conflicts, errors, and omissions in contract documents.
Most contract drawing and specifications are so
complex that they contain a number of design
oversights. A design oversight might occur if a County
employee gives the designer incorrect information;
insufficient time is available to research all details
associated with a large job, improper calculations or
drafting error. Some level of design oversight is
normal on all jobs because the expense associated with
producing a perfect set of drawings and specifications
exceeds the change orders associated with the errors.
Similarly, the time associated with researching all
sources of error becomes unacceptable at some point
because the project bid date is delayed. Design
oversight often occurs because of communication
difficulties between the Project Team.
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Differing or Unforeseen Site Conditions
The Contractor may encounter conditions unknown at
the time of design. A common example is “unsuitable
material” (such as poor soil conditions) encountered
while building a road. Other examples include buried
utilities encountered while excavating for a new
building, new utility, or new pipeline.
The construction industry designates differing site
conditions into two types: Type I is a "subsurface or
latent physical conditions at the site differing
materially from those indicated in the contract. Type
II is “an unknown physical condition at the site, of an
unusual nature, differing materially from those
ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as
inherent in work of the character provided for in the
contract."
Refer to Section 3.16 for further discussion of this
issue.

Contractors will usually initiate a
CICP by proposing the basic idea
to the RE, either in writing or
verbally. The RE should get
enough information to perform a
cursory evaluation with the PE. If
the PE and RE conclude that the
idea may be worth pursuing, the
RE will ask the Contractor for a
full proposal describing the
changed materials and procedures,
total cost savings, and affected
portions of the project. No
additional days will be granted, but
impacts to any scheduled activities
or contract milestones must be
described. If the proposal is
accepted, a FI for credit will be
issued. Normally, the Agency and
the Contractor share evenly in the
savings; refer to specific contract
language for CICP procedures and
cost sharing
03/04/09

Operational and Maintenance Repair
Failed or failing equipment may be encountered. An
example is an existing valve which, due to old age, is
found to be near failure or inoperative due to heavy
corrosion (rust) on the inside of the valve. It might be
necessary to close this valve to perform contract work
on connected piping, but this work can not proceed
until this valve is repaired or replaced.
Cost Incentive Change Proposal (Value Engineering)
Contractors are always encouraged to utilize their
construction expertise to improve contract
performance and thereby create an overall reduction
in the total cost of the contract. An example is the
need to specify the method or sequence of
construction to minimize the impact on an operating
sewer treatment plant. If the Contractor is able to
identify a method or sequence of construction which
still permits the plant to operate, but also reduces the
cost of construction, the County and the Contractor
will share in the savings.
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The County receives sealed
copies of the Contractor’s
bid documents and places
them in escrow. They
remain in escrow until the
project is accepted. The
documents may be opened if
the information contained in
them is pertinent to a
Contractor claim or other
contentious issue. For
detailed procedures, refer to
the Escrow Procedures.

Claims and Disputes
Claims and disputes are common in construction.
Contractor claims for extra compensation often arise
from disputes. Typical claims are delay claims and
loss of productivity claims. Disputes arise when a
difference of opinion occurs as to interpretation of the
contract documents. Disputes generally result because
there is more than one way to interpret a drawing or
the written word. Such disputes tend to be difficult to
resolve and often require the intervention of
mediators or Dispute Review Boards, or litigation.
Before a dispute rises to this level, the Contractor
may request an “engineer’s decision.” This is a formal
request of the County Engineer to review the issue
and decide if it has merit. The procedure for doing
this is described in County Standard Specification
Section 9-19 . The Engineer will usually delegate this
task to a knowledgeable engineer within the Division
who prepares the Engineer’s Decision Report.
Other
This category is reserved for items that do not fit into
one of the other categories and should be used on a
very limited basis.
4. The RE will prepare an estimate for the change. The goal is to have
the RE’s estimate finished before the Contractor submits an estimate.
This will help ensure timely negotiations. The RE’s estimator is
usually an Engineer or Engineering Technician with experience in the
type of work affected by the FI. The RE should use standard cost
manuals such as Means, Richardson, or NECA, cost data collected in
previous estimates, and information from suppliers and vendors.
5. The Resident Engineer decides how the Contractor’s compensation
will be determined. Methods of compensation are force account, lump
sum proposal (cost or credit), unit cost, or no cost. If there is
sufficient time to negotiate the cost, the Contractor will be asked to
submit a cost proposal. If the cost proposal is accepted or agreement
reached through negotiations, the work will be done on a unit price or
lump sum basis. Otherwise, the work will be paid on a force account
basis. A lump sum cost proposal based on fixed unit prices may also
be reached by mutual agreement.
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In rare instances, negotiations may reach a standstill. The RE has the
option of issuing a unilateral cost change if tracking by force account
is deemed too complex. The RE should receive the Senior Engineer’s
approval prior to issuing a unilateral change.
Note: Once a decision is made to proceed on a force account basis, a
lump sum quote should not be accepted. If the Contractor expects to
negotiate a lump sum price after proceeding, incomplete or incorrect
DEWRs (Daily Extra Work Report) can result. This can also give the
Contractor and unfair advantage.
6. If a Field Instruction is issued force account (FA), the Inspector will
continually monitor the extra work.
7. For FA work, the Contractor is required to keep detailed records of all
labor, equipment, and material costs involved in performing the extra
work outlined in the Field Instruction. A Daily Extra Work Report
(DEWR) is prepared by the Contractor’s foreman each day. By the
end of the next workday, unless otherwise specified, the Inspector
reviews and signs the DEWR to acknowledge that all work has been
performed and is in conformance with the Field Instruction. The
inspector’s signature only verifies the labor and materials used. This
work is also documented by the Inspector in his Daily Diary.
8. The Inspector collects all DEWRs and attaches each to the
corresponding Daily Diary. The Contractor will submit completed
DEWRs using prevailing wages (minimum), standard equipment
rates, documented materials cost, and the specified markups. A
sample DEWR is included for reference. When more that one DEWR
is used, the Contractor should complete a summary sheet.
9. All Field Instructions with a cost or time impact are compiled into
Contract Change Orders (reference section 3.14). The Resident
Engineer will prepare a clearly written justification with supporting
documentation while all of the information is still fresh. Writing the
justification much later usually results in time lost gathering
information and documentation. In order to expedite CCO
compilation, the following documents should be filed with the FI:
• PE’s directive (PCM) when change is initiated by the PE
• Cost proposal request
• Contractor’s response
• Field Instruction – the one issued by the RE and the one signed
by the Contractor and returned to the RE.
• Daily extra work reports (when force account)
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•
•
•

Justification
Cost estimate and/or DEWR reconciliation
Invoices, weight tickets and other cost related documents

Note: Do not include working days in a FI or CCO unless the change
impacts the critical path of the project. If days are added, the
associated overhead costs shall be included in the negotiated cost of
the field instruction. In some instances, the Contractor will reserve
his right to request an extension once he has determined the impact.
The flowchart at the end of this section outlines a typical FI process.
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No

All DEWRs ok?

Yes

RE prepares FI for
CCO (ref. 3.14)
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DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the PCM is to formally identify and track modifications to
the Contract plans and specifications that are generated by the PE or
Designer. The Proposed Contract Modification (PCM) is an internal
document prepared by the Design Consultant or Project Engineer and
forwarded to the Resident Engineer. The PCM may be issued for a
variety of reasons, including resolution of conflicts discovered during
construction, changes to elevations for installed equipment, resolution to
minor design omissions, etc. PCMs are NOT used to make major design
or scope changes to the project. PCM requests occur after the award of
the Contract.
The Contract documents should be thoroughly reviewed prior to issuance
of a PCM. The PCM should clearly define the changes and should
include properly marked contract drawings and specification sections to
ensure that all changes are addressed clearly and completely. The PCM
gives a detailed description of the changes required to enable the project
to function as intended.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The PE issues a PCM when a change to the Contract documents is
necessary. Many times the Design Consultant will prepare the PCM but it
must come through the PE. The PCM provides the Resident Engineer
with precise and complete documentation that can be readily justified and
evaluated to determine if a Field Instruction is necessary.
RESPONSIBILITY
The PE and Design Consultant review the contract drawings and
specifications to clearly define the necessary changes and modifications
to the contract drawings and specifications. The PE prepares a PCM
cover sheet with a brief description of the nature and the reason for the
change. There may also be a cost estimate for the associated change.
The Project Engineer is the liaison between the Design Consultant and
Plant Operations as well as a consultant to the Resident Engineer. The
Project Engineer and Design Consultant work together when issuing a
PCM, coordinating existing operations and the design of new
equipment/construction. In most cases, the Design Consultant issues the
PCM. The Project Engineer reviews it, adds relevant comments, and
forwards the PCM to the Resident Engineer.
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The Resident Engineer reviews the specific information on the PCM to
ensure that the changes to the Contract are clearly defined and complete.
He then uses the information on the marked drawings and specifications
to prepare and issue a Field Instruction (reference section 3.11) to the
Contractor.

PROCEDURE
1. Following the award of a Contract, the Project Engineer, Design
Consultant, or RE may find that certain modifications need to be
made to the plans or specifications. This often occurs during the
review of submittals or an RFI. When a change is identified, the
Project Engineer or Design Consultant initiates the modification
process by completing a PCM and forwarding it to the Resident
Engineer.
2. The Project Engineer provides a preliminary estimate of the cost of
the PCM. The Resident Engineer develops an independent estimate
and determines the effect of the PCM on the construction schedule. If
the RE’s estimate is substantially different from the designer’s, the
RE shall inform the PE of the impacts prior to issuing a request for
proposal. Board approval shall be obtained prior to proceeding with
the change if the estimate is greater than $50,000.
Note: Changes in scope, which include changes in size, process, or
function of the project or project elements, always require Board
approval prior to directing the Contractor to proceed with the change.
3. The Resident Engineer issues a Field Instruction (reference Section
3.11) to the Contractor that includes all modified contract documents.
The Resident Engineer consults with the Project Engineer to make
one of the following choices:





Proceed with the modifications in accordance with the negotiated
changes in cost and duration with the Contractor on a Lump Sum
basis.
Proceed with the modifications on a force account basis.
Make changes to the modifications.
Reject the Contractor’s offer and make no modifications.

PCM records should be logged in the respective project database for
tracking purposes. A copy of the PCM should be placed in the file along
with the Field Instruction.
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A flowchart at the end of this section outlines the PCM process.
Click here to see a sample PCM Cover
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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DESCRIPTION
When a specific possibility for a change in the contract is identified, a Potential
Change (PC) file is created to record and track the progress of the change. The
purpose of the PC file is to accumulate the necessary information for
estimating the cost and negotiating a resolution with the Contractor. When
properly maintained this file will contain all the background information
required for creating an accurate and clear Field Instruction (FI). The PC may
have a negative, positive, or zero impact on the Contract time and cost. Note
that not all PCs will result in a contract change. Some issues, tracked via a PC,
may be dropped by the RE or the Contractor, whichever is the initiating party.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
A PC can result from a variety of sources such as Clarification Notification
(CN), Request for Information (RFI), Potential Contract Modification (PCM),
Non-Compliance Notice (NCN), differing field condition, Contractor’s change
order request or notice of claim, and letters. As soon as a potential change is
identified, it should be brought to the attention of the Resident Engineer who
will decide if the potential impact warrants the creation of a PC. If the decision
is made to create a PC, the steps listed under PROCEDURES (see below)
should be followed.
RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of the Resident Engineer to decide which items will
necessitate a PC. Once a PC is initiated and logged, the Team Member charged
with tracking of changes will ensure the status is current and perform follow up
activities as needed until the item is closed or included in a Contract Change
Order (Section 3.14).
PROCEDURES
1. The RE or designated team member will create a new PC file. The
information should be sufficient to describe the potential change and the
cause. In many cases, it will simply be a note attached to the document
(e.g. RFI, CN) that is initiating the change.
2. The team member creates a physical file and places it in the appropriate
location. If the RE Project Log is used, information will also be entered
into it for tracking purposes; this allows for easy referencing of related
documents. In either case, the next consecutive PC number will be used.
All correspondence, worksheets, recorded conversations, etc. dealing
with the PC must be copied to the PC file.
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3. If the PC warrants the issuance of a FI, the FI shall include or refer to
elements of the background information necessary to adequately describe
the change. A copy of the FI shall be placed in the PC file. The PC file is
the master file for the change; all documents (or copies of documents)
related to the change shall be in the PC file. Refer to Section 3.11.
4. If the original document that initiated the PC has already been transmitted
to the Contractor via normal channels, and is sufficient to describe the
change, the Resident Engineer may simply direct the Contractor to
proceed with the work as described. Estimates or Daily Work Reports
should reference the original document. Copies should be placed in the
PC file.
5. Once the cost for the PC is agreed to, it should be prepared for inclusion
in a Contract Change Order (CCO) unless the Contractor is proceeding
on a Force Account basis. Reference Section 3.11 for handling FA FI’s,
reference Section 3.14 for CCO development.
6. Once the work is finished, a completed work form shall be written and
signed by the appropriate inspector or Resident Engineer.
The flowchart at the end of this section outlines the typical PC process.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION

NEXT SECTIONÎ
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DESCRIPTION
A Contract Change Order (CCO) is the sole means by which a contract
can be officially modified after the contract is executed. It is a written
agreement signed by the Contractor and approved by the Board or, within
limits, the Director of County Engineering to revise, add, or delete
conditions established by the contract. Construction Management and
Inspection Division is called upon to analyze, review, process, and
negotiate change orders for Municipal Services projects.
Changes may be considered as either “scope changes” or “technical
changes.” A scope change is a modification, addition, or deletion to the
approved design that changes the function or capacity of the original
project. A scope change always requires approval by the Board prior to
directing the Contractor to proceed. Technical changes are changes
resulting from errors, omissions, substitutions, or unforeseen field
conditions and are necessary to satisfy the original intent of the approved
contract documents. Both types of changes consist of additions,
deductions, or changes for the work performed and/or materials furnished.
These changes are divided into seven specific classifications and are
described in Chapter 3.11 Field Instruction. The change should be placed
into one of these classifications by the time it is placed into a contract
change order.
A change to Contract work – presented as part of a CCO – must be
approved by the Board before the Contractor can be compensated for the
change. Refer to this Board letter for required format and content
RESPONSIBILITY
The Resident Engineer, aided by the Engineering Support group, is
responsible for assembling the CCO package.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Resident Engineer initiates a CCO consisting of one or more change
items. Each item is based on a potential change or field instruction that has
been created by a:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Proposed Contract Modification (PCM) from the Project Engineer
Request for Information (RFI) from the Contractor
Clarification Notification (CN) from the RE
Field encountered condition
Resolution of an issue.
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A change item is made part of a change order after determining the final
cost of the change.
Though preferable to limit the number of change items within a CCO to
ten or less, CCOs with more than ten items will be processed upon the
approval of the Principal Civil Engineer or Division Chief.
PROCEDURE
As soon as a change or potential change is identified, it should be tracked
and documented until it is resolved. Related documents and events should
be identified and maintained as they will be needed in the Back-up book
described below. A change order package consists of:
1. Agenda routing form. The routing form is the vehicle for placing the
CCO on the agenda for a Board meeting. The Route Slip is prepared
and initialed by the change order preparer, Principal Engineer, CMID
Division Chief and a representative of the using agency or client. After
the agency reviews the Board letter and justification and initials the
route slip, these documents are forwarded to the Municipal Services
Agency Office.

The County Board of
Supervisors granted
authority to the Director of
County Engineering to
approve CCOs within the
limits specified by
California’s Public Contract
Code. This limit varies by
contract amount but does
not exceed $150,000 on any
contract. Double click the
table below and enter the
contract amount to obtain
the Director approval limit.

Contract Amt
Director Limit
Percentage

$ 12,500,550.00
$
150,000.00
1.20%

2. Board letter or Director’s Memo. The Board letter is used when the
CCO amount has exceeded the Director’s approval authority. The
Board letter is an introduction of the change order to the Board.
Samples of these letters are included at the end of this section. They
include:
• Recommendation – states the action that the Board is requested to
take; includes the fiscal impact.
• Background – a brief overall description of the construction project
• Discussion – a basic explanation of the change(s), complete with
dollar amounts
Note: For all non-District work, the Board Item template should be
used.
3. Original change order. The original change order briefly describes
each change item and denotes its dollar amount; the total CCO dollar
amount and any applicable time extension allowances are also
indicated.
The change order is signed by the Contractor, Resident Engineer,
Construction Engineer (Principal or Senior Civil Engineer), Owner
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(appropriate Division Chief or representative), and by the Chair of the
Board (or Director if within approved limits) upon approval.
4. Justification summary. The justification summary offers descriptions
– in layman’s terms -- of all change order items. The justification
summary is referenced in the Board letter as a “more detailed
explanation” of the change(s). This summary should be written such
that a reader with no knowledge of the situation can understand what
was done and why it was necessary. Some tips:
• Avoid the phrase “in order to.”
• Do not overuse the phrases “it was discovered” or “it was
determined.”
• Avoid assigning blame. Convey what the change was and why it
was needed, not who is at fault
• Avoid the use of acronyms, abbreviations, and highly technical
terms without associated explanations.
5. Back-up book. The back-up book provides a complete history of the
item(s) presented in the change order. It includes all correspondence
and related documentation for each change item. Typical items:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Drawings and appropriate plan sheets
Associated specification sections
Photos
Correspondence
Schedule analysis if applicable (when the critical path or
controlling item is logically prevented from proceeding as
planned)
Justification for why this change is necessary at this time
Field instruction
Staff cost estimate for the proposed change
Contractor’s proposed price or, if force account, completed
daily extra work reports with summary
Supporting documents with final quantity and cost
calculations.

A “change item summary sheet” is prepared for each change item. It
includes a description of the change, its justification, and lists all
included documentation in reverse chronological order.
A CCO Item checklist for each change item is also completed, and
signed by the Resident Engineer.
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Once the CCO package is completed and signed by the Resident Engineer,
the package is reviewed by the Senior Engineer, the Principal Engineer,
the Chief of CMID, and the Owner (respective Division Chief or
representative). The Principal Engineer and Owner also sign the CCO. For
most contracts, if the CCO needs Board approval the final CCO package
must be delivered to the Agency Executive Secretary at least three weeks
prior to its intended Board meeting date.
After approval, Accounting and Fiscal Services will authorize payment
and the CCO is added to the progress pay estimate. Payment can occur in
one payment or over many payments depending on the extent of
completion for the items included in the CCO. A separate pay estimate
may be issued to pay the Contractor for the change order work only. This
is usually done when the CCO is very large or the project is near
completion.

NOTES:
1. If the dollar amount of any single item within the CCO is expected to
exceed $50,000, Board approval (using a prior approval request) is
necessary prior to directing the Contractor to proceed with the change.
Check with the Principal Engineer before notifying the Board. For all
non-District work, the Board Letter template should be used. If the
Resident Engineer must allow the Contractor to proceed with such a
change without prior approval to mitigate serious impacts, a Board
advisory (direction given) memo must be sent to each member. This
does not become a Board item; it just makes the Board aware of the
potential high cost change.
2. When a unit price item is exceeded by more than 25% (an overrun), a
new unit cost for the item may be negotiated (refer to Caltrans
specification section 4-1.03B for procedure). The unit cost for the
overrun amount will usually be less than the original bid amount. The
agreed revised cost will be issued as a field instruction; the new cost is
only applied to quantity exceeding 125% of the quantity listed on the
bid sheet. This FI is incorporated into a change order. If an overrun on
a unit price item is expected to exceed $50,000, a Board advisory
(overrun) memo must be sent to each member. This does not become a
Board item; it just makes the Board aware of the cost of the overrun.
3. If, based on anticipated changes and changes under negotiation, the
total increase to the contract price is expected to exceed 10%, it is
necessary to obtain Board approval via a Board Resolution (sample
resolution and Board letter) prior to directing the Contractor to proceed
with the change.
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Standard practice for any Board advisory memo is to obtain the concurrence
signatures of the Department of County Engineering Director and the Municipal
Services Agency Administrator. For some items, the signature of the Director of
the Department funding the project (e.g. Water Resources, Transportation, Water
Quality) will be necessary. Once the decision is made to draft the memo, the RE
should ask the funding Department’s project manager if the Director’s signature
should be added.
4. If the change order involves a comprehensive settlement, the following
language should be included in the Original Change Order section as
described in item 3 above:
“It is mutually agreed that this change order resolves all
Contractor, subcontractor and supplier claims including direct,
indirect, overhead and home office costs related to any of the
above items. The Contractor agrees to indemnify the District
(County) should any claim be filed by any subcontractor or
supplier related to the items covered by this settlement.”
5. Occasionally, two or more contract change orders for the same project
will end up on the same Board agenda. There are several reasons for
this such as:
¾ The Board may not (though rarely) approve a CCO due to a need
for more information. If this happens, it must be revised and,
when resubmitted, may coincide with the subsequent CCO.
¾ Many changes are occurring at the same time. The general rule is
to have fewer than ten items in one CCO. This situation often
results in two or more CCOs being prepared at the same time and
finalizing these CCOs happens to coincide with the same Board
date.
¾ A Contractor claim may be resolved and part of the resolution is
a commitment to submit a CCO at the next Board meeting whose
agenda already contains a CCO for the same contract.
¾ A preference to have one particularly large or complicated
change as the only item in a CCO
¾ Delays in submitting or routing a CCO to the Board such that the
subsequent CCO “catches up” to it
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When this occurs, the change orders should be combined into a single
change order and a single Board letter prepared. If, due to time
constraints, the change orders cannot be combined into one, a single
Board letter regarding both CCOs should be prepared and submitted.
This usually occurs when there is not enough time to obtain the
required signatures on the newly formed CCO. If combining CCOs
into one item will create confusion, request an allowance from the
Director of County Engineering to keep each CCO a separate board
item.
Large dollar changes or changes involving claim settlements should
be submitted as stand alone changes.
6. If the change order contains one or more items that were issued
unilaterally, the following language shall be used in the Board letter:
The Contractor is not in full agreement with the cost or time
impacts related to these items. While agreement has not been
reached, it is prudent to process what is known to be due the
Contractor to mitigate potential interest costs. Thus, this change
order is being processed without the benefit of the Contractor’s
signature.
A flowchart is included to show the typical change order process.
OTHER TASKS
Occasionally CMID may be asked by the using agency to assist in further analysis
of the change. This may include allocating or proportioning the cost of a change
to a particular entity or further studying the reason the change occurred.
The using agency further studies CCO’s on a case-by-case or project specific
basis. Typically, these issues are only studied on projects with an abnormally high
change order percentage or if requested by a Department Head.

INTEREST PAYMENTS
One of the RE’s primary responsibilities is to ensure that all progress payments
and change orders are processed in time to avoid a Contractor claim of lost
interest due to late payment. According to the Public Contract Code, any
undisputed funds are due within 30 days of receipt of the Contractor’s billing;
after the 30 days, the Contractor may submit a claim for lost interest. If the
Contractor submits a valid interest claim, the following information must be
included in the change order package to ensure Board approval:
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The date the 30 day clock addressed in the Public Contract Code started and
how the date was determined (the Contractor formally submitted his payment
request, we initiated the payment, we resolved payment issues, etc)
Date that interest payment stopped
How the end of the interest period was determined (auditor cut the check,
auditor mailed the check, Contractor notified the check was cut, etc)
Any unusual items that contributed to the late payment (payment sat in
inspector’s in-basket too long, payment sat in the CMID contract desk or
Municipal Services contract desk, the payment paperwork was lost in the
process, etc.). The justification should state how long the payment sat and
why this length of time was extraordinary.
A spreadsheet or similar calculation summary showing the math used to
determine interest due (submitting a copy of the Contractors claim letter with
no evidence that you checked the dates or the math is not sufficient)
Indicate what was or is being done to address future late payments
If the justification states that the problems are corrected, explain exactly what
changes have been implemented.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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SAMPLE BOARD ADVISORY LETTER

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND INSPECTION DIVISION •
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION
RESIDENT ENGINEERS OFFICE
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
8541 Laguna Station Road
Elk Grove, CA 95758
TEL (916) 875-9500 FAX (916) 875-9550

MUNICIPAL SERVICES AGENCY
WARREN H. HARADA, Administrator
CHERYL F. CRESON, Director, County Engineering
KURT SCHMIDT, Chief, Construction Management
and Inspection Division
THOR LUDE, Principal Civil Engineer

June 23, 1999
TO:

Honorable Board of Directors
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District

FROM:

Municipal Services Agency
Department of County Engineering

SUBJECT:

CONTRACT NO. 3277 – FOLSOM EAST INTERCEPTOR SECTION 2A PROJECT

RECOMMENDATION:
It is hereby recommended that your Board receive and file this advisory communication.
BACKGROUND:
The project consists of installing approximately 13,750 feet of 54-inch to 69-inch dia
interceptor for a sanitary sewer located along Folsom Boulevard from the Folsom South Canal
City of Folsom’s Pump Station No.1.
DISCUSSION:
On June 22, 1999, the Contractor submitted a claim totaling $141,169.89 for alleged extra
associated with installing 54-inch sewer pipe under an existing sewer force main on F
Boulevard between Hwy 50 and Iron Point Road. The Contractor claims that the existing force
was not properly identified on the contract documents, resulting in more labor, material
equipment costs than were anticipated when the project was bid. Staff has acknowledged the
and is currently reviewing the Contractor’s claim in detail. It is the intention of the staff to h
response to the claim returned to the Contractor within 30 days.
CONCLUSION:
It is recommended that your Board receive and file this advisory communication.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert F. Shanks, Director
District Engineering

Concurrence:

Cheryl F. Creson, Director
County Engineering

Warren H. Harada
Agency Administrator

Contact for additional information: Thor Lude, Principal Civil Engineer, at 875-9502.
Cc: Labor Compliance
Contract Management Services
Auditor-Controller
Plant Engineer
RE file: SS 00710
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CONFIRM STAFF DIRECTION TO PROCEED SAMPLE LETTER

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND INSPECTION DIVISION •
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION
RESIDENT ENGINEERS OFFICE
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
8541 Laguna Station Road
Elk Grove, CA 95758
TEL (916) 875-9500 FAX (916) 875-9550

MUNICIPAL SERVICES AGENCY
WARREN H. HARADA, Administrator
CHERYL F. CRESON, Director, County Engineering
KURT SCHMIDT, Chief, Construction Management
and Inspection Division
THOR LUDE, Principal Civil Engineer

January 12, 2000
TO:

Honorable Board of Directors
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District

FROM:

Municipal Services Agency
Department of County Engineering

SUBJECT:

CONTRACT NO. 3277 – FOLSOM EAST INTERCEPTOR SECTION 2A

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that your Board confirm staff’s direction to the Contractor to proceed with changes
required to the Alder Creek Box Culvert to maintain the design elevations of the Folsom East Interceptor
System. In addition, it is recommended that your Board confirm staff’s direction to the Contractor to
proceed with these changes on a Force Account Basis not to exceed $75,000.
BACKGROUND:
On October 14, 1998, your Board awarded Contract No. 3277 – Folsom East Interceptor Section 2A
(FE2 Interceptor) to Ranger Pipelines Inc. for the amount of $10,182,060.00. This project consists of the
installation of approximately 13,750 feet of 54 to 69-inch diameter sanitary sewer interceptor along
Folsom Boulevard from the Folsom South Canal to the City of Folsom Pump Station No. 1.
DISCUSSION:
The routing of the new Folsom East Interceptor passes over the top of the existing box culvert at Alder
Creek on Folsom Blvd. While excavating for this section of the Interceptor in mid December 1999 it was
determined that the top of the existing box culvert was approximately 6 inches higher than shown on the
contract drawings. To maintain the design elevations in the Folsom East Interceptor system, it was
necessary to modify the existing Alder Creek Box Culvert. These modifications required that the top of the
existing box culvert be removed and rebuilt to permit placement of the interceptor pipe at the design
elevations. Without this change, the hydraulic efficiency of the Folsom East Interceptor would be
compromised. A reduction in hydraulic efficiency reduces the capacity of the Interceptor. Another concern
is the increased likelihood of the buildup of sediment. Buildup of sediment increases maintenance costs.
The Contractor was directed to proceed with this work to minimize delays to the completion of the project.
Delaying this work also delays returning Folsom Boulevard to its normal configuration. The estimated cost
of this work is $75,000, an increase of approximately 0.7% to original contract price of $10,182,060.00.
The revised estimated cost of this project including this change is approximately $10,503,739.86, an
increase of approximately 3.1% to the original contract price. The installation of the interceptor pipe over
the box culvert is a critical item to the completion of the project. It is estimated that the contract
completion date for this project may be extended by up to 20 working days. Upon completion of the work,
the exact cost and impact to contract completion date will be determined and a formal change order will
be presented for your Board’s approval.
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CONCLUSION:
It is recommended that your Board confirm staff’s direction to the Contractor to proceed with changes
required to the Alder Creek Box Culvert to maintain the design elevations of the Folsom East Interceptor
System. In addition it is recommended that your Board confirm staffs direction to the Contractor to
proceed with these changes on a Force Account Basis not to exceed $75,000.
Respectfully submitted,

Robert F. Shanks, Director
District Engineering

Concurrence:

Cheryl F. Creson, Director
County Engineering

Warren H. Harada
Agency Administrator

Contact for additional information: Thor Lude, Principal Civil Engineer, at 875-9502.
cc: Labor Compliance
Contract Services
Auditor-Controller
Project Engineer
RE file
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SAMPLE PRIOR APPROVAL LETTER

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND INSPECTION DIVISION •
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION
RESIDENT ENGINEERS OFFICE
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
8541 Laguna Station Road
Elk Grove, CA 95758
TEL (916) 875-9500 FAX (916) 875-9550

MUNICIPAL SERVICES AGENCY
WARREN H. HARADA, Administrator
CHERYL F. CRESON, Director, County Engineering
KURT SCHMIDT, Chief, Construction Management
and Inspection Division
THOR LUDE, Principal Civil Engineer

November 24, 1999
TO:

Honorable Board of Directors
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District

FROM:

Municipal Services Agency
Department of County Engineering

SUBJECT:

CONTRACT NO. 3277 – FOLSOM EAST INTERCEPTOR SECTION 2A

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that your Board 1) authorize staff to negotiate a price and direct the Contractor to
proceed with changes required to the FE 3 junction structure, and 2) authorize staff to direct the
Contractor to proceed with this change on a Force Account Basis not to exceed $150,000 if negotiations
are not successful, and 3) confirm staff direction to procure material required for changes required to the
FE 3 junction structure on a Force Account Basis.
BACKGROUND:
On October 14, 1998, your Board awarded Contract No. 3277 – Folsom East Interceptor Section 2A
(FE2 Interceptor) to Ranger Pipelines Inc. for the amount of $10,182,060.00. This project consists of the
installation of approximately 13,750 feet of 54 to 69-inch diameter sanitary sewer interceptor along
Folsom Boulevard from the Folsom South Canal to the City of Folsom Pump Station No. 1.
DISCUSSION:
The final design of the FE-3 Interceptor determined the necessity of redesigning the Folsom East
Interceptor Junction Structure at station 251+89.67 to improve the hydraulic efficiency of sewage flows in
the Folsom East Interceptor system. This junction structure connects the future Folsom East 3 Interceptor
with the Folsom East 2 Interceptor currently under construction.
Since the Folsom 2A project was designed and awarded the following events have occurred which
require that the FE3 Junction structure be redesigned:
•

•

03/04/09

The final alignment selected for the FE-3 Interceptor (along Iron Point Road) required that the FE-3
Interceptor junction structure be relocated from Alder Creek to Iron Point Road. This compounded
hydraulic limitations already created by the elimination of the City of Folsom’s existing pumping
station at the upstream end of the project and the Folsom South Canal box culvert at the downstream
end of the project.
The initial design was based on the use of a less expensive precast structure. The alternative is not
as hydraulically efficient as a cast in place structure. The relocation of the FE-3 Interceptor from Alder
Creek to Iron Point Road created the need for increased hydraulic efficiency; thus the use of a
precast structure was no longer prudent.
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Performance of this work by the current Contractor would be the most
economical method of completion and is necessary to perform acceptance
testing and place the interceptor in service. The Contractor has provided a
preliminary estimate of $130,000 for the cost of this change or 1.3% of
the contract amount. This price may increase as it includes certain
exclusions which staff is currently discussing and negotiating with the
Contractor. To facilitate future connection with the future FE 3
Interceptor, the proposed change involves constructing the piping and
manhole riser portion of this structure out of High Density Polyethylene
(HDPE). Due to the lead time required to procure this material
(approximately 4 weeks) we have directed the Contractor to proceed with
the purchase of this material on a Force Account Basis. This material is
estimated to cost $35,000. We are currently in the midst of negotiating a
final price for this change with the Contractor. If an agreed price cannot
be reached staff recommends that this work be done on a Force Account
Basis.
Once the final cost of this change is known, a formal change order will be presented for your Board’s
approval.
CONCLUSION:
It is recommended that your Board 1) authorize staff to negotiate a price and direct the Contractor to
proceed with changes required to the FE 3 junction structure, and 2) authorize staff to direct the
Contractor to proceed with this change on a Force Account Basis not to exceed $150,000 if negotiations
are not successful, and 3) confirm staff direction to procure material required for changes required to the
FE 3 junction structure on a Force Account Basis.
Respectfully submitted,

Robert F. Shanks, Director
District Engineering

Concurrence:

Cheryl F. Creson, Director
County Engineering

Warren H. Harada
Agency Administrator

Contact for additional information: Thor Lude, Principal Civil Engineer, at 875-9502.
cc: Labor Compliance
Contract Services
Auditor-Controller
Project Engineer
RE file
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SAMPLE BOARD NOTIFICATION

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

Department of County Engineering • Construction Management
and Inspection Division
Building Construction Inspection
609 9th Street
Sacramento, California 95814
(916) 874-6651 Fax (916) 874-5696
Scott A. Maddux, Senior Civil Engineer

MUNICIPAL SERVICES AGENCY
WARREN H. HARADA, Administrat

CHERYL F. CRESON, Director
County Engineering
KURT SCHMIDT, Chief
Construction Management and Inspectio
Division

January 22, 1999
To:

MEMBERS, BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

From:

Kurt Schmidt, Chief,
Construction Management and Inspection Division

SUBJECT: CONTRACT NO. 3267 – SACRAMENTO MATHER AIRPORT ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING NEW DOORS AND INSTALL FIRE RATED CEILING
This is to inform you of additional work required on the above subject contract. We
discovered, during construction, that the south and east vestibules did not have the
required fire rated ceilings. The entire corridor, which includes the vestibules, requires a
one-hour fire rating to meet code requirements. This field condition was missed in the
contract documents.
The estimated cost for the additional labor and material to provide the required fire rated
ceilings is $3,730.00 (10.2% of the original contact amount). This additional work, plus
anticipated additional work to meet unforeseen conditions, will result in change orders in
excess of the $6,500 allowable limit on such changes for contracts under $50,000. We
directed the Contractor to proceed with a portion of the work prior to your approval in
order to avoid delays in contract completion and additional cost impacts to the County. We
will present the formal change order and resolution be to your Board for approval on
February 9, 1999.
Should you have any questions about this project, please call me at 875-2768 or Scott
Maddux at 874-7579.
Concurrence:

Approved:

______________________________
Cheryl Creson, Director,
Department of County Engineering

_______________________________
Warren H. Harada, Administrator,
Municipal Services Agency

Cc:
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Cheryl Creson
Scott Maddux
Thor Grendahl
File: 3267
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SAMPLE RECOMMENDATION TO THE BOARD

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

Department of County Engineering • Construction Management
and Inspection Division
Building Construction Inspection
609 9th Street
Sacramento, California 95814
(916) 874-6651 Fax (916) 874-5696
Scott A. Maddux, Senior Civil Engineer

MUNICIPAL SERVICES AGENCY
WARREN H. HARADA, Administrat

CHERYL F. CRESON, Director
County Engineering
KURT SCHMIDT, Chief
Construction Management and Inspectio
Division

February 9, 1999
To:

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

From:

DEPARTMENT OF COUNTY ENGINEERING

SUBJECT:

CONTRACT NO. 3267 – SACRAMENTO MATHER AIRPORT
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING NEW DOORS AND INSTALL FIRE RATED
CEILING

RECOMMENDATION:
The Municipal Services Agency recommends that you confirm staff's direction to the Contractor to proceed with
extra work and approve the attached resolution authorizing additional work without formal bidding for Contract
3267.

BACKGROUND:
Contract No. 3267, awarded to E & J Construction on October 20, 1998 for $36,711.00
provides for replacement of existing doors and replacement of a t-bar ceiling with a fire
rated gypsum board ceiling.
DISCUSSION:
We discovered, during construction, that the south and east vestibules did not have the required fire rated ceilings.
The entire corridor, which includes the vestibules, requires a one-hour fire rating to meet code requirements as a
one-hour fire rated corridor. This field condition was missed in the contract documents.
The estimated cost for the additional labor and material to provide the required fire rated ceilings is $3,730.00
(10.2% of the original contact amount). This additional work, plus anticipated additional work to meet unforeseen
conditions, will result in change orders exceeding the $6,500 limit on such changes. Performing this additional work
under the current contract is necessary to not impede the occupancy of the facility. We directed the Contractor to
proceed with a portion of the work prior to your approval in order to avoid delays in contract completion and
additional costs to the County. The attached Resolution increases the original $6,500 contingency for contract
change orders by $3,730.00 and establishes a new change order ceiling of $10,230.00 (27.9%).
CONTRACT NO. 3267
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County Counsel has advised that competitive bidding can be dispensed when such bidding would thwart rather than
benefit the public. County Counsel concurs that there is a sufficient basis for dispensing with competitive bidding.
This resolution authorizes the County to exceed the allowable $6,500 limit on change orders by no more than
$3.730.
CONCLUSION:
We recommended that you approve the attached resolution authorizing additional work without formal bidding.
Respectfully submitted,

Approval recommended,

___________________________________
CHERYL CRESON,
Director
Department of County Engineering

___________________________________
ROBERT A. RYAN, JR
Acting County Executive

Attachment
Cc:
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Auditor
Contract Desk
Labor Compliance
Building Design
Katie Perez
Project File No. 97213
Contact for additional information:
Scott Maddux, Senior Civil Engineer Telephone: 874-7579
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DESCRIPTION
The cost estimate is a tool used by the Resident Engineer to determine
costs associated with changes to a contract. It may be used to review the
impact of a potential change order or determine if it is necessary to
request a cost proposal from the Contractor. If a request for a cost
proposal has already been issued, it is used as the basis for comparison
and negotiations when the Contractor’s proposal is received. The cost
estimate lists material, labor, and equipment; it also includes subcontract
work necessary for completion, addition or deletion of work, culminating
in a total dollar value for labor, materials, and equipment.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
A Request for Information.(section 3.9) from a Contractor, which in turn
may initiate a Potential Change (section 3.13) or a Field Instruction
(section 3.11), normally precedes the need for an in-house cost estimate.
A feasibility study may also initiate the need for a cost estimate. The
Resident Engineer determines if a cost estimate is required.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Cost Estimator may be a member of the construction project team or,
on smaller jobs, the Resident Engineer. The request for a cost estimate is
initiated by the RE and assigned to the Cost Estimator. The Cost
Estimator reviews the Contract documents relating to the proposed
change and prepares an independent estimate. The Cost Estimator
compares the Contractor’s cost proposal against his estimate to ensure
that both are accurate and complete. The estimator may modify his
estimate if the Contractor’s estimate reveals overlooked items. If enough
of a difference still exists, the Resident Engineer may request that the
Contractor adjust his cost proposal based on the Cost Estimator’s review.
This usually occurs when the scope of the change is not clearly presented
by the Contractor or some cost items appear inflated. The Cost Estimator
may also be asked to assist in negotiating disputes with the Contractor
under the direction of the Resident Engineer to bring change orders to a
mutually agreed conclusion. Usually the negotiations result in corrections
to both the estimator’s and Contractor’s estimates. The Cost Estimator
has the responsibility of keeping abreast of the job-site conditions and the
work as it progresses.
PROCEDURE
1. Receive a request for estimate.
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2. Review to determine what further information is required.
3. Sources for information are as follows:
 Request For Information ( RFI )
 Field Instruction ( FI’s )
 Drawings
 Submittals
 Originator of request
 Review with inspector
 Daily Diaries
 Job-site visit
 Discussion with Contractor
4. Formulate a take-off list as follows:
 List all affected items and quantities associated with the
proposal.
 Price all affected material.
 List all anticipated labor associated with the proposal.
 List equipment needed to accomplish the work and its
estimated value.
 List the subcontractor’s work and the estimated value.
 List all other applicable values.
 Tabulate all information into a “Cost” or “Credit” estimate.
 Apply markups per the specifications
A standardized spreadsheet is available and should be used
for most estimates. Click
Cost Estimate Sample
5. Make two copies of the estimate, one for the Resident Engineer and
one for the working file.
6. Review cost estimate with the Resident Engineer or requesting party.
 Note items of difference between Resident Engineer’s cost
estimate and the Contractor’s cost proposal.
 Note reasons for the differences and any possible solutions.
7. Contact the Contractor’s representative and try to resolve any
differences prior to generating a letter in response to the Contractor’s
proposal.
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8. Negotiate with Contractor’s representative to bring proposals to a
mutually agreed conclusion.
9. Notify Resident Engineer of mutually agreed dollar amount of
negotiation or if you’re at an impasse with Contractor.
10. Keep a correspondence/negotiation summary of all discussions or
meetings with Contractor.
11. Fill out a receiving report for material to be turned over to the
County, in lieu of credit, if applicable.
12. Prepare letter of response for Resident Engineer’s signature, in
response to Contractor’s proposal if required.
13. Keep all work or correspondence in working files.
14. Forward agreed cost to Resident Engineer for review with
Project Engineer.
A flowchart is included to show the typical process involved.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION

NEXT SECTIONÎ
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RE: Resident Engineer
CE: Cost Estimator
FI: Field Instruction
CCO: Contract Change Order
PC: Potential Change
FA: Force Account

The RE requests an
estimate from the CE

The CE uses contract
documents to prepare estimate
such as RFI's, FI's, Submittals,
Drawings, Daily Inspection
Reports, etc...

CE prepares estimate

The CE evaluates
Contractor's proposal

CE provides copy of
estimate for RE and
working file

The CE reviews estimate
and contractor's proposal
with RE

RE contacts Contractor in
agreement with the
proposal or resolves
differences with aid of CE

CE and Contractor make
estimate and proposal
revisions as needed
Note: All paperwork relating to
estimates shall be kept in the
PC or FI working files

RE and CE negotiate with
contractor to reach
mutually agreed to price

Agreement
reached?

No

RE (with Water Quality)
decides course of
action: cancel FI, issue
FA, issue unilateral
cost change, etc.

Yes

RE reviews
agreement with
Water Quality
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DESCRIPTION
A “Differing Site Condition” is a situation that differs materially from
what is indicated in the Contract documents. The Contract documents
define many of the site conditions that are expected during construction.
The purpose of this process is to provide a procedure for handling
unexpected site conditions.
The construction industry designates differing site conditions into two
types: Type I is "subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site
differing materially from those indicated in the contract.”
Type II is “an unknown physical condition at the site, of an unusual
nature, differing materially from those ordinarily encountered and
generally recognized as inherent in work of the character provided for in
the contract."
RESPONSIBILITY
The Contractor has the responsibility of promptly notifying the Resident
Engineer upon discovery of the differing condition. This is usually done
verbally by the Contractor or inspector; a written notice should follow.
Notice should be received before such conditions are disturbed. Differing
site conditions consist of:
# Type I (Subsurface or hidden conditions at the site differing
materially from those indicated in the Contract documents)
examples:
 5,000 cubic yards of cobble where only 500 yards were
anticipated according to the contract documents.
 Veins of unsuitable material much more extensive than shown
on the plans.
 Asbestos pipe that was shown as concrete on the plans.
 Paint to be blasted discovered to contain lead
 Asbestos pipe insulation shown as fiberglass on the drawings
# Type II (Unknown physical conditions at the work site of an unusual
nature, differing materially from those ordinarily encountered and
generally recognized as inherent in work of the character required in
the Contract) examples:
 Extensive sand pockets when mainly clay was expected
 Electrical duct bank not shown on the plans
 Piping or utility not shown
 Soil contaminated with petroleum products or other hazardous
materials
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WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Resident Engineer shall promptly investigate the conditions reported
by the Contractor to determine if the conditions materially differ and
could cause a change in the Contractor’s costs or schedule.
PROCEDURE
1. The Resident Engineer is notified of the condition.
2. The Resident Engineer investigates the condition and determines
whether additional explorations or tests are necessary.
3. The County’s hazardous materials experts are notified immediately if
hazardous materials are found.
4. If the conditions are materially different, or involve hazardous waste,
and will affect the Contract cost or duration, the Resident Engineer
will need to create a Potential Change (PC section 3.13).
5. The differing conditions will be handled as a PC with the work
accomplished by force account, unit prices, or lump sum whichever is
most appropriate.
6. The project management team determines the necessary steps the
Contractor must take to remedy the situation. The RE may need to
issue a FI, CN or letter to address the situation. A FI is issued if it is
determined that the required work affects the costs or schedule. A CN
is used if the steps are minor or the Contractor can continue as
planned. A letter is sent to explain a position that is contrary to the
Contractor’s position. That is, if it is felt that the condition is not a
“differing site condition” and the Contractor is expected to deal with
it based on the plans and specifications.
A lot of documentation should be gathered during the investigation of the
issue. This will aid in deciding the type of differing site condition, if it
really is a differing site condition, and in negotiating a resolution with the
Contractor. Types of documentation necessary include:
 Sufficient photos to show the extent and type of condition
 Inspector’s daily diary detailing the condition
 Test reports (e.g. soil type, hazardous waste identification)
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION

NEXT SECTIONÎ
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DESCRIPTION
A Progress Payment Estimate (PPE) is the sole means by which the
Contractor receives payment for work performed under County and
District contracts. One PPE is issued for each period as specified by the
Contract (usually a month). Information contained in the PPE includes:
1) The bid value of each work activity or Bid Item and estimated value
of work performed to-date
2) Board-approved Contract Change Orders
3) The amount withheld from the payment to the Contractor (e.g.,
retention, labor compliance issues, liquidated damages)
4) The total amount due the Contractor
5) Information about Contract time.
The purpose of the PPE is to provide a well-documented and consistent
method for calculating the amount due the Contractor each pay period.
On lump sum contracts, the Contractor is usually required to submit a
schedule of values after the Notice to Proceed (section 3.4) is received.
This may be received in the form of a cost loaded schedule. For unit price
contracts, the submitted Bid Proposal provides the values to include in
the PPE.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Resident Engineer is responsible for preparing the draft PPE and
submitting it to the employee responsible for preparing the document that
is sent to Accounting and Fiscal Services (AFS). AFS is responsible for
getting the payment sent to the contractor.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Contractor initiates the progress payment process by submitting a
payment request to the Resident Engineer.
PROCEDURE
1. Utilizing the project’s cost-loaded schedule, unit prices, or specific
baseline, the Contractor prepares a payment request for work done
during the previous period.
2. The Resident Engineer and the Contractor meet prior to the
preparation of the PPE to review the amount of completed work. This
simplifies the review process and may need to occur weekly on
complex projects. The review by the Resident Engineer includes
03/04/09
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verifying that all items (such as reports, schedules, photographs,
invoices from subcontractors and suppliers, certified payrolls) tied to
payment have been received from the Contractor.
3. Upon approving the Contractor’s payment request, the Resident
Engineer forwards the payment request to the Engineering Support
group for finalization:
# Engineering Support creates the PPE by means of inputting
approved data into a standard spreadsheet format (MS Excel)
# Engineering Support returns the PPE to the Resident Engineer for
review
# The Resident Engineer obtains signatures from:
 The Resident Engineer
 The Construction Engineer
 Other client approvals as required
 The contractor’s signature is optional but should be obtained
when feasible
# The Resident Engineer returns the PPE to Engineering Support for
distribution. Note: Beginning with receipt of an approved payment
request from the Contractor, the finalized PPE must be forwarded
to AFS within five working days. If a delay occurs, the Resident
Engineer prepares a memo to the Division Chief explaining the
reason for the delay.
# The PPE is forwarded to the contract desk where additional pay
withholds may be made due to subcontractors filing of stop
payment notices or labor compliance violations. The RE should
notify the contractor of such withholds immediately to avoid a
major conflict or shock when the check arrives.
If the progress payment is delayed, the Contractor may be due interest.
Refer to the discussion regarding interest payments in section 3.14,
Contract Change Orders.
A flowchart is included showing the typical Progress Payment process.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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TITLE:

Progress Payment Process - 3.17

Progress Payment
Process
3.17
Contractor submits payment
request (on a monthly basis
per contract requirements)

RE and Contractor
reconcile payment
amount

RE reviews
request

Disagree

Agree
Support Group to
prepare for signatures
and AFS
If errors

RE reviews PP

If no errors

Disagree

Contractor reviews
& signs PP

Note: If the Contractor is not
available or, after negotiation with
RE, does not agree with amount, the
PP can be processed without his
signature.

Agree

Disagree

RE reviews and
signs PP

Agree
Disagree

Construction
Engineer reviews
& signs
Agree

Legend

RE distributes
copies to:

PP = Progress Payment
RE = Resident Engineer
CMID =Construction Management Division
RE = Resident Engineer (CMID)
PE = Project Engineer
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CMID Chief
Contractor
Design Consultant
PE
RE
Record file
Working file
Others as required
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RE submits PP to
Accounting and
Fiscal Services

Contractor is paid
within (10) working
days
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DESCRIPTION
Underground utilities need to be marked and often exposed prior to any
excavation. Marking utilities is accomplished through the submittal of
Access Requests for work on Plant property and by notifying
Underground Service Alert (USA) for work not on Plant property.
Access requests and shutdown plans are used by the Contractor to notify
the Resident Engineer that the Contractor requires access to a District
facility or property to perform work. The purpose is to provide a formal
method to track all incidents of Contractor access to District facilities and
property.
The process alerts the Plant Operations & Maintenance (O&M) of
interruptions and shutdowns of its facilities. The shutdown plan will alert
the District staff of upcoming work effort needed to assist the Contractor.
Underground Service Alert must be contacted by the Contractor at least
two days prior to excavation on any property not belonging to the Plant.
This allows utilities and services (SMUD, PG&E, AT&T Broadband,
Pacific Bell, etc.) to identify any buried equipment or lines in the area to
be excavated.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Contractor is required to submit an access request for any work
activity involving modifications, additions, or connections to existing
structures, individual units, systems, circuits, or equipment at the Plant.
Road closures, dewatering, excavation, pot holing, demolition, cutting,
grinding, sawing, or testing that involves Plant property or processes will
also need to be addressed using the AR process. The Contractor must
complete the work permit section for any work activity that requires work
on or adjacent to gas or chemical process piping, adjacent to chemical or
gas storage tanks, or opening any manhole or vault.
The RE will review, sign, and log the AR. The RE Safety Coordinator
reviews the safety procedures before final approval is obtained from Field
Engineering.
It is the Contractor’s responsibility to call (USA) for Contract work that
is not on Plant property. The inspector should not allow any excavation if
USA has not yet marked the utilities.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT AN ACCESS REQUEST
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The Contractor prepares and submits an access request, work permit or
shutdown plan at least two weeks prior to starting any work. More time
may be required if the work is complex or the Contractor plans to make a
confined space entry. The Contractor must comply with all noted
instructions by plant operations and safety personnel. The Contractor
must provide all safety and rescue equipment required to satisfactorily
safeguard the workers involved in performing the work. The access
request and work permit must be posted at the work site during confined
space entries.
ACCESS REQUEST PROCEDURE
1. The Resident Engineer and the Project Engineer should meet prior to
construction to identify major shutdowns and access requests that will
be required during the project.
2. The Contractor completes an access request form and assigns the next
sequential number. The Contractor submits the access request to the
Resident Engineer prior to performing the work. The specifications
normally require two weeks but less time may be allowed under some
circumstances.
3. The Resident Engineer reviews the access request and any
accompanying documents. The initial review consists of verifying:
# Completeness of the form.
# The correct system to be shutdown or otherwise affected by the
work is identified.
# The Work Permit portion is completed as appropriate listing all
tools and precautions to be used.
# The correct construction schedule CPM activity number is
listed.
# The correct days and durations are listed as per the Contract
requirements.
4. The AR is entered into the RE tracking log for use in determining
receipt and return dates and the planned date of performance of the
work. These dates may need to be periodically changed or extended.
These changes usually occur during weekly reviews with the
Contractor and Field Engineering (FE) personnel.
5. Some contracts specify times and durations for these shutdowns. In
other cases, it will be the Resident Engineer’s responsibility to check
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these durations for reasonableness and negotiate with the Contractor
if the RE believes they are not reasonable.
6. The RE signs and forwards the AR to the appropriate RE Safety
Office for review and notifies other contractors affected by the work.
7. The Safety Officer returns the access request to the responsible
project team member who then processes as follows:
Dept.

Original (white,
yellow, green)
Field Engr.
X
PE
PE Doc
Log Book
Inspector

Original
Attachments
X

Pink

Copy of top
Copy of
sheet
Attachments

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

The goldenrod of multi-part forms is thrown away. Attach original top
sheet and attachments and pink sheet with attachments and place in blue
AR processing binder. The blue folder is routed to FE. If multi-part forms
are not used, use photocopies for same distribution.
8. Field Engineering personnel, or others, identify problems associated
with the Contractor’s date, time, or duration of access, and returns the
form (three sets, white, yellow, and green) with their comments to the
RE. The RE logs the AR and distributes as follows:
Dept.

Yellow

Contractor
Record File
Working File
Log Book
Inspector

X

Green

White

Copy of top
Copy of
sheet
attachments

X
X
X
X

X
X

9. The RE returns the approved access request to the Contractor and
tracks the Contractor’s progress to determine if any changes need to
be made to the date, time, and duration of the access.
10. Prior to the time of access, the Resident Engineer should verify that
the Contractor has an acceptable plan for the access and that the
Contractor has the necessary workers, material, tools, and safety
equipment to accomplish the needed work.
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SUGGESTED PRE-SHUTDOWN PLAN CHECKLIST
1. Has the Access Request been reviewed and approved?
2. Have the return comments been addressed?
3. Is the Work Permit posted?
4. Have all of the required tools been identified?
5. Has all of the required testing been identified?
6. Has a step by step work plan been submitted & approved?
7. Is the estimated time to complete the work reasonable?
8. Is safety equipment identified and ready for use?
9. Are special tools and equipment identified?
10. Are qualified installers and testers identified?
11. Are all materials identified, available, and approved for use?
12. Has all possible work been identified and tested prior to the
shutdown?
13. Have all test records been filled-out with all available data before the
shutdown starts?
14. Have drawings been included and marked to show what systems
and/or equipment will be shutdown and locked out?
15. Have drawings been marked to show all demolition work?
16. Have drawings been marked to show all new work?
17. Has training been scheduled?
The table on the following page shows each area of responsibility.
A flowchart is included to show the AR process.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Activity
Complete Access
Request Form and
supporting
documents
Review
appropriateness of
requested access
duration

Contractor

Reviews all
documents

Negotiates revised
duration with RE

Reviews
requested duration
and negotiates
revised duration
with Contractor
Distributes to PE Reviews and
and others
distributes to
affected parties
Reviews
request
Notifies
Approves and
Contractor
notifies RE
Notifies
Notifies
Contractor of
Resident
problems
Engineer of
problems
Negotiates with
Contractor
Reviews changes Reviews
and notifies PE
changes and
and others
notifies others

Review by affected
parties
Approve request

Informed

Disapprove request

Informed

Negotiate change in
request
Contractor changes
time, date, and/or
duration

Negotiates with RE

Review plan,
workers, equipment
and material
Make access

Prepares plan for
each access

Reviews
Contractor’s plan

Accomplishes work

Inspects work

Close access request
file

FE

Originates request
and supporting
forms

Distribute access
request
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RE

Originates

PE makes sure
that O&M staff
is prepared
May observe
work

Affected Others

Receives copy of
access request
Reviews request
Notifies PE
Notifies PE of
problems

Receives
notification of
changes from
Resident
Engineer
Prepares for
access by
Contractor
May observe
work

Closes file after
work is done
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Resident Engineering
Procedures Manual
Section 3.18

ACCESS REQUEST
PROCEDURE
FLOWCHART

Contractor revises
or corrects the AR
as required.

Contractor or
Subcontractor

Clarification
provided by
contractor.

Contractor prepares
access request.

Contractor receives 1
copy of approved AR.

Route 1copy
starting with
inspector of the AR
work area, then to
project team

No
Resident
Engineering
Office

Is AR complete:
description, location,
signed and dated?
Yes

Sign the
accesss
request.

Log the AR
in the
Access
Request
Log.

Make three
copies of
the AR and
it's
attachment
s.

Distribute
original AR
to proper
entities.

Give P.E.Doc 1
copy for utility
locations.

Log the AR
in the
Access
Request
Log.

Safety
Engineer

Forward original AR to
field engineering for
review and approval.

Field
Engineering
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No

Yes

Place 1 copy in
AR binder.

Put AR in blue
binder anf
forward to safety
engineer for
work permit
signing.

Is the AR
approved?

RE returns AR back
to contractor with
explanation.

Note provisions
of the approved
AR.

Make four copies
and distribute to
proper entities.

Route 1 copy starting
with inspector of the AR
work area, then to
project team

Give P.E.Doc 1
copy for utility
locations.
Place original AR in
binder, remove and
recycle previous copies.

Make one copy of
AR with signed
work permit and
place in AR binder.

Field
engineering
returns AR to RE
with AR
conditions.
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3.19 Weekly Statement of Contract Time

DESCRIPTION
The Weekly Statement of Contract Time is a concise summary of the
contract completion time and interim completion times for specified
items. Its purpose is to account for the Contract time accrued weekly and
to have the Contractor accept the working days accounted for as the
Project progresses.
PURPOSE
The RE uses the Weekly Statement of Contract Time to update the
Contractor of the days charged to the Contract. The statement should
address each portion of the project that has a specified date or number of
working days for completion. The RE records the number of working and
non-working days, non-working days lost due to unavoidable delays,
time extensions approved by change orders, and the estimated time
extensions for change orders pending approval. The date for completion
is then calculated using a predetermined method such as the Caltrans
Working Days Calendar.
PROCEDURE
The Weekly Statement of Contract Time should be completed the first
working morning following each workweek during the course of the
project. The RE must list the weather conditions for the morning and
afternoon of each workday. The RE should note the conditions daily to
ensure accuracy when filling out the form.
The form is completed and given to the Contractor each week. This
notifies the Contractor of the RE’s reckoning of Contract time and gives
the Contractor the opportunity to disagree with the statement. The
statement is deemed accepted if a written protest is not received within
fifteen calendar days after the Contractor receives it.
A flowchart is included showing the typical process.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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Flow Chart

The morning of the first
day of the work week
the RE completes form
and gives to Contractor

Contractor has 15 days
to review and submit
objections/requested
changes

Negotiates changes
wtih RE

RE receives requested
changes from
Contractor

RE negotiates changes
with Contractor

RE approves or
disapproves changes
and a project end date
is established
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3.20 Extension of Time

DESCRIPTION
An extension of time is an increase in the Contract time that is
allotted for completion of the work. The table below lists examples
of delays and how they are categorized.
Time extensions should state clearly whether they are in working
days or calendar days. Time extensions are normally executed in
the form of a Contract Change Order. However, extensions for
weather days are at the discretion of the RE and do not require a
change order.
In any case, critical path activities must be affected for the event to
be considered a delay. Normally, contractors are compensated only
for those delays caused by District or County action; these are
termed “compensable unavoidable delays.”
Extensions granted for reasons not in the control of either the
Contractor or County are not compensated, “noncompensable
unavoidable delays.”
“Avoidable delays” are those caused by the Contractor and are not
reasons for extensions but are subject to Liquidated Damages
(section 3.21). Refer to District specification section 00710-5.03 or
County Standard 7-12 for further discussion of the compensatory
and non-compensatory delays.
If an avoidable and unavoidable delay is concurrent, the Contractor
receives a time extension but no compensation.
Event
Additional work
Weather impacts
Strikes
Material or equipment
unavailability
District, Plant, or County created
impacts
Discovery of cultural resources
(e.g. Native American artifacts,
fossils)
Improper coordination of
subcontractors
Rework
Acts of God
Fires, epidemics
Differing site condition
03/04/09
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WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Time extensions are granted when the Resident Engineer
determines that some event beyond the Contractor’s control
prevents the Contractor from completing the work per the Contract
documents as originally scheduled. Examples are listed in the
preceding table.
PROCEDURES
1. Duration and/or specific dates (milestones) for the work or portions of
the work are specified in each Contract.
2. The start of the Contract (Notice to Proceed, Section 3.4) defines the
first day counted toward Contract time. The completion date defines
the last working day and is the date by which the work must be
competed in accordance with the contract. There may be completion
dates specified for specific work items as well as for the completion of
all Contract work. The completion date may be specified as either a
specific date or the start of Contract time plus a specific number of
calendar days or working days.
3. The Resident Engineer will determine the start of Contract time and
the date for Contract completion. It is critical that the Contractor
acknowledges these dates and prepares his schedule accordingly. This
will facilitate agreement on actual milestone dates throughout the
duration of the Contract. The Weekly Statement of Contract Time
(Section 3.19) is used to track contract time and completion dates. This
will help avoid disputes regarding actual dates that trigger assessment
of liquidated damages (Section 3.21).
4. The Contract duration or the start of Contract time may be changed or
modified during the course of the project by a Contract Change Order.
Therefore, when a Contract Change Order is issued both cost and time
must be carefully considered and addressed.
5. Weather days, or rain days, are any days that the Contractor cannot
work due to inclement weather and the critical path is impacted. Days
that the Contractor uses to dewater or repair the work after a rain event
are also considered rain days. Weather days may affect the required
Contract completion date and the assessment of Liquidated Damages
associated with late completion.
6. If the work or portions of the work are not completed by the specified
time plus all extensions allowed for weather delays and by Contract
Change Orders, the Contractor will be assessed Liquidated Damages
(Section 3.21).
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
NEXT SECTIONÎ
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3.21 Liquidated Damages

DESCRIPTION
The liquidated damages clause in the Contract is an acknowledgement by
the District or County and the Contractor that the District or County will
sustain damages if the work or interim portions of the work is not
completed by the specified date(s). The liquidated damage clause
establishes the amount of money payable to the District or County as
damages if the Contractor does not meet the specified deadlines.
Normally, liquidated damages are assessed based upon calendar days. The
dollar value set for the liquidated damages may not be changed after the
Contract is executed. The Contractor does not receive consideration for
weather delays while liquidated damages are accruing.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Liquidated damages are assessed when the work, or portions of the work,
are not completed in the time frame specified by the Contract plus any
time extensions granted. Individual work item completion dates or the
Contract completion date as specified in the Contract may change due to
the allotment of weather days or other time extensions granted by the
Resident Engineer.
PROCEDURES
1. Duration and/or specific dates for the work or portions of the work are
specified in each Contract.
2. The start of the Contract (Notice to Proceed, section 3.4) defines the
first day counted toward Contract time. The completion date defines
the last working day and is the date by which the work must be
completed in accordance with the contract. There may be completion
dates specified for work items as well as for the completion of all
Contract work. The completion date may be specified as either a
specific date or the start of Contract time plus a specific number of
calendar days or working days.
3. The Resident Engineer will determine the start of Contract time and
the date for Contract completion. It is critical that the Contractor
acknowledges these dates and prepares his schedule accordingly. This
will facilitate agreement on actual milestone dates throughout the
duration of the Contract, and will help avoid disputes regarding actual
dates that trigger assessment of liquidated damages.
4. The Contract duration or the start of Contract time may be changed or
modified during the course of the project by weather delays or by
03/04/09
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3.21 Liquidated Damages

Contract Change Order. Therefore, when a Contract Change Order is
issued both cost and time must be carefully considered and addressed.
5. Weather days are taken into account as specified in each contract.
Weather days may affect the required Contract completion date and
the assessment of liquidated damages associated with late completion.
6. If the work or portions of the work are not completed by the specified
time, after considering all extensions of time allowed for weather
delays and allowed by CCOs, the Contractor will be assessed
liquidated damages.
7. Specific dates after which the Contractor is assessed liquidated
damages are outlined in the specifications section titled Contract Time.
Other specification sections may also address dates associated with the
work described in the Contract.
8. If liquidated damages are assessed, discussions and negotiations may
be required to resolve disputes such as delays and extra work and their
impact on project milestone completion.
9. Liquidated damages are normally assessed by creating a deductive pay
item on the Progress Payment Estimate. LDs stop once the project or
portion is substantially complete (reference Section 5.3). The
Contractor should be notified by letter if the RE expects to assess LDs.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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3.22 Labor Compliance

DESCRIPTION
The Labor Compliance Program monitors the labor and contracting
practices of the Contractor to ensure compliance on public works
contracts. The program also monitors the specified requirements for
minority-owned and women-owned business enterprises and the
County’s Affirmative Action Program. The program is administered in
accordance with the statutes and regulations set forth in the California
Labor Code and the California Code of Regulations.
RESPONSIBILITY:
RESIDENT ENGINEER INSPECTOR
The Resident Engineer’s inspector, in his Daily Diary (reference section
4.3-Daily Diaries), will show the Contractor’s workers by name,
classification and the number of hours they worked in that classification.
If in doubt regarding hours and classifications, the inspector should
confer with the Contractor’s foremen. This will reduce the potential for
incorrect reporting by the RE and Contractor thereby avoiding labor
compliance disputes.
RESIDENT ENGINEER
Copies of the Daily Diary are forwarded weekly to the Labor Compliance
Officer and a comparison is made with the certified payrolls submitted by
the Contractor. Conflicting reports discovered by the Labor Compliance
Officer are reported to the RE for resolution.
LABOR COMPLIANCE OFFICER
The Labor Compliance Officer is responsible for reviewing the
Contractor’s files for compliance, delinquencies, inadequate documents,
underpayments, and penalties. If the Contractor is not in compliance, the
Labor Compliance Officer notifies the Resident Engineer to withhold
money that is otherwise owed to the Contractor. Withholdings are
determined by the Labor Compliance Officer and reported as deducts on
the Contractor’s monthly Progress Payment Estimate (reference section
3.17-Progress Payment).
PROCEDURE
The Contractor submits reports, fringe benefit statements, certified
payrolls, monthly utilization reports, and the subcontractor list to the
Resident Engineer’s labor compliance officer. The Labor Compliance
Officer reviews the following reporting requirements:
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1. Submittal of delinquent documents, underpayments, penalties, and
potential payment withholding.
2. Payment of the prevailing wage rate to employees under Labor Code
Section 1770.
3. Compliance with the requirements of the County’s Affirmative
Action Program for women and minority business enterprises.
4. Submittal of certified payrolls, list of subcontractors, fringe benefit
statements, and monthly utilization reports.
5. Employment of registered apprentices on the job.
The Inspector’s responsibility is to periodically interview Contractor
employees to verify that they receive the minimum required
compensation for the work they perform. Ideally, the Inspector should
interview 10% of the workforce, but in any case at least one employee
per craft per month. Refer to the attached memo of March 26, 1986. A
sample interview form is included at the end of this chapter. The
Inspectors’ Daily Diary (IDD) program can generate a weekly report that
is e-mailed to labor compliance. A sample weekly report is included at
the end of this section to show format and information required by Labor
Compliance. The RE will normally designate which inspector on the job
will have the responsibility for generating this report.
The Labor Compliance Officer will determine the amount, if any, to
withhold based on the above findings. The deduction may be in the form
of withholds, penalties or a combination of the two. The Officer notifies
the Resident Engineer in writing of the amount and the Resident Engineer
will deduct it from the next progress payment. The amount will be held
until the Labor Compliance Officer notifies the Resident Engineer that
the matter has been resolved.
Labor compliance tracking will cease at substantial completion. Use the
LC Project Completion Notification Form to ensure the labor compliance
is aware of the project’s status. This will initiate Labor Compliance’s
final review; they will notify the RE of any outstanding issues and
provide an amount to be withheld from progress payments or in earnest
deposit.
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Labor Compliance Report
for the period beginning: 8/2/99
# of days:
Subcontractor

5

Project:
3066
Main Electrical Substation Replacement

to: 8/6/99
Total Hrs:

SRWTP RE Office

786.5

Date Printed

Craft/Worker Date/Activity Code/Description

07-Sep-99 11:11:31

Reg Hrs OT Hrs Total Hrs

August 1999
All Power Engineer
Laborer
Fox, Kevin
JEG

8/ 2/99 11226

BACKFILL DUCTBANKs
70-2A,85-MCC9V,3A-(E)EAST

4.0

0.0

4.0

JEG

8/ 2/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

4.0

0.0

4.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

Total hrs for worker

Jacobs, Corey
JEG

8/ 2/99 11226

BACKFILL DUCTBANKs
70-2A,85-MCC9V,3A-(E)EAST

4.0

0.0

4.0

JEG

8/ 2/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

4.0

0.0

4.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

Total hrs for worker

Lee, Heath
JEG

8/ 2/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

Total hrs for worker

Lee, Jeremy
JEG

8/ 2/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

Total hrs for worker
Tuesday, September 07, 1999
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Subcontractor

Craft/Worker Date/Activity Code/Description
Total hrs for craft
Total hrs for subcontractor

Reg Hrs OT Hrs Total Hrs
128.0

0.0

128.0

128.0

0.0

128.0

Brentwood Industrial Construction
Carpenter
Ayers, Dave
RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

6.0

0.0

6.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

2.0

1.5

3.5

RCS

8/ 4/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12000

SURVEY

8.0

0.0

8.0

40.0

1.5

41.5

Total hrs for worker

Durbin, Kevin
RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

2.0

1.5

3.5

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

6.0

0.0

6.0

RCS

8/ 4/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

40.0

1.5

41.5

Total hrs for worker

Gutierrez, Carlos
RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

6.0

0.0

6.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

2.0

1.5

3.5

JEG

8/ 4/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 4/99 13022

INSTALL U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 13024

PLC.CONC.U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

4.0

0.0

4.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

4.0

0.0

4.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

48.0

1.5

49.5

Total hrs for worker

Gutierrez, Hector
Tuesday, September 07, 1999

03/04/09
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Subcontractor

Craft/Worker Date/Activity Code/Description

Reg Hrs OT Hrs Total Hrs

RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

6.0

0.0

6.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

2.0

1.5

3.5

RCS

8/ 4/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

40.0

1.5

41.5

Total hrs for worker

Hildenbrand, Ken
RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

6.0

0.0

6.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

2.0

1.5

3.5

RCS

8/ 4/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

40.0

1.5

41.5

Total hrs for worker

Rogers, Vincent
RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

6.0

0.0

6.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

2.0

1.5

3.5

RCS

8/ 4/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

3.5

0.0

3.5

RCS

8/ 6/99 12000

SURVEY

8.0

0.0

8.0

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

35.5

1.5

37.0

243.5

9.0

252.5

Laborer
Filbert, Phil
RCS

8/ 4/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

3.0

0.0

3.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 13024

PLC.CONC.U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

5.0

0.0

5.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

24.0

0.0

24.0

Total hrs for worker
Tuesday, September 07, 1999

03/04/09
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Subcontractor

Craft/Worker Date/Activity Code/Description

Reg Hrs OT Hrs Total Hrs

Rushing, Ed
RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

6.0

0.0

6.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

2.0

1.5

3.5

RCS

8/ 4/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 13024

PLC.CONC.U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

5.0

0.0

5.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

3.0

0.0

3.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

40.0

1.5

41.5

64.0

1.5

65.5

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

Oper-12.5 ton crane
Castellanos, Al
RCS

8/ 2/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 4/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 5/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

Operator-CASE 580 SK B/H
Castellanos, Al
RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

0.0

1.5

1.5

RCS

8/ 3/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

8.0

1.5

9.5

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft
Total hrs for subcontractor

8.0

1.5

9.5

347.5

12.0

359.5

Interstate Construction
Carpenter
Vanooyen, Bill
JEG

8/ 2/99 13022

INSTALL U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

7.0

0.0

7.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 6/99 12004

ROUGH GRADE

8.0

0.0

8.0

Tuesday, September 07, 1999

03/04/09
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Subcontractor

Craft/Worker Date/Activity Code/Description
Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

Reg Hrs OT Hrs Total Hrs
31.0

0.0

31.0

31.0

0.0

31.0

Electrician
Kimes, Jeff
JEG

8/ 2/99 13022

INSTALL U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

Total hrs for worker

O Brien, John
JEG

8/ 2/99 13022

INSTALL U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

Total hrs for worker

Weir, Steve
JEG

8/ 2/99 13022

INSTALL U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

7.0

0.0

7.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

31.0

0.0

31.0

95.0

0.0

95.0

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

Laborer
Fouquette, Mark
JEG

8/ 2/99 13020

EXCAV.U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11202

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

24.0

0.0

24.0

8.0

0.0

8.0

8.0

0.0

8.0

Total hrs for worker

Robertson, Jeff
JEG

8/ 2/99 11022

SET.MH 74-7

Total hrs for worker

Scott, Dave
JEG

8/ 2/99 11022

SET.MH 74-7

8.0

0.0

8.0

RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

0.0

1.5

1.5

Tuesday, September 07, 1999

03/04/09
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Subcontractor

Craft/Worker Date/Activity Code/Description

Reg Hrs OT Hrs Total Hrs

JEG

8/ 3/99 11022

SET.MH 74-7

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11032

SET.MH 78-80

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11032

SET.MH 78-80

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

1.5

33.5

0.0

1.5

1.5

Total hrs for worker

Vanooyen, Bill
RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

0.0

1.5

1.5

64.0

3.0

67.0

op-bobcat
Vanooyen, Bill
JEG

8/ 2/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11102

INSTALL DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

4.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

0.0

4.0

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

op-compactor
Vanooyen, Bill
RCS

8/ 3/99 12300

1-FORM,REINF,SLEEVE,PLACE FTGS

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

OPER-CRT395 CRANE
Robertson, Jeff
JEG

8/ 3/99 11022

SET.MH 74-7

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11032

SET.MH 78-80

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11032

SET.MH 78-80

8.0

0.0

8.0

24.0

0.0

24.0

24.0

0.0

24.0

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft

Operator-CASE 580 SK B/H
Wier, Steve
JEG

8/ 2/99 13020

EXCAV.U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11200

EXCAV.DUCTBANKs 80-6

1.0

0.0

1.0

9.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

0.0

9.0

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft
Tuesday, September 07, 1999

03/04/09
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Subcontractor

Craft/Worker Date/Activity Code/Description
Total hrs for subcontractor

Reg Hrs OT Hrs Total Hrs
259.0

3.0

262.0

Paul Morrill
Owner/Operator
Morrill, Paul
JEG

8/ 2/99 11226

BACKFILL DUCTBANKs
70-2A,85-MCC9V,3A-(E)EAST

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 3/99 11200

EXCAV.DUCTBANKs 80-6

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 4/99 11030

EXCAV.MH 78-80

8.0

0.0

8.0

JEG

8/ 6/99 11100

EXCAV.DUCTBANKs 72-73,71-100

8.0

0.0

8.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

32.0

0.0

32.0

5.0

0.0

5.0

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft
Total hrs for subcontractor

5.0

0.0

5.0

5.0

0.0

5.0

5.0

0.0

5.0

Total hrs for month

771.5

15.0

786.5

Total hrs for worker
Total hrs for craft
Total hrs for subcontractor

REXCO CONCRETE PUMP
Oper-52M Conc Pump
Harrison, Kevin
RCS

8/ 5/99 13024

PLC.CONC.U/S DUCTBANK 80->BLDG

Grand Total hrs for period

Tuesday, September 07, 1999

03/04/09
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3.23 Non-Compliance Notice

DESCRIPTION
The non-compliance notice (NCN) is a method used by the Resident
Engineer to inform the Contractor that an activity or condition does not
comply with requirements of Contract plans and specifications. This
action provides a formal method to record the steps taken by the Resident
Engineer to have the activity or condition corrected. It also allows the
Resident Engineer to track the remedial action taken by the Contractor.
The Contractor is required to correct all non-compliance work in a timely
manner and should take proper action to prevent recurrence of similar
situations.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Resident Engineer will notify the Contractor of any non-compliance
with the plans or specifications as they become known.
PROCEDURE
1. The Inspector may notice or become aware of a potential construction
problem, activity, or condition that that does not comply with the
Contract documents.
2. The Inspector informs the Contractor of the deficiency verbally and
requests that it be corrected immediately. The Inspector records the
notification in the Daily Diary to document that the issue was
addressed.
3. If the Contractor does not respond to the verbal notice in a reasonable
time, the Resident Engineer or Inspector completes and transmits to
the Contractor a written advisory notice. This notice confirms that the
Contractor has not complied with the previous verbal notice.
4. The notice places the Contractor on official alert that there are noncomplying materials, equipment, or workmanship. The advisory
notice is entered in the NCN file, using the next sequential number.
The RE’s Project Log can be used to generate and track NCNs.
5. If the Contractor does not resolve or correct the potential problem
within a reasonable period of time or if the Contractor further
deviates from the contract or acceptable procedures, materials,
workmanship or violates codes the Resident Engineer will
immediately issue a non-compliance notice.

03/04/09
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3.23 Non-Compliance Notice

6. The Resident Engineer enters the notice in the NCN file already
established. This notice will become an important document if the
Contractor files a claim since it establishes what the non-compliance
was and when it occurred.
7. If the Contractor does not comply with the NCN, the Resident
Engineer is authorized by the contract to suspend all or part of the
work pending satisfactory corrective action. This is a serious step; the
Resident Engineer should consult with the Senior Engineer before
issuance. Time loss due to stop notices may be considered an
avoidable delay.
8. The Resident Engineer may
unacceptable work and materials.

withhold

partial

payment

for

9. The decision to issue a stop work order should also involve the PE.
10. When the Contractor has complied with the NCN, the appropriate
NCN file is closed.
The attached flowchart outlines the NCN process.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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3.23 Non-Compliance Notice

Item of noncompliance identified
be RE, FE or
operations staff

Inspector verbally
informs appropriate
Contractor staff

Issue resolved in
timely manner?

No

Advisory issued by
inspector or RE

Issue resolved in
timely manner?

No

Official NCN issued

Issue resolved in
timely manner?

Yes

No

If warranted, suspend
work. Consult SR.
Engineer and PE

Yes

Withhold appropriate
payment

Yes

Negotiate

No

Issue resolved in
timely manner?

Yes

NCN item closed
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3.24 Temporary Suspension of Work

DESCRIPTION
The Resident Engineer has the authority to suspend work in part or in
whole, for any cause that the Resident Engineer deems unfavorable for
the suitable prosecution of work. The purpose of a work suspension is to
force the Contractor to comply with a directive, or to delay work due to
unfavorable working conditions. A temporary suspension of work is a
very serious course of action and should never be undertaken unilaterally
by the Resident Engineer.
PROCESS
In accordance with the terms of the Contract, the Resident Engineer has
the authority to suspend all or part of the work for causes beyond the
control of the Contractor or due to the Contractor’s non-compliance with
Contract requirements. County Council and upper management should be
involved with the Resident Engineer in this decision.
Examples of conditions beyond the control of the Contractor include:
# Unsuitable weather
# A malfunction of the existing facilities or equipment
# Failure of a third party (e.g., owner of a street or road) to be
prepared for the Contractor’s work
# Hazardous conditions that cannot be rectified thereby creating
unacceptable level of risk to workers or equipment.
# Any condition that the Resident Engineer considers unfavorable
for the suitable prosecution of the work.
# Differing site condition
A failure on the part of the Contractor may include not remedying a noncompliance situation, not carrying out instructions given by the Resident
Engineer, not working with approved submittals, not addressing safety
violations, or not complying with labor requirements.
A temporary suspension of work is ordered by the Resident Engineer by
notifying the Contractor in writing. The reasons for the suspensions, the
expected duration of the suspension and what the Contractor has to do to
have the temporary suspension withdrawn should be included in the
letter. It is always important to discuss proposed suspension of work with
upper management and County Counsel prior to initiating the order.
The Project Engineer, working closely with the RE, should do everything
within his or her power to avert a suspension caused by the County,
District, or third party. The Resident Engineer should make every effort
to eliminate the need for a suspension due to the Contractor’s actions.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
NEXT SECTIONÎ
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3.25 Termination of Contract

DESCRIPTION
Termination of a construction Contract is outlined in the Contract
specifications, typically in section 00710 for District contracts and
in County Standard 5-22. These sections define the County and
District’s rights to terminate a Contract as well as the Contractor’s
rights. This specification section also defines the legal procedures
that must be followed for either party to terminate a Contract.
Note that termination requires a Board action.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT

The termination clause should only be
used when extreme events have occurred
and only with the approval of senior staff
and County or District counsel.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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3.26 PARTNERING

DESCRIPTION
Partnering establishes a working relationship between the Contractor,
CMID and the Owner through mutual commitments to communication,
trust, and teamwork. Partnering is beneficial to all parties because it can
minimize disputes and promotes a cooperative atmosphere that mitigates
the potential of an adversarial environment.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Partnering begins as the project enters the construction phase and should
continue through the end of the project. Partnering requirements may be
specified within the Contract documents, be requested by the Contractor,
or may be informal. Participants that normally commit to a partnering
relationship include the Owner, Contractor, Subcontractors, and Design
Consultants.
RESPONSIBILITY
Partnering is the responsibility of all involved participants (Owner,
Contractor, Subcontractors, and Consultants). The facility and a
facilitator for formal partnering sessions will be provided as specified in
the Contract documents. The facilitator must be approved by the
Contractor.
PROCEDURE
FORMAL PARTNERING SESSIONS
1. The Resident Engineer initiates the first step in the process by
informing the Owner of the intent to contact a partnering facilitator,
preparing a draft of the agenda and a cost estimate for the workshop.
2. Responsibility for payment for the facilitator and the facility utilized
in partnering sessions will be determined by the partnering clause in
the Contract.
3. The Resident Engineer obtains agreement from all parties to proceed
with a partnering workshop.
4. The initial partnering session will include a one to two-day workshop
in which the basic guidelines, requirements, and goals will be
established. A list of all persons expected to attend the workshop is
developed.
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3.26 PARTNERING

5. An independent facilitator will conduct the partnering workshop. The
workshop will be held at a neutral location away from each entity’s
office or facility. The time and location will be agreed upon by all
parties.
6. Additional half-day partnering sessions may be held throughout the
project to confirm the relationship and to assure the partnering effort
continues to be successful. The time interval between these partnering
sessions may be specified in the Contract. The costs of the additional
partnering workshops may be shared by the Owner and the
Contractor.
INFORMAL PARTNERING SESSIONS
1. Informal partnering sessions are initiated by the Resident Engineer.
Meetings may be scheduled to facilitate certain construction activities
or to preclude problems between the Contractor and the Owner.
2. Informal partnering may include only the Resident Engineer and the
Contractor, or any number of participants who are involved with the
construction process.
Whether or not partnering sessions are held, the principles of partnering
should be adhered to as much as possible. Some important principles of
partnering are:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Commitment to the project
Open and honest communication between all players
Conflict resolution
Win-win attitude
Honesty
Integrity
Trust
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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Partnering: What it is and what it isn't (an Army Corps article)
Partnering at Mosser Construction
Partnering in Federal Design and Construction
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3.27 Meetings

DESCRIPTION
Meetings are an important part of every job. The type and frequency of
meetings will depend on such things as project complexity, cost, duration,
who is involved, etc. These meetings should provide a means of
communication and discussion of relevant issues between the Contractor,
RE, PE, and Designer. Examples of the types of meetings a project might
require are:
¾ Contract status and coordination
¾ Presubmittal
¾ Testing and startup
¾ Access
¾ Negotiation
¾ Specific problems too complex to address at status meetings
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Contract coordination and testing meetings should occur at regular
intervals. Contract coordination meetings should commence at the
beginning of construction. The testing meetings should begin two to three
weeks prior to the commencement of testing.
Other meetings, such as AR meetings and meetings to discuss issues,
should occur as the specific issues arise or on an as-needed basis.
The Contract specifications may also address the required frequency of
project meetings.
RESPONSIBILITY
The RE is generally responsible for scheduling meetings. Meetings to
discuss specific issues may be scheduled by others but the RE or assigned
representative should be present. A RE’s project team member should lead
the meetings and is responsible for preparing the meeting minutes. These
minutes should then be reproduced for each meeting attendee to review.
PROCEDURE
The RE should coordinate with every potential attendee for each meeting
to determine which day and time is acceptable. The RE is also responsible
for developing a preliminary agenda for each meeting. The meetings that
occur when issues arise will not have a standard agenda to follow but
items to discuss should be clearly listed. They generally will address only
one issue at a time.
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3.27 Meetings

The following outlines may be used to create agendas for the Contract
coordination and testing meetings. Each job will have its own distinct
items that will need to be discussed.
Contract Coordination or Status Meeting:

03/04/09

I.

Comments to previous meetings minutes

II.

Administration Status
a.
Submittals
b.
Requests for Information (RFI)
c.
Field Instructions (FI)
d.
Contract Change Orders (CCO)

III.

Project Schedule
a.
Baseline schedule
b.
Progress
c.
Problems and potential problems
d.
Three-week schedule review
e.
Status of deliveries
f.
Delay issues
g.
As-builting

IV.

Coordination with Facility Operations
a.
Access Requests (AR) – approved and open
b.
AR’s needed
c.
Storm Water Pollution Prevention (SWPPP) and
Best Management Practices (BMPs)
d.
Security

V.

Progress Payments
a.
Status of pending
b.
Stop Notices
c.
Labor Compliance issues
d.
Withholds

VI.

Unforeseen Conditions
a.
Notification
b.
Bid Allowance

VII.

Quality Assurance
a.
Surveys
b.
Testing
c.
Non-Compliance
d.
Quality Control Program
e.
Request for Inspection

VIII.

Safety
a.
Safety Plan
CMID Procedures Manual
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b.

Safety Issues

Testing Meeting:
I.

Training
a.
Scheduling of training
b.
Submittal of training outlines
c.
Documentation of completed training
d.
Operations & Maintenance manuals

II.

Existing Issues or Problems
a.
Test results
b.
Submittal of completed documentation
c.
Resolutions
d.
Address any unresolved issues

III.

Delivery Acceptance
a.
Verify the acceptance of every item as it arrives
(reference section 4.9)

IV.

NETA Testing
a.
Discuss the schedule for any electrical testing that
needs to occur
b.
Verify that each electrical item is going through the
proper NETA testing

V.

Two-week Look Ahead
a.
Discuss any testing items that will be occurring in
the next two weeks.
b.
Required testing personnel availability

VI.

Coordination with Plant Operations
a.
Access Requests associated with testing.
b.
Discuss any other items that would require Plant
input
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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3.28 Clarification Notification

DESCRIPTION
A Clarification Notification (CN) is used to clarify a specific aspect of
the drawings or specifications. A CN normally deals with relatively
minor items that have little or no cost impact. An FI should be issued for
issues dealing with a significant change (reference 3.11-Field
Instructions).
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
A CN is warranted when an issue such as contradicting statements in
specifications or missing information from a miscellaneous detail is
discovered. As long as the Contractor has not proceeded in an unintended
manner, or little or no cost or time impact is expected, a CN should
suffice to resolve the discrepancy. Examples of issues needing
clarification:
# Missing plate thickness from miscellaneous plate detail
# Missing or incorrect reference elevations
# Minor misprints or discrepancies
# Conflict with material specification
# Instrument or equipment location clarification
# Wrong or no equipment numbers specified
RESPONSIBILITY
The RE or designee shall prepare the CN immediately after the issue is
made known. The issue may become known through review of Contract
documents, an inspector relaying a field question, an inquiry (not an RFI)
from the Contractor, or information from the PE or Operations. The RE
should be prepared for the Contractor to identify an impact not addressed
by the CN, and, if necessary, instigate a PC to begin tracking the issue
(reference Section 3.13-Potential Change).
PROCEDURE
1. Issue is discovered through many ways such as:
# RE or inspector review of contract documents
# Contractor discovers discrepancy
# PE reviewing contract
# Submittal review
# Testing
The RE should encourage everyone to be proactive in discovering
these types of issues. Early resolution often prevents major impacts or
frustrations.
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3.28 Clarification Notification

2. RE, or designee, investigates to find solution. Resources may include:
# Plans and specifications
# PE
# Inspector
# Contractor
# Related codes
3. CN prepared along with any supporting drawings or documents
4. The CN is issued as a letter using the same procedures. The letter is
identified as a Clarification and transmitted to the Contractor. Ideally,
the RE will have PE concurrence prior to issuing the CN but it is not
mandatory.
5. If the RE feels there is a possibility of a cost or time impact but is not
prepared to issue a FI, a PC should be opened.
6. The Contractor may acknowledge the CN either by letter or verbally.
If the Contractor agrees with the terms and that there is no related
impact, then consider the CN process complete. If a response is not
received in reasonable time, the RE can conclude that the Contractor
agrees. The inspector will monitor the work for compliance.
7. If the Contractor notifies the RE of potential impacts, then the RE
shall begin the PC process.
A flowchart of a typical CN process is included at the end of this section.
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Issue needing
clarification is brought
to the RE's attention

RE (or designee)
researches solution

Does solution create
cost or time impact?

Yes

No

Impact clear and
significant to warrant
a FI?

Yes

Prepare field
instruction

No

Prepare CN with
supporting documents

Begin PC process

Inspector reviews and
monitors field work for
compliance

Contractor notifies RE
of potential impact?

Yes

Begin PC process

No

END
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3.29 Letter Writing Guidelines

DESCRIPTION
There are several reasons for generating a letter. They include issues
raised by the RE or the Contractor, correcting erroneous or ambiguous
information in the Contract Documents, and mitigation of unanticipated
changes to the Contract.
Letters should include one subject, should be short, (one page is ideal,
two at most), and to the point. They must be unbiased and unemotional.
Focus on the audience when writing a letter. A letter may become a legal
document in a court of law.
Use simple, straightforward language and avoid business clichés or
jargon. A letter should sound conversational. A good way to be objective
is to write it as if the letter is to yourself; how would you want to be
written to? This can help build rapport with the intended recipients.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Letters are signed by the RE. The first letter is usually to notify the
Contractor to proceed with the work (reference section 3.4-Notice to
Proceed). Letters initiated by the RE during the course of the project are
normally used to:
♦ Describe the RE’s position on an issue
♦ Detail a non-compliance notice (Section 3.23-Non-Compliance
Notice)
♦ Request cost proposals and information
♦ Describe a clarification (Section 3.28-Clarification Notification.)
♦ Organize meetings
♦ Bring a concern to the Contractor’s attention
Letters are also used to respond to the Contractor’s letters. The
Contractor may write to notify the RE of potential delays, extra cost
issues, or to provide written documents required by the Contract.
Specification sections may also list certain situations that require written
notification to the Contractor.
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RESPONSIBILITY
Letters to the Contractor can be prepared by anyone on the project team.
The Resident Engineer should review and sign each letter before it is
issued.
PROCEDURE
A reply to a Contractor’s inquiry should be answered within five working
days unless otherwise specified in the Contract. If a reply will take more
than five days, the Contractor should be informed and provided an
estimated response time. A Contractor’s primary concern is receiving
timely answers. Delays can have a detrimental impact on the Contractor's
work, causing claims, extra costs, and possible antagonistic relations with
the Owner. This should be avoided. “Anticipate the unexpected,” and
prepare your staff to respond accordingly.
The most recent letterhead can be obtained through a link on the RE’s
Intranet site. When using the Project Log created with Microsoft Access
software, the latest letterhead is used automatically by the lettergenerating section.
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3.30 Weekly Report

DESCRIPTION
The weekly report describes the project activities for the week. Its main
purpose is to inform RE supervisors and management of the status and
progress of the project. It should include highlights in such a way that the
reader will be able to understand what work and events have occurred
during the week.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The Resident Engineer should prepare the report at the end of each
workweek.
RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of the Resident Engineer to prepare the report at
the end of each week. Once completed, it is copied or routed to all
appropriate personnel.
PROCEDURES
The Resident Engineer prepares the report at the end of the week using
notes, inspector reports, letters, status reports, memos, email, etc. as
reminders of the past week’s activities. The report should be prepared in
MS Word for computer filing and archiving. The format is at the
discretion of the Resident Engineer. Typical items that may be included
in the report are:
# Start of new activities
# Progress of activities
# Delayed activities
# Completed activities
# Problems with implemented solutions
# Problems with potential solutions
# Problems that need solutions
# Conditions that have affected the work such as field conditions,
weather, earthquakes, accidents, operations, field direction given,
etc.
# Status of RFIs, FIs, submittals, PCs, CCOs, NCNs.
Once completed, the report is printed, copied, and distributed.
Alternatively, it may be issued via email with a single hard copy filed as
the record copy. If there are any exceptions, additions, or changes to this
report, they should be transmitted to the Resident Engineer prior to the
end of the following week. This will allow for inclusion in the next
report. A sample is included on page 2.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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3.30 Weekly Report

RESIDENT ENGINEER’S WEEKLY REPORT
Emergency Storage Basin - D
Contract 3035
Week Ending:

March 13, 1999

Working days start date:
Working days to date:
Working days remaining:
Time extensions to date:

7/31/98
131
386
24

Original contract amount:
Approved change orders to date:
Revised contract amount:
Updated completion date:

$24,420,288.00
None
N/A
12/07/00

Major Activities from 03/08/99 to 03/13/99

Pump Station
F&H continued removing form work of lower walls and applying curing compound upon removal of a
section of form work. Also, removed form work of upper exterior walls.
60”D
F&H installed the 60”D elbow (wall spool) and thimble at the inlet drain structure.
96”FE
F&H installed the 96” FE elbow (wall spool) and flange imbed at the inlet drain structure.
6” CLS
FCCI re-tested the 6” CLS and were unsuccessful. FCCI excavated to the west and located a lead 30 feet
away from the end of the pipe. The couplings were cut out and replaced.

cc. Thor Lude
Chuck Percival
As/kjs
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Monday

Is it the end of
the week?

Yes

NO

Tuesday

Is it the end of
the week?

Yes

NO

Wednesday

Is it the end of
the week?

Yes

NO

Thursday

Is it the end of
the week?

Yes

NO

Friday
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DESCRIPTION
The Monthly Report is an executive summary report that shows the major
activities, progress, problems, and solutions occurring during the prior
month. The monthly report is prepared to update management on the
status of the project. The Monthly Report is a summary report so it
should be concise.
The Monthly Report should include the following;
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

A brief description of the project
Project bid cost and Change Order costs
List of work items
Work performed during the past 30 days (including work that
began during the month, continuing work, and work
completed)
Status of work items
Number of working days
Time extensions granted
Issues and resolutions
Field Instructions issued or pending
CCOs approved and pending
Status of schedule
Total project cost
Potential cost increases or decreases.

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
This Report is generated and posted to the project’s web page monthly,
List of project web sites.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Resident Engineer is responsible for following the project closely
and keeping himself apprised of issues. Project team members
(engineers, inspectors, etc) are responsible for ensuring that the Project
Manager is informed of important issues regarding the project. The
Resident Engineer is responsible for the preparation of the Monthly
Report.
PROCEDURE
The RE prepares the Monthly Report from a template stored on the
common drive. It is his responsibility to ensure that this report is
formatted and proofread. This information is also used by a CMID
webmaster to update the CMID project Intranet site. After updating, an
electronic copy of the Monthly Report is placed on the appropriate
folder on the common drive.
NEXT SECTIONÎ
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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3.31 Monthly Report
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RECORD DOCUMENTATION
Construction Project Management is a multi-faceted business. During the
course of a construction project, the Resident Engineer generates and
receives several types of contract documents. A well-organized record
documentation system should be in place to assist the Resident Engineer
in effectively managing the progress of construction. In addition, see
Appendix C, CMID File Structure, for the current electronic file structure
of shared folders on the network.
ELECTRONIC & NON-ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS
The Resident Engineer processes electronic and non-electronic
documents. Non-electronic documents are typically received from
the Contractor. When non-electronic documents are received, they
are processed through the mailroom. The RE can generate
electronic contract documents using the Project Log stored on the
network drive. The Project Log manual provides a more detailed
explanation on electronic documents.
To understand how both electronic and non-electronic documents are
processed, please refer to the attached Mail Distribution List and the
Flow Charts.
THE FILING SYSTEM
Each contract has a working and an archive file. Individual folders
for each type of contract document are included in each contract.
For example: Requests for Information and Field Instructions each
has an individual folder under Contract 3035.
The working file is the portion of the filing system that is stored in
the submittals’ work area. A “working file” document is well
deserving of its name because it is routed to several project team
members before it ends up in the filing shelves. Hence, it is the one
used in most day-to-day research.
The archive file is the legal file. It contains the originals received
from the Contractor or other participants of the project team. It
generally goes untouched, except to restore a missing document to
the working file. It serves as a backup set of files when the
working set does not contain needed documents. The archive files
are located in a room in the center of the RE office. After the
project is completed, all the records contained in the archive and
working files are boxed and sent to County Archives for storage.
03/04/09
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Anyone needing to use a specific document for an extended period
should first check the working file. If the file is found, an out-card
should be inserted into the same location where the document was
removed.
The Out-Card System is a mandatory system. If someone removes
a document from the working file it is that person’s responsibility
to complete an out-card and place it in the file. It informs anyone
looking for the same document that it has been removed and by
whom. All project team members should follow and enforce this
procedure.
All documents in these files are coded according to the numbering
system included at the end of this manual. For example, minutes
generated by the RE following a progress meeting with the
contractor would be coded 3.3.3. This number should be written in
the top right corner of the document. All files are ordered
according to this numbering system.
LEGAL COPY
It is a contractual requirement for the both the Resident Engineer
and Contractor to deliver the legal copy of any correspondence. A
wet signature signed on the original version of any document
defines a legal copy. For instance, if the RE uses the Project Log to
generate letters electronically and subsequently e-mails the letter to
the Contractor, that document is not considered binding until the
RE signs the document. The hard copy with the original signature
is the legal copy.
THE PROJECT LOG
The Project Log was designed and created using Visual Basic and
MS Access programming. It is a project management database that
gives each Resident Engineer the ability to monitor the project by
tracking the status of the following documents:
Potential Changes
RE Letters
Requests for Information
Contractor Letters
Field Instructions
Change Orders
Access Requests
Non-Compliance Notices
Submittals (separate database)
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Since the documents listed above are created electronically,
(except for submittals, as of this writing) they can be distributed
through the mailroom or e-mailed. If time is critical, the RE can
hand-deliver or e-mail any of the above documents. However, if
there is sufficient time, then all documents directed to the
Contractor should be sent first to the mailroom for processing.
Mailroom personnel have been instructed to place a copy of every
document into the working and archive files for each specific
contract.
PROCEDURES
1) RE generated documents1
a. The individual responsible for generating a document will
place the original document in the mailroom for processing.
There are two boxes, one for mail to the contractor the other
for internal (RE office, PE or Plant) distribution. The person
generating this document should write code in the upper right
corner.
b. Clerical staff will remove items from these boxes at least
twice each day for processing. If the code is not on the
document, the clerk should write it in if the code is obvious,
otherwise the originator should be asked for the correct code.
c. Included at the end of this manual is a distribution table
indicating the number of copies, where to send the original,
and where to route the copies. This information must be used
in conjunction with the corresponding flowchart to ensure
proper distribution. Flowcharts are numbered and referred to
by this number in the distribution table.
2) Incoming documents from Contractors1
a. The procedures are very similar to those described above.
However, the number will not be added. The clerk
responsible for processing this mail will add the code; if the
clerk is unsure, the addressee should be asked which code is
to be used.
1

All outgoing correspondence (letters) on RE letterhead shall be kept in the RE letter file (3.2.1). All
incoming correspondence on Contractor letterhead shall be kept in the Contractor letter file (3.1.1). It is the
RE’s responsibility to indicate anything else that is to be placed in the letter files. Letters related to other
issues (e.g. RFIs, FIs, and submittals) should be copied to the related file. It is the RE’s responsibility to
indicate which documents are copied to which files. However, clerical staff can assist by reviewing the
subject for references to other documents. If reference is found, the clerk should write the reference in the
cc field of the routing stamp. The RE can change this if necessary.
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b. The RE in charge of the project to which the document
relates will verify all codes added by the clerical staff. This
will be done on the working copy. A simple check mark (√)
next to the code indicates that it is correct. If the RE wishes
to change the code, he will line out the code and write in the
correct code.
c. When the working copy returns to clerical for filing, the clerk
will verify that the check mark or a new code has been
added. If there is no check mark or new code, the clerk shall
ask the RE to provide one.
d. If it has been corrected, the clerk should not delay filing the
RE routing (working) copy. Correction of the PE routing
(archive) copy can be accomplished by making a copy of the
document cover sheet with the corrected filing code. This
copied sheet is then filed in the corrected location in the
archive files. This will result in the original PE routing copy
being filed in a wrong archive file location, but this is
acceptable. The lined out code will serve as a cross-reference
to the original document that is filed in the incorrect location.
If the original archive copy needs to be retrieved, it can be
found by the location indicated by the lined out code. After
the original has been retrieved, it can then be placed in the
correct location and the copy discarded.
e. When the PE Project Manager receives a copy of the
incoming documents, the PE Project Manager will also check
the file designation assigned by the clerical. If is not correct,
the PE Project Manager will not correct the file number, but
will circle the file number and place a question mark next to
it. Clerical staff will be responsible for verifying that the RE
Project Manager corrects file numbers that the PE Project
Manager has circled.
3) Other Documents
a. Contract Related: Some documents, either generated in
house or received from outside organizations, are projectrelated though they are not typical RE/Contractor
correspondence. They may come in as faxes, email, Fed-ex,
UPS, or other mail delivery. These documents should be
delivered directly to the addressee for action and distribution
as necessary. No immediate copies are made unless indicated
on the document (e.g. “cc: Rye Derr” or “Copy to George
Jetson”). The addressee will determine what action should be
taken. Generally, any document that may need to be accessed
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by anyone for any reason at any time should be copied to the
appropriate file. It is the addressee’s responsibility to stamp2
the document and indicate routing and copying requirements.
If related to other work (RFI, FI, submittal, etc.) a copy
should be placed in the appropriate file and routed to
appropriate personnel, the addressee will use the stamp and
fill in the spaces as appropriate. It is then placed back in to
the mail distribution system for processing.
b. Non-Contract Related: Documents generated in house or
received from outside sources that have nothing to do with
contract work will be processed by mail room personnel.
These should be delivered directly to the addressee who will
then determine the appropriate action.
Examples and possible actions follow:
i. Product literature. Someone performing research on a
particular product or line of products often receives this
type of information due to an inquiry. It may be related
to a field instruction, submittal, a product used in the
field or simply general information. In any case, the
original should go directly to the addressee for action as
described above in section 3.a.
ii. Memo. Memos are used for a variety of purposes such
as:
¾ policy or procedure description
¾ to disseminate information related to Division or
County business
¾ describe an action taken or that will be taken by an
individual or group

2

A rubber stamp is available to personnel as required for use on these documents. It is the addressee’s
responsibility to stamp the document and fill in as necessary. Below is a copy of the stamp
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The original should go directly to the addressee. The
addressee will determine what action, if any is
necessary. Some memos are read and thrown away,
some are kept in personal files, some may go to a
specific project related file, and some might get routed
before their final destination.
iii. Seminar or class announcements. Our office routinely
receives announcements about classes, seminars, or
trade shows. These announcements should go directly
to the addressee. The addressee will determine if the
information may be worthwhile to any individual or
group in the office. If deemed worthwhile, the
addressee will list the people that should attend or may
be interested in attending and forwarded it to
management for approval.
iv. Periodicals. Our office receives several magazines and
newsletters. A specific routing has been determined for
each periodical. A copy of the appropriate routing slip
should be attached and the periodical routed. From time
to time these slips will need to be updated as personnel
changes or as individuals request to be added or
dropped to the routing list.
NOTE: Copies of some documents will need to be placed in more
than one place. Examples are:
i.
RE letters. Any RE letter that results in a change should
be placed in the FI file generated to compensate the
Contractor. This will include letters containing a request
for cost proposal (RFP) from the contractor if the
proposal is accepted (as is or changed through
negotiations) and clarification notices (CNs) that result
in a change.
ii.
Diaries. Inspector diaries will contain information
pertaining to a change, RFI, FI or potential change. If the
RE deems the information pertinent to negotiations or
assists in explaining the history a copy should be placed
in the appropriate file.
iii.
RFIs that generated a field instruction. If an RFI
response results in change in cost or time, the RE will
generate an FI to compensate the Contractor. A copy of
the RFI will need to be copied to the appropriate FI file.
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iv.

Contractor letters containing a cost proposal. These
will by default end up in the letter file. A copy should be
placed in the appropriate FI file for this change. The RE
should note this on the routing stamp; clerical staff will
make the copies and place in the appropriate file.

4) Making copies
There are several copiers in the office that can be used.
However, the color copier should only be used for pages with
colored markups or print; do not use it for any pages that are
only black and white. Types of documents that would
typically be copied on the color copier are:
¾ Specification sections with color markups (usually
red or green). These are normally found in PCMs,
RFIs, and FIs.
¾ Drawings with color markups (usually red or green).
These are normally found in PCMs and Fis.
¾ Color originals (photos, catalog cut sheets, product
literature, etc.)
¾ Submittals containing color on any original portion.
If the color copier is expected to be down for more than one
day, use of a black and white copier will be required. Color
copies can be made, if necessary, once the color copier is
operational again. When the color copier is down, color
copies can be obtained, if absolutely necessary, through
outside agencies; request assistance from a supervisor in PE
documentation.
5) Procedures for handling routing copies (working and archive):
a) The copy for routing is stamped and delivered to the
person responsible for determining routing and “copies
to” locations.
b) Each person on the routing should keep the document for
no more than 24 hours. If it is needed longer, a copy
should be made by the user or by clerical. To have
clerical make the copy the user should initial the routing
slip or stamp and write his initials in the “copies to”
block. Clerical should return a copy no later than the start
of the next working day
c) After initialing the routing copy, it is placed in the
common out box for clerical to process. While not
required, the document may be placed in the next
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recipient’s in-box only if no action is required from
clerical.
d) When clerical receives the routing copy, copies shall be
made and distributed as indicated in the “copies to” list.
The clerk shall indicate that each copy has been made by
checking the appropriate box. CC copies shall be made,
distributed, and the original document routed to the next
recipient from the CC box twice daily.
e) When clerical receives a completed routing copy (i.e. all
“copies to” are checked and everyone on the route list has
initialed) it shall placed in the appropriate file.
A D of most documents and their disposition is included at
the on page 11. This D will also reference the appropriate
flowchart used to describe how the document is handled.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION

NEXT SECTIONÎ
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MASTER LIST OF FILES
4-5-99
1.0

Master List of Files

2.0

Bidding and Award Phase
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

Pre-Award Design Issues
Pre-Bid Data
Bid Set Plans and Specifications/ Addenda
Bidder Inquiries
2.4.1
Pre/post bid RE/PE RFIs (file by #)
Bid Documents
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3

3.0

Bidder Proposals
Bidder Experience Statements
Bidder M/WBE Information

Communications and Correspondence
3.1

Incoming Correspondence

Certain incoming documents need to be filed in both the Incoming Correspondence file
AND a secondary file. Make copies of the following incoming documents, and cross-file
the copy in the indicated secondary file:



Contractor quotations – (file copy in the referenced RE document file, usually a
FI or RFI)
As specified by RE’s when indicated in route stamp
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.2

Outgoing Correspondence
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3

3.3

4.0
03/04/09

Letters To Contractor (File By Letter #)
(deleted)
Correspondence/Memos To Others

Meetings (File By Date)
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.5

3.4

(deleted)
Letters From Contractor (File By Date)
Letters/Memos From Others

Preconstruction Meetings
Partnering Meetings
Progress Meetings
Access Request Meetings
Testing Meetings

Board Letters (excluding contract change orders, place them in 4.8)

Contract Administration
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4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
5.0

Schedules (non contractor)
Submittals
Request For Information- RFI ( File by Number)
(deleted)
(deleted)
Field Instructions- FI (File by number)
Potential Claims- PC ( File by Number)
Change Orders- CCO (file By Own Number)
Pay Request/Progress Payment (file By Own Number)
Access Requests (File By Own Number)
Weekly Statement of Working Days (File By Own Number)
Labor Compliance
Non-Compliance Notice- NCN (File By Own Number)
Census Information

Inspection and Testing
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11

Quality Control
Inspectors’ Daily Reports (File By Month)
Weekly Reports (File By Date)
Material Received Receipts
Preventative Maintenance Records
BMP-Best Management Practices
Surveys
Photos
COMPASS Reports
Master Equipment Lists (MEL) and Major Equipment Inventory Control Lists (MIECL)
Test Results ( owner performed tests)
5.11.1
5.11.2

6.0

Completion and Acceptance
6.1
6.2
6.3

7.0

Safety
Monthly Safety Narrative
Media Alerts

Claims and Litigation
9.1
9.2

03/04/09

Warrantees
Activation

Health and Safety
8.1
8.2
8.3

9.0

Acceptance
Punchlists
Completion correspondence (by work item/subnet)

Post Construction
7.1
7.2

8.0

Compaction Test Results
Concrete Test Results

Claims & Extras
Legal Documents
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1

AR

2

Bill of Lading

3
4

RE

PE

CTR

RE

CCO

RE

CTR

1

CONTRACT TIME

RE

CTR

1

1

Orig.

1

11
Orig. + 1

1

14

Orig
.
1

10

Orig
.
Orig
.
Orig
.
1

3

Orig
.

3

4

Orig.
6

Correspondence

???

RE

1

7

Correspondence

CTR

RE

1

8

Correspondence

PE

RE

1

9

Correspondence

RE

CTR

1

1

1

1
3
2

Master List

Flow Chart

Addressee

Others

Copy or Orig.
to File

PE (Archive)

Contractor

Consultant

RE (Working)

To

From

Document
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Description

4.10 ACCESS REQUEST - refer to AR procedures. #1
PRIORITY - URGENT
Bill of Lading, Field Service Report - from Contractor
4.8 CHANGE ORDER - Approved (w/or w/o Cover
Letter)
4.11 WEEKLY STATEMENT OF CONTRACT TIME
(64/123)
3.1.3 CORRESPONDENCE - from Others
3.1 CORRESPONDENCE (Letter) - From Contractor +
SAFETY REPORTS
3.1.3 MEMO - From PE
3.2 CORRESPONDENCE (Letter) - To Contractor

Orig.
10 Correspondence

RE

PE

11 DAILY REPORTS

RE

FILE

12 FAX

???

???

13 FI

CTR

RE

1

14 FI

RE

CTR

15 Minutes
16 MISC-TRANS

CTR

1

Orig.
+1
Orig.

3.2.3 MEMO - To PE

17

Daily Reports

15

FAX - Received from any source.

3

4.6 FI - Receipt Verification fm Contr.

1

Orig
.
1 Orig. 1

2

4.6 FI - To Contractor

1

1

2

3.3 MINUTES (Except PAC)

RE

1
Orig.
Route to PM for direction

TRANSMITTALS - from Contractors (Misc.)
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17 NCN

???

RE

1

18 NCN

RE

CTR

1

Orig
.
1

3
4

Orig.
19 PAY REQUEST

CTR

RE

1

20 PAY REQUEST

RE

FILE

1

1

16

1

1

3

1

13

21 PAY REQUEST
22 PCM

Orig.

PE

RE

23 PRELIM-NOTICE

CTR

RE

24 RFI

CTR

RE

1

1

25 RFI

RE

Ori
g.
1

1

26 RFI

PE/CONSU
LTANT
RE

27 RFI

RE

1

1

CTR

Ori 1
g. +
1
1

28 TEST RESULTS

CTR

PE/CONSU
LTANT
RE

29 TEST RESULTS

CMID LAB

RE

CTR

RE

1

PLANT

RE

1

RE

CTR

1

RE

RE

1

30 WARRANTY
REQUEST
31 WARRANTY
REQUEST
32 WARRANTY
REQUEST
33 WEEKLY REPORT

1
1

7

Orig.

1 Orig.

8

4.13 NONCOMPLIANCE NOTIFICATION (NCN) Incoming
4.13 NONCOMPLIANCE NOTIFICATION (NCN) Outgoing
4.9 PAYMENT REQUEST/PROGRESS
PAYMENT/INVOICE (MONTHLY) (incoming)
Progress Pay Request Outgoing (From Walter)
Note: Walter handles distribution of Orig & Copies
4.9 PAYMENT REQUEST/PROGRESS
PAYMENT/INVOICE (MONTHLY) (outgoing)
PROPOSED CONTRACT MODIFICATION (PCM)
(From PE) Note: RE receives orig. + copy
4.15 PRELIMINARY NOTICE/ INSURANCE
CERTIFICATE
(orig. 01-304)
4.3 RFI - From Contractor

Orig
.
1

12

1

2

4.3 RFI - PE/Consultant Reply to RE (Green Slip)
Note:RE route Orig. & PE route copy to working.
4.3 RFI - RE Reply To Contractor
(Initial and Date)

5

4.3 RFI - RE to PE/Consultant (Request for Clarification)

1

Orig
.
Orig
.
Orig
.
Orig
.
Orig
.
Orig 1

3
3

3

3.1.1 WARRANTY REQUEST - Incoming reply from
or 2 contractor
3.1.3 WARRANTY REQUEST - Incoming from Plant

4

3.2.2 WARRANTY/GUARANTEE REQUEST - Outgoing

6

WEEKLY REPORT (RE) Note: Original to Archives Do not route to PE

3

Orig.

5.11,1 TEST RESULTS + QC Reports
2
5.11 Test Results from CMID Lab
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Chart 1

Document received by
mail room.

2 - Copies Made

Copy to Consultant

Copy to RE

Orig. to PE

RE route

PE route

RE/PE Filing

Working File

U:\RE-PE Filing-Mail Room\Flow Charts\Chart1.vsd
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Chart 2
RE generates
Correspondence

3 Copies Made

Copy to Consultant

Copy to RE

Copy to PE

RE route

PE route

Original to Contractor

RE/PE Filing

Working File

Record Archive File

U:\RE-PE Filing-Mail Room\Flow Charts\Chart2.vsd
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Chart 3
Document received by
mail room.

1 Copy Made

Copy to RE

Orig. to PE

RE route

PE route

RE/PE Filing

Working File

Record Archive File

U:\RE-PE Filing-Mail Room\Flow Charts\Chart3.vsd
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Chart 4
RE generates
correspondence

2 Copies Made

Copy to RE

Copy to PE

RE route

PE route

Original to Addressee

RE/PE Filing

Working File

Record Archive File

U:\RE-PE Filing-Mail Room\Flow Charts\Chart4.vsd
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Chart 5

RE generates RFI

2 - Copies Made

Copy to Consultant

Copy to RE

Orig. to PE

RE route

PE route

RE/PE Filing

Working File

U:\RE-PE Filing-Mail Room\Flow Charts\Chart5.vsd
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Chart 6

PE generates Doc

2 - Copies Made

Copy to Consultant

Copy to RE

Orig. to PE

RE route

PE route

RE/PE Filing

Working File

L:\VISIO\xxxxx.vsd
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Chart 7
Incoming
Progress Pay Request

1 Copy Made

Copy to RE

Orig. to Record Archive

RE route

RE/PE Filing

Working File

Record Archive File

U:\RE-PE Filing-Mail Room\Flow Charts\Chart7.vsd
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Chart 8

Insurance Certificate

1 Copy Made

Copy to RE

Insurance Coordinator
(RE)

Is this a copy from
Niels Levin?

RE route

Yes

No

1 Copy Made

RE/PE Filing

Working File

Record Archive File

U:\RE-PE Filing-Mail Room\Flow Charts\Chart8.vsd
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Chart 9
Misc. Transmittal

1 Copy Made

Copy to RE

PE Needs to See?

Yes

Orig. to PE

Route?

Yes
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Chart 15
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Note:
FAX machines are checked at least four (4) times daily with each of the mail runs.
It is clerical staff's responsibility to date stamp and deliver FAXes immediately to the
addressee.
No other action is required on the part of the clerical staff until the addressee
determines the FAXes disposition.
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3.33 Surveys
DESCRIPTION
Prior to construction, surveyors may be used to locate the limits of the work for
the contractor. This includes centerlines of trenches and corners and offsets of
structures. Slope stakes, finished base location and necessary line, elevation and
location lines for roadway construction can also be provided. Contract
documents will state who is responsible for conducting these surveys. For most
projects, the responsibility falls on the contractor. On some County projects
however, CMID surveyors will provide this service as the contractor requests.
Though it is ultimately the contractor’s responsibility to initiate the survey
regardless of who performs the task, the RE should review the contract
documents and discuss the requirements and procedures prior to the start of
construction.
During construction, survey staff verify that the contractor’s work is located as
indicated in the plans or approved submittals. Survey staff are also used to locate
existing elements when uncovered by the contractor’s excavation work. This
information is used to verify and improve the information shown on the Master
Set of Drawings and to verify contractor’s as-builts when submitted for review.
Benchmarks are located throughout the Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
and County of Sacramento that survey staff uses to locate work (line and grade).
Typical portions of work that should be surveyed include:
#
#
#
#
#

Ductbanks
Manholes
Buried pipe lines
Buildings
Roadway improvements (curb, gutter, sidewalk, and roadway cut, fills and
alignment)
Refer to County Standard 5-9 for further information on agency provided
surveys.
RESPONSIBILITY
The contractor normally initiates the surveys (line and grade reference points)
prior to beginning work or a particular portion of the work. If CMID surveyors
are to perform the surveys, the contractor will submit a staking request to the RE.
During construction, the RE determines elements of the work that need to be
surveyed. If the information gathered by the surveyors indicates that the work is
not located properly the RE is notified immediately. The RE will work with the
contractor to determine what action is needed to correct the condition. The
survey information, for SRWTP work, is also transmitted to PE Documentation
to assist in verifying the accuracy of submitted as-builts.
PROCEDURES
Survey staff provide finish grade elevations and alignments for various facilities
during the normal progression of the work. Invert elevations are provided for
pipeline work. Both the contractor and the RE use this information to verify the
facility is constructed in the proper location. It is also used to verify contractor’s
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3.33 Surveys
as-builts and update existing drawings. The RE may request that the survey staff
provide more detailed information or reference points not normally obtained.
If the contract documents state that the Agency will conduct the surveys, the
contractor must submit a completed Request for Construction Staking form to
the RE at least 2 working days (48 hours) prior to beginning related portions of
the work. The following procedures are followed:
1. Resident Engineer will, on blank forms and prior to construction,
a) Complete the file reference number.
b) Use job stamp to identify the contract.
c) Furnish forms to the contractor’s superintendent.
2. Contractor’s superintendent will complete the top portion as noted and
submit to the RE.
3. The RE will:
a) Note when the request was received.
b) Verify that the stakes marked original are original stakes.
c) Check the area to be staked and indicate on the form that they are ready
for stakes before forwarding the request to the Surveys Section.
4. The party chief will complete the “Date Stakes Set” column
5. For restaking:
a) The party chief will enter the number of man-hours used in the “If Reset,
total…” column.
b) The RE will indicate the disposition of all restaking costs, commenting
on the reasons for his decision in the “Restaking Charges” block.
6. The left hand “Comments” section may be used by the contractor, resident
engineer, and/or the party chief.
7. Copies shall be distributed to the RE, contractor and Survey Section.
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CHAPTER 4 - INSPECTION AND TESTING
4.1 Introduction
DESCRIPTION
The inspection and testing personnel are the eyes and ears of the Resident
Engineer. They report project-related matters to the Resident Engineer.
Frequent meetings are held with the RE to discuss work assignments,
normal and abnormal activities, and any problems. The inspection and
testing staff need to have a good working knowledge of the plans and
specifications. The RE is available to assist them in making judgment
calls and contract interpretations, but the field personnel are the ones who
have the first opportunity to respond to questions raised by the
Contractor. They should know construction terms, equipment and
procedures. The inspector should establish a good rapport with the
Contractor’s field supervision.
RESPONSIBILITY
It is the Resident Engineer’s responsibility, working with the Supervising
Construction Inspector, to divide the activities among the inspection staff
assigned to the Project and delegate responsibilities and authority to
them. The inspection and testing staff have the responsibility to
document the actions or inaction of the Contractor (refer to section 4.3,
Daily Diaries).
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4.2 Quality Control/Quality Assurance Program

DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE

Quality Control: The
assessment of product
compliance with stated
requirements. Quality
control should be
independent from
production.
Quality Assurance: A
planned and systematic
pattern of all actions
necessary to provide
adequate confidence that
the product optimally fulfils
customers' expectations, i.e.
that it is problem-free and
well able to perform the
task it was designed for

The quality control and quality assurance program (QC/QA) is a
two-part program intended to ensure that the work will meet the
contract requirements. The Contractor is responsible for quality
control; the RE is responsible for quality assurance.

PROCESS
In many projects, as a prerequisite to starting construction, the
Contractor must submit an acceptable Quality Control Plan (QC
plan) to the RE. The QC plan consists of procedures necessary to
provide and ensure that materials, equipment, workmanship,
fabrication, construction, and operations comply with the
requirements of the Contract. The QC plan is reviewed in a
meeting with the RE prior to the start of construction. Discussed
during this meeting are procedures for recording the QC
operations, QC activities, non-compliance reporting and the
relationship between the QC staff and the RE’s inspection staff.
The Contractor can start construction once the Contractor and RE
agree on the QC plan. The RE may accept an interim QC plan
allowing the Contractor to start work on the first order of
construction activities.
The RE is responsible for quality assurance during construction.
The RE inspection staff performs inspection functions for the
purposes of confirming adequacy of the Contractor’s QC plan.
It is important for the RE to ensure that the Contractor adheres to
the approved QC plan. The RE’s field staff should be very
familiar with the QA/QC requirements of the Contract
specifications and the Contractor’s QC Plan (this includes all the
procedures, directives, forms, and similar documents that pertain to
Quality Control).
The table on the following page lists specific duties and
responsibilities.
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4.2 Quality Control/Quality Assurance Program

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Activity
Prepare and
review interim
QC plan for first
order of work
Perform first
order of work
construction
Prepare and
review
Contractor’s QC
plan for entire
Project
Attend joint
meeting with
Contractor and
RE
Revise QC plan
after meeting

Adhere to QC
plan
Adhere to
District’s QA
procedures
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Contractor
Prepares plan
and submits to
RE

RE
PE
Reviews plan or Receives copy of
asks for
interim plan
revisions

Performs work

Monitors
Contractor’s
work
Reviews plan

Prepares plan
and submits it
to RE

Discusses plan
with RE;
negotiates
changes
Prepares
revised QC
plan based on
joint meeting
Responsible
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Receives copy of
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Discusses plan
with Contractor;
negotiates
changes
Reviews revised Receives copy of
plan
revised plan

Monitors for
compliance
Responsible
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4.3 Daily Diaries

DESCRIPTION
The Inspector generates daily Diaries during the construction phase of the
project1. The purpose is to document the Contractor’s current field
activities and to record the progress of the work. The Diaries should
contain sufficient detail to reconstruct the construction activities. Other
documentation will supplement the diaries to provide a detailed picture of
all project-related activities. This information provides the Resident
Engineer and the Project Engineer the status of all field activities, and
provides an independent means of verifying Contractor’s job status
reports for work progress. Further, the Diaries assist the Resident
Engineer in determining Contractor’s monthly progress payments based
on work completion. This documented information is also useful in
supporting the County’s or District’s position in case of any disputes that
arise between the Contractor and the County or District during or after
the project. Diaries are also used by the County Labor Compliance
Section to monitor the contractor’s compliance with prevailing-wage
requirements (reference section 3.22).
RESPONSIBILITY
When the construction phase of the project begins, it is the Inspector’s
duty to create the Diaries at the end of each workday. The Diaries should
describe the work in sufficient detail to provide a record that will stand
alone as a definitive statement of the Contractor’s activities when read by
a third party. It should be possible to reconstruct the progress of the
construction from the Diaries alone.
It is important that the Inspector does not include personal opinions. The
diary is a professional document and may become evidence in a Court of
Law. Derogatory comments about the Contractor or the work should not
be included. Stick to the facts.
PROCEDURE
The reports shall be written on the CMD standard form for Daily Diaries
in the appropriate software application. The report must be completed by
the end of each day, and submitted to the Resident Engineer at least
weekly. Depending on the size, scope and current work in progress, the
RE may request a daily review. Diaries shall include the following
information:

1
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4.3 Daily Diaries

1. Accurate and detailed description of the work performed:
# how much
# what size
# from where to where
# what system
# when started
# when stopped
# when suspended
# when completed
# who worked and how many hours
# when tie-ins to existing systems were made
# any re-work
# site visitors
2. Describe weather, AM & PM.
3. Safety observations or accidents.
4. Describe rework performed and why, including estimate of hours
worked and materials used.
5. List any equipment in operation or idled and why, e.g. mechanical
failure, not needed, etc. For force account activity, include the size
and type of equipment.
6. Describe any tests taken and their results, e.g. compaction tests,
pressure tests, electrical tests, etc.
7. Describe any extra work or disputed work performed.
The
corresponding Daily Extra Work Report (DEWR, section 4.4) must be
attached.
8. Refer to and include photos taken of critical areas or tasks.
9. Record any substantive conversations held with contractor’s foremen
as well as any commitments made by either party.
10. Describe any corrective work performed.
11. Record any work or material in place that does not conform to the
drawings or specifications as well as corrective action taken.
12. Follow-up inspections of previously reported deficiencies.
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4.3 Daily Diaries

13. Include daily labor compliance data such as hours, trade,
classification, task, and schedule activity number.
14. Other types of information specifically requested by the RE
Follow the Absent Inspector Procedures when an inspector is not
available to perform his normal inspection and diary duties.
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4.4 Daily Extra Work Report

DESCRIPTION
The Daily Extra Work Report (DEWR) is prepared by the Contractor in
response to a FI, RFI, CN, letter or other document that provides
direction to the Contractor on how to proceed with the work. It is used to
record extra work performed on a force account basis (reference section
3.11). The DEWR provides a means for the Contractor to record the
quantity of equipment, material, and labor expended on a daily basis for
force account activities, and to show that the Inspector witnessed the
work. The DEWR contains such information as the FI number, RFI
number, DEWR number, date the extra work was performed, description
of work, labor hours expended, equipment hours expended, equipment
types and hourly rates, materials used, markups, and daily totals. Both
the Contractor and the Construction Inspector sign the DEWR, agreeing
that the work listed was performed.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
A DEWR is used to record force account activities. The specifications
require that the Contractor notify the Inspector prior to beginning force
account activities so that the Inspector can monitor the activities. At the
end of the day, the Contractor’s representative (usually the foreman)
records only the quantities expended for the extra work (no rates or
extensions) on the DEWR. The DEWR is normally ready for the
Construction Inspector’s review and signature by the following workday.
Once the force account work is complete, the Contractor adds the hourly
rates, extensions and markups on all the DEWR’s for that work. The
Contractor prepares and submits a formal cost package to the Resident
Engineer. This package contains the completed DEWR’s (including
dollar amounts), invoices, and a total amount for the extra work.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Contractor is required to keep detailed records of all labor,
equipment, and material costs involved in the extra work as directed by
the Resident Engineer. The Contractor completes and signs each DEWR.
After the force account work is completed, the Contractor submits the
grand total of all costs, along with completed copies of all DEWR’s, to
the Resident Engineer. If the FI work spans several months, the
contractor may choose to submit monthly subtotals. These can be
included in a change order as a “partial” FI; partial FIs are numbered
sequentially. At some point, usually when the last partial is processed,
the total cost of the change is summarized and reported. Note that the
use of partials shall not be used to get around the requirement to
notify the Board of a pending change exceeding $50,000. On large,
force account changes, the RE shall “rough” out a cost to determine if
Board notification is appropriate.
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The Inspector reviews and signs the DEWR to acknowledge that the extra
work has been performed and is in conformance with the direction given
to the Contractor by the Resident Engineer. The Inspector is responsible
to review each line of the DEWR to ensure that all hours, workers,
equipment types, and material quantities have been accurately recorded.
It is normally signed prior to the Contractor completing the cost portion.
If the Inspector is unsure whether some or all the work recorded on the
DEWR is extra work, he or she should make an appropriate comment
(such as “hours verified only”) on the DEWR next to the signature. The
Inspector attaches a copy of the DEWR to the daily diary. The RE should
attempt to resolve any disputes as soon as possible.
The Resident Engineer reviews the completed DEWR’s for accuracy after
receipt of the formal quotation. The Resident Engineer reviews the scope
of the extra work as described on each DEWR. The RE will review and
investigate any comments made on the DEWR’s by the Inspector. The
hourly rates and applicable markups are reviewed to ensure that they
comply with the requirements of the Contract and direction given to the
Contractor for the extra work. The RE negotiates and discusses
discrepancies with the Contractor and the Inspector. Negotiations may
result in changes to the DEWR’s. When the Resident Engineer and the
Contractor agree to the totals on each DEWR and an overall cost for the
extra work, the final agreed cost is forwarded for inclusion on a Contract
Change Order. Cautionary note: if the total cost may exceed $50,000,
Board approval will be required prior to directing the Contractor to
proceed.
PROCEDURE
1. After the issuance of a force account FI, the Contractor notifies the
Inspector prior to beginning the extra work.
2. The Inspector monitors the extra work on a daily basis. At the end of
the day, the Inspector and Contractor meet to review and sign the
DEWR. The completed DEWR may not be ready for signature until
the next working day.
3. The Inspector attaches a copy of the DEWR to the daily diary. The
extra work should also be documented in the daily diary.
4. Once the extra work has been completed, the Contractor completes all
of the DEWRs and submits them to the Resident Engineer.
5. The Resident Engineer reviews each DEWR (along with any other
costs submitted) for accuracy and compliance with the specifications.
6. The Resident Engineer and Contractor negotiate and discuss
discrepancies in the DEWRs.
7. The Resident Engineer and the Contractor agree to a value for the
extra work.
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4.4 Daily Extra Work Report

8. The Resident Engineer and the Contractor agree to the totals on each
DEWR and an overall cost for the extra work.
9. The final agreed cost is forwarded for inclusion on a Contract Change
Order.
A flow chart describing a typical DEWR process is included.
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4.4 Daily Extra Work Report

FLOW CHART
Extra work is directed by the Resident
Engineer. The RE directs the
Contractor to proceed on a Force
Account basis.

The Contractor notifies the
Inspector in advance of
performance of extra work.

The Contractor and the Inspector
review each line of the DEWRs
for accuracy and sign each
DEWR.

The Inspector should note any
disagreements or discrepancies
on the DEWR.

When the extra work is
completed, the Contractor
submits the DEWRs for the extra
work.

The Resident Engineer reviews the
DEWRs and any other costs
submitted by the Contractor.

Discussions and negotiations
may ensue between the
Resident Engineer and the
Contractor.

The Resident Engineer and the
Contractor agree on total cost.

The DEWRs and any other agreed
to costs are forwarded for inclusion
on a Contract Change Order.
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4.5 Testing of Materials

DESCRIPTION
The contract documents specify requirements for materials used in
the construction process or in the completed facility. Testing of
these materials is required to confirm that both the material and the
procedures conform to the contract requirements. The quality of
the finished product is jeopardized if materials are not supplied
according to the specified requirements.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Material testing is performed as specified in the contract. Some
material testing is performed prior to delivery and installation.
Other material testing is performed during or after placement –e.g.
concrete, asphalt, electrical and mechanical equipment.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Contractor is responsible for reviewing the specifications and
making provisions for the appropriate material testing. These
provisions must be included in the Contractor’s Quality Control
Plan if one is required, refer to County Standard 5-16 and District
specification section 01450. The Contractor is also responsible for
ensuring that any agency or group that performs the testing is
qualified. The Contractor is responsible for notifying the Resident
Engineer of all materials testing results. The Contractor is
responsible for the correction or replacement of any material that is
found defective based on the results of materials testing.
The Resident Engineer or the Inspector is also responsible for
reviewing the Contract documents to identify appropriate materials
testing. Inspectors are responsible for monitoring the placement of
materials during construction and for notifying the materials
testing lab in advance so that proper testing can be performed.
The materials testing lab must be present for materials tests as
requested by the RE staff. The lab staff collects samples and
performs the appropriate tests. The materials testing lab reports
the sample results to the Resident Engineer.
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4.5 Testing of Materials

The Resident Engineer is responsible for reviewing the
Contractor’s Quality Control Plan to ensure that the requirements
for materials testing are met. The RE is also responsible for
reviewing the results of materials testing and ordering corrections
or independent testing as necessary to ensure a quality construction
product. The RE is responsible for notifying the Contractor
regarding any unacceptable materials testing results.
PROCESS
Material testing typically includes, but is not limited to: aggregate,
concrete, asphalt products, soils, metal products, rubber products,
plastics, wood products, protective coatings, gaskets, pipe, valves,
plumbing fixtures, electrical fixtures, architectural products, and
controls instrumentation.
The contract defines the testing performed by the Contractor. It
may also allow for the District to perform independent material
tests. The Contractor’s QC Plan includes the material testing to be
performed, the standards to be used, the frequency of the tests,
which organizations will perform the tests, what reports will be
issued, what format will be used, and when each type of test is
required.
The RE utilizes the CMID materials test lab to perform many of
the required tests (earthwork compaction, concrete tests, asphalt
tests, etc.). The RE must give the material test lab an appropriate
notice prior to the required test (e.g. advanced notification for a
concrete pour). The Materials Testing Notification Form is used to
notify appropriate CMID personnel that materials testing is
needed. To further understand the function of the Materials
Testing Lab and its relationship with construction, read the Lab
Procedures that the RE and lab personnel follow to ensure proper
levels of testing and reporting.
The RE may sometimes retain independent testing organizations to
perform specialty tests. A Flowchart of a typical process is
included.
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4.5 Testing of Materials

Contractor develops
QC plan & Materials
Testing Requirements

Flowchart
RE reviews and
approves materials
testing portion of QC
plan

RE / Inspector review
Contract to determine
appropriate material testing

Materials testing
required

RE notifies materials
testing lab of required
tests

Contractor performs
the specified testing

Lab personnel take
sample and perform
testing

RE reviews test results

Acceptable

No

RE will require
corrective action or retesting. RE may
require independent
testing

Yes

No corrective action
taken. RE may order
independent testing to
confirm results
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4.6 Factory, Mill and Batch Plant Inspection

DESCRIPTION
Factory, mill and batch plant inspection is used to ensure that
contract requirements are followed for special equipment or
structural components. The specifications can stipulate that the
Engineer or a RE representative will visit the facility prior to
shipment to verify that equipment or components are in
compliance. Factory visits can prevent expensive delays or refabrication costs due to errors that cannot be identified during the
submittal review. Factory tests of equipment may be required and
need to be witnessed and verified by qualified personnel or their
consultants.
Personnel visiting the factory may be the PE, RE or consultant
depending on the expertise required or desired.
AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION
Information to verify Contract compliance in a factory visit must
be compiled from the submittal, the specifications and drawings,
and the designer’s knowledge. The consultant designer can assist
in verification that equipment or other construction components
meet criteria described in the specifications or shown on the
Contract drawings. All information available should be analyzed
before the visit to the factory.
MEETINGS AND REPORTS
A meeting at the factory will normally follow a submittal review
meeting with the Contractor and factory representative. A formal
report may be issued depending on the nature of the component,
conditions or tests required, or fabrication performed.
RESPONSIBILITY
The person visiting the factory should be the "designated expert"
on the subject, equipment or component. The expert may be a
representative from RE, PE, Designer or outside consultant.
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4.7 Delivery of Permanent Materials and Equipment

DESCRIPTION
The RE should assist the Contractor in checking and reviewing
every piece of equipment, valve, pipe, and instrument against
approved submittals to verify that it conforms to the Contract.
This should be done as components arrive on the jobsite. This
review and verification is for the Owner’s and Contractor’s benefit.
It can prevent installation of unsatisfactory equipment and identify
problems before they become too serious or critical.
Unfortunately, deliveries can occur during all hours of the day,
night, and on weekends and some holidays. Deliveries come by
common carrier, U.S. mail, UPS and other available delivery
services. The Contractor must notify the RE when equipment or
components arrive, or are expected to arrive; their assistance may
be needed in uncrating or exposing materials for inspection.
Though not always practical, we should strive to complete this task
immediately following a delivery. This allows an opportunity to
verify that the equipment or component complies with the contract
and the submittal, preventing later modifications or replacements
that could cause delays.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Material delivery inspection occurs as equipment or material is
delivered. The inspecting personnel should be thoroughly familiar
with the inspected components. Asking the Contractor for
notification when materials arrive should be done during one of the
first meetings. Implementing this task allows timely modifications
or replacement, if necessary.
RESPONSIBILITY
The RE assigns this task to one or two persons (usually inspectors),
who are familiar with the equipment being delivered and can
readily identify errors, omissions, and mistakes. All discrepancies
should be reported to the RE. The RE will decide what action to
take based on the extent and types of discrepancies. Typical
actions are:
 If the discrepancy is minor and no contractor action is
needed, a simple note in the inspector’s diary noting the
discrepancy and the RE’s acceptance is usually sufficient.
 Asking the Contractor for clarification or reasons for the
discrepancies. This can usually be initiated via a telephone
call but should be followed up with a letter. The RE should
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notify the PE of the discrepancies and make them aware of
the action taken to resolve the problem. This process is
usually followed when the RE is unsure if the discrepancies
interfere with the intended function.
Issue a Noncompliance Notice (section 3.23). This should
be done immediately if the RE believes the discrepancies
will impair the intended function. A NCN may be issued
following the outcome of the preceding step.
A delivery acceptance from is used to document the
findings.

A flowchart showing the typical process is included.
Receiving reports are normally used when the RE takes possession
of materials or equipment that will not be incorporated into the
work. This material is normally a result of an FI that deleted work
and the material is being turned over as part of the negotiations or
an agreement to take excess materials purchased by the Contractor.
This excess material is usually given in exchange for some RE
concession.
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Contractor notifies
RE of delivery or
flowchart
Inspector sees
delivery

Documents to use:
Submittals
Specifications
Drawings
Codes
Standards

RE designee
compares material
to appropriate
documents

Material
acceptance form
completed

Material in
conformance?

No

Designee
informs RE of
discrepancies

Problems minor
& acceptable

No

Discuss
problems with
Contractor

Yes

Problems to be
resolved?

No

Yes

Yes

Form completed
and signed by
designee. Given to
PE-Doc for logging
& filing
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Note resolution
on form, sign
when completed
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4.8 Photographs and Video Tapes

DESCRIPTION
The Resident Engineer is responsible for photographs and
videotapes of the construction site during each phase: preconstruction, construction, and completion of the project.
Photographs and videotapes aid in identifying the status of the
project, methods, and construction techniques used. They are
permanent records instrumental for exposing potential problems or
for keeping the County or District informed of the progress.
Photography and videotaping are vital elements that should be
performed regularly for every project.
RESPONSIBILITY
Inspectors are typically responsible for taking pictures because
they spend more time in the field monitoring construction than the
Resident Engineer. The Resident Engineer should assign an
Inspector or Engineering Technician the duty of cataloging and
organizing construction photographs. Though Inspectors are
primarily responsible for taking pictures, Engineering Technicians
and Assistant Engineers may also be required to perform this duty.
A. 35mm Camera
When using the 35mm camera, ensure there is adequate film in the
camera so photos can be taken as needed. After the photos have
been taken, place the exposed roll into a film container and label it
to identify the photographer and date. Include a brief description
of the subject material. Give the film to the administrative
personnel responsible for having the film developed.
As a reminder to the Inspector, a note should be included in the
Daily Work Report (section 4.3) regarding the date and time that
the pictures were taken.
The administrative personnel will deliver processed film to the
person who placed the order. Each picture should be labeled on
the backside identifying the subject of the picture. All pictures
should be placed in chronological order in a binder so construction
progress can be witnessed by merely flipping through pictures.
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B. Digital Cameras
The digital camera may be used in lieu of the traditional 35 mm.
The Division has purchased a few different models of digital
cameras. Instruction for the Nikon Coolpix 950 digital cameras
and the Olympus D-500L are included in this section; instructions
for using other models are very similar. The Nikon is the preferred
camera; the Olympus should only be used if the others are
unavailable. Practice shots should be taken of large and small
objects in different types of exposures to become familiar with the
efficient use of all of its functions: flash, timer, wide angle, zoom,
etc. As a caution, always check that the batteries are energized
when the camera is turned on. Do not use the digital camera if the
batteries are not adequately energized. Turn the camera off after
use and recharge the batteries by using the battery charger set.
Using the Coolpix 950
Though the procedures are relatively simple, each individual must
be checked out on the operation and features of the camera before
using the camera. The following are the basic steps:
1. Make sure the CompactFlash memory card is inserted in
the camera.
2. Delete any existing pictures on the card if they have
already been uploaded to Lynx.
3. Check picture quality setting in lower right hand corner.
XGA Normal is the recommended setting for normal use.
To change the setting, hold down the "Qual" button on the
back while moving the small wheel on the front.
4. Remove lens cap and place in a secure location.
5. Turn camera to "Auto" mode by moving the on switch to
"A.”
6. Point & shoot! Depress trigger halfway to focus first.
7. Consult the users manual for further details and
information on other features.
These cameras use a removable disk or memory card to record
digital images. A card is assigned to each person responsible for
taking photographs. Download the images (photographs) to the
Lynx photo manager when the card is full or within a few days of
recording the images. Click here for detailed instructions for using
Lynx Photo Manager.
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Operating the Olympus D-500L
Operation of the Olympus is very similar to the Nikons. Read the
instruction manual before operating if further instruction is desired.
Down-Loading Pictures
Assure proper attachment of the digital camera PC serial cable
to the back of the computer before down loading pictures.
This should be done with both the computer and camera off
(refer to section Connecting to personal computer page 150
in the instruction manual). All pictures taken can be
downloaded from the digital camera onto the network drive
for storage. After successfully downloading, erase all pictures
from the camera. This will free memory and allow the user to
take more shots.
To download, use the software package that came with the camera,
Olympus Utility Software. The path to access the software is
Start/Programs/Olympus/C 2.1-W95E. This is only installed on
the designated computer. At the time of this writing, this computer
is located in room 178. Once the pictures have been downloaded
onto the network drive, they should be imported into the Lynx
Photo Manager. They can also be viewed at any PC connected to
he network. For best results, utilize the application software Photo
Editor (Start/Programs/Microsoft Photo Editor).
C. Video-Tapes
Situations arise during the course of the project that will require
more detailed documentation than normally obtained with the use
of photographs. In these cases, consideration should be given to
video taping these activities. Examples include:
 Handling and installation of major equipment.
 Unusual repair procedures
 Rework
 Disputed work
The Resident Engineer will usually decide what activities require
video taping.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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4.9 Testing and Startup
DESCRIPTION
Testing and startup is the systematic inspection, testing, evaluation and
starting of individual mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation
components. Following individual testing, groups of equipment that
operate as a functional system are tested. The purpose is to evaluate the
installation, operability, capability and functional parameters of the
components and system to ensure proper operation and compliance with
the contract.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Testing and startup occurs after the system components have been placed
and connected in the manner in which they are intended to operate. The
system components should be fully functional prior to testing.
PROCESS
This section of the manual addresses testing of installed facilities or
systems of facilities. However, there may have been numerous tests of
the components before they arrived on the Project site.
The Contractor is required to test the operation of each component upon
completion of its installation. During the testing and startup process, all
individual components are checked, tested and started individually prior
to checking a system as a whole. This testing is specified in each
contract. In addition to the factory tests, the testing described in this
section involves the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Checking the physical installation, including equipment type,
connections, equipment pads, equipment connections
Testing piping and valves for leakage and operability
Checking physical connections to the operational system
Testing “failure” modes (Fail As Is, Fail to Last Position, etc.)
Checking electrical circuits, continuity testing
Checking electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic control systems and
instrumentation
Loop testing
Verification of proper indication of equipment status (Pump Running,
Valve Open, etc.)
Vibration testing, deflection testing, noise level testing
Causing a brief rotation or movement of appropriate equipment by
quickly turning the equipment on and off (bump test)
Checking the equipment at intermediate operating points within the
operating range
Checking the equipment at full operating conditions
CMID Procedures Manual
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•
•

Performing a reliability test to check the long term operation
Making tests of cathodic protection system

The contract may also specify operational testing be performed for
set duration (48 hours or 10 days). The purpose of the operational
tests is to test the systems, subsystems, and components under
conditions similar to what would be experienced during normal
operating conditions. During operational testing, reclaimed water
or compressed air may be admitted into mechanical systems for
various tests. The operational testing will require the observation
of several types of system components including safety valves,
pressure switches, indicators, controls, piping, pumps, valves, etc.
Each operational test is described in detail in the testing section of
the contract.
RESPONSIBILITY
The contractor develops the test plan and will include all specified
tests to be performed on equipment or systems. The Resident
Engineer will review this test plan to ensure compliance with the
contract requirements.
An Access Request is required for tests that involve interface with
any operating system at the Plant. The contractor is responsible for
submitting the Access Request (AR). The Resident Engineer is
responsible for logging the AR and forwarding the form for
approval by Field Engineering before the test is performed. The
Resident Engineer should also ensure that any necessary
coordination is accomplished between the contractor and Field
Engineering to accomplish each test.
An agreement should be reached between the RE and PE to
identify who will be required to attend each testing activity.
Scheduling of the tests should be done well in advance to ensure
the participation of all parties. Representatives of the RE or PE
should observe and confirm all testing.
For many systems, especially proprietary systems, a representative
of the manufacturer may be responsible to the Contractor for
coordinating the testing and startup of their furnished equipment.
Records of all test results by the Contractor and by the Inspection
staff are submitted to the RE for review and copied to the PE. The
contract may require the Contractor to submit weekly testing
reports.
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The testing and startup is completed when all test results are
approved and the reliability1 test has demonstrated that the system
functions as designed.
On many projects, flow charts of the testing are included in the
contract documents. Sample flow chart and a sample start-up
checklist follow this section.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION

NEXT SECTIONÎ

Back to the Table of Contents

1

Reliability testing is a 30-day test of the equipment under normal process conditions. Process fluids are
introduced and the system is integrated into the Plant process. Though the Plant is responsible for
performing the test, the Contractor is responsible for all equipment maintenance. The successful
completion of the reliability testing normally signals substantial completion and start of warranty.
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Activity
Prepare, plan
and schedule
testing and
startup activity

Conform with
procedure for
testing and
startup

Prepare
testing/startup
reports

Determination
of acceptability
/ make
necessary
corrections

03/04/09

Contractor
Prepares plan
and schedule
and notifies
parties in
advance per
contract.
Complies with
test plan,
schedule and
contract
documents.

RE
Prepares RE
staff and
notifies PE.

PE
Prepares PE staff

Observes tests
and startup
operations.
Decides
whether to
accept results.

Prepares
reports of tests
made and other
startup
activities.
Makes
necessary
corrections and
repeats tests as
necessary.

Review reports
and maintain a
file of the
reports.

Observes tests and
startup operations.
Make
recommendations
to RE as to
whether to accept
test results.
Reviews reports.
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Observes tests
and startup
operations.
Decides
whether to
accept tests.

Observes tests and
startup operations.
Make
recommendations
to RE as to
whether to accept
test results.
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9/23/98
Contractor submits
factory test plan for
approval and
performs factory test.

RE may witness.

Resident Engineering
Procedures Manual

Contractor submits
factory calibration
forms for factory
calibrated items.

Testing-Startup
Section 4.9

Yes
Instrumentation
submittals have
been approved
through the submittal
process.

Are there factory
tests required?

No

Contractor submits
factory test plan for
approval and
performs factory test.

RE may witness.

Instrumentation
delivered to the site.

Contractor
performs required
bench calibration
of instruments and
submits forms.

Contractor
completes
electrical
installation of
instrument loops.

RE performs
delivery/
acceptance.

RE witnesses
required bench
calibration of
instruments.

RE verifies
mechanical
installation of
instrument loops.

Contractor meggars
motors.

Yes

Are there factory
tests required?

No

Contractor submits
factory test plan for
approval and
performs factory test.
RE may witness.

Electrical equipment
delivered to the site.

Contractor installs
the equipment per
manufacturer's and
contract
requirements.

Is Mfg.
installation
certificate
required?

Yes
Mechanical
equipment
submittals have
been approved
through the submittal
process.

Yes

Are there factory
tests required?

No

Mechanical
equipment delivered
to the site.

Contractor installs
the equipment per
manufacturer's and
contract
requirements.

Is Mfg.
installation
certificate
required?

Sheet 1 of 2

FE/PCC
participates in
loop testing.

RE participates
in meetings.

RE witnesses
inspection with
manufacturer's
representative.

No

Contractor prepares
interconnect
drawings.

Contractor schedules
manufacturer's
representative to inspect
and certify installation.
Certifications are signed.

RE performs
delivery/
acceptance.

NETA testing and
subsequent
meetings to review
and allow power up.

RE witnesses
NETA testing and
attends status
meetings.

PE, FE attend
NETA testing status
meeting.

RE witnesses pipe
cleaning.

Yes

Contractor performs Pre-Op
and start-up and runs the
equipment. Each step of all the
attached instructions are signed
off, forms are completed and
signed as work progresses.

RE inspects
approved piping for
acceptance on
arrival.
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Pipe cleaning
required prior to
assembly?

No

Contractor prepares
drying plan, submits to
county, and dries
piping per approved
plan.

RE witnesses pipe
cleaning.
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Yes
Does pipe
required in place
cleaning or
flushing?

Yes
No

Mechanical/
Performance Test
required?

PE, AE (opt)
witness testing.

Contractor performs Pre-Op,
initials off each step in all
components of Manufacturer's
instructions.

RE witnesses test.

FE assists contractor
with flushing.
Piping is assembled and
contractor performs
pressure testing on pipe
sections. 8" valves and
larger have each section
tested. Contractor
provides RE with piping
drawings.

RE performs
field test with
contractor and
reviews test
results.

Yes

No

Contractor cleans and
flushes piping
(depending on size a
plan may be required
for water use and
disposal) and marks up
drawings to indicate
sections cleaned.

FE assists
contractor with
filling and draining.

RE, witnesses
testing.

PE witnesses
testing.

RE witnesses testing.

RE witnesses
inspection with
manufacturer's
representative.

FE reviews equip. startup & running
plan (AR's) and approves startup.

RE witnesses pipe
pressure testing.

Contractor schedules
vibration consultant
and performs testing
and prepares test
results for submittal.

Contractor performs
testing with field
engineering
assistance. Data
collected and field
reviewed by PE and
field engineering.

RE researches and confirms all
mfg. pre-op and start-up
instructions for all items on the
equipment are attached to the
Contractor's Pre-Op and Start-up
form.

RE performs
delivery/
acceptance.

Contractor
completes cleaning
and completes
cleaning forms.

FUNCTIONAL TESTING
FLOWCHART

Loop testing complete ready
for functional testing upon
repair of any failures not
determined the cause of the
contractor.

RE witnesses
required loop
testing.

Contractor schedules
manufacturer's
representative to inspect
and certify installation.
Certifications are signed.

RE witnesses
testing.

Yes
Electrical equipment
submittals have
been approved
through the submittal
process.

Contractor
performs required
loop testing and
submits test
forms.

Contractor pretest
required
instrument loops.

RE witnesses pipe
drying.

Does pipe
required in place
cleaning or
flushing?

No

Yes
Do large manual
valves &
specialty valves
require Pre-Ops?

FE assists contractor
with fill/drain.

No
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Contractor makes final connections to
equipment. System is prepared for
equipment startup. Filled, temporary
piping installed, pancakes and/or blind
flanges removed or installed as
necessary. AR's submitted as necessary
for equipment startup.

FE participates in
field test with the
contractor.

No

Yes
Is vibration test
required (rotating
equip. over 10
HP)?

If noise tests fail contractor
contacts mfg., meetings
ensue, modifications to
equipment are reviewed and
installed if approved.
Contractor reschedules
testing and the process
repeats at contractor's
expense.

RE notifies
contractor that
the District will
be performing
noise test.

FE arranges test
and works with the
contractor.

No

District performs noise survey
using District's meter. If
unsuccessful District hires
noise consultant for formal
noise testing.

FE operates the
equipment. and
coordinates
shutdowns.
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Testing-Startup
Section 4.9

OPERATIONAL
TESTING FLOWCHART
Sheet 2 of 2
Contractor notified
of deficiencies and
makes corrections
before test.

Contractor repairs
system as needed.

No
Contractor
notifies RE
that the
system is
ready for
operational
testing.

RE determines if
system is ready
for 48-hour preoperational test
(shake down for
10 day test).

Ready for 48hour test?

Items verified:
1.Pipes & valves labeled.
2.Fire systems signed off by fire Marshall.
3.PA system complete and functional.
4.Breakers and MCC's properly set for extended
motor operation.
5.All mechanical, HVAC, I&C (except for final
element and loop commissioning), and electrical
functional testing complete.
6.Vendor training completed or in final stages of
completion.

FE
coordinates
with the RE
for
preparation of
48 hour test.

Contractor
performs 48
hour testing.

Yes

RE witnesses
testing.

Contractor
completes loop
tuning where
possible.

No

Passes the
48 hour test?

RE witnesses
loop tuning.

RE meets with the
PE to discuss
system problems
and sends notice to
contractor to repeat
test.
YES

Contractor
completes and
submits test
results.

Contractor
performs 10 day
operational test
with assistance
from RE and
field
engineering.

Contractor notified of deficiencies and
makes corrections. Test may continue
or restarted as determined by test
failures.

Contractor notified of deficiencies and
makes corrections. Test may continue
or restarted as determined by test
failures.

No
System passYes
10
day test?

No
Contractor
monitors 30 day
reliability test.

RE coordinates with
PE and FE to
resolve problems.

RE assistance with 10 day
operational testing.

RE assistance
with 30 day
reliability
testing.

FE identifies and
documents operating
problems.

PE reviews day-to-day
results of test and assists in
resolution of problems.

PE assistance with
resolution of
problems.

Pass 30 day
test?

Yes
Testing complete

PE witnesses
testing.

FE coordinates
loop tuning
with the plant.

Field engineering staff 10
day operational test.

FE coordinates
with the
contractor on
the test.
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Field engineering
performs "handson" operator
training.

FE runs 30 day test and
finalizes loop tuning,
operator training, and
control strategies.

4.10 Punchlist

DESCRIPTION
A punchlist contains relatively minor portions of contract work
that have not been completed by the Contractor. It is compiled
near the end of the project, subnet, or work item and is used by the
RE to track all remaining work necessary before Field Acceptance
(section 5.4) can be granted.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
A rolling (informal) punchlist should be kept during the course of
the construction project. Items can be removed from this punchlist
as they are completed by the Contractor.
As a project, subnet or work item nears completion, the Contractor
will request Substantial Completion (section 5.3) normally via a
letter. This will include a list of work that the Contractor feels is
necessary to complete to obtain Field Acceptance. The RE uses
this list along with items from the Inspectors, Operators, PE and
FE staff to compile a comprehensive punchlist. The RE should be
aware of the project’s status and anticipate the request for
Substantial Completion.
RESPONSIBILITY
The Inspector is responsible for designating items that are added to
and removed from the rolling punchlist.
The Contractor has the responsibility to make the initial request for
the final punchlist though, as mentioned earlier, the RE should
anticipate the request. In this anticipation, the RE should request
that all inspectors and other technical staff begin to pull together
punchlist items. To help reduce the size of the punchlist the RE
should encourage the inspectors to attempt to resolve items of
incomplete work as they are discovered. The normal relationship
between the inspector and the foremen is usually such that most
reasonable requests are quickly resolved.
A tool1 should have already been prepared by the RE to accept the
items as they are submitted by staff. The RE should ensure that all
contributors to the punchlist are aware of the format and
1

A Microsoft Access database is available to create and track the punchlist. RE staff assigned to the
project can input, monitor and sign-off punchlist items. This is very effective and can be used on any
project though the RE may choose an alternate method for when a project has very few punchlist items.
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information necessary to be included in the list. As the RE
receives items, they are reviewed for clarity, thoroughness and
legitimacy before incorporating them into the official punchlist and
issuing to the Contractor.
PROCEDURE
See section 5.3 for a sample punchlist form.
Rolling Punchlist
This is an informal list of items the Inspector tracks to ensure the
Contractor properly completes work as the project progresses. The
format is up to the individual Inspector as it is not something that
is normally transmitted or distributed. It may be kept
electronically but a handwritten notebook is also acceptable; this is
simply a tool for the Inspector. Incomplete items on this list will
form the basis for the Inspectors contribution to the formal
punchlist.
Formal Punchlist (refer to flowchart for further information)
1. RE notifies Inspectors, FE staff, PE staff and others to begin
preparation of the punchlist items. This is done in anticipation
of the Contractor’s official request. Plant staff will normally
schedule an official walkthrough that will include the Designer,
operations staff and PE staff. The RE should attend the
walkthrough to answer questions and clarify why certain work
is incomplete. This will help eliminate review of invalid items.
2. As items are submitted to the RE they are reviewed and added
to the database. The RE should ask for clarification from the
contributor, if necessary, before including the items in the
punchlist. Each item should include the following information:
# Type – this refers to the discipline: civil, mechanical,
electrical or instrumentation, and is designated with a C,
M, E or I.
# Specification or drawing reference used to provide the
requirement for performing the item of work
# Physical location of the work. This can be designated in
several ways depending on the item. For instance, a
general item such as pipe labeling may be needed in ‘All’
locations, though usually a building location, drawing
coordinate, panel number, equipment number or other
more specific description is required.
# Description of the item in enough detail for the Contractor
to easily identify what needs to be done.
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# The originators initials are included to assist the Contractor
in coordinating compliance.
3. As the RE validates the items, they are input into the database
and sequentially numbered. The RE or designee shall also
assign a rough estimate of the cost to complete the work. The
total cost of incomplete punchlist items is deducted from the
monthly progress payment.
4. The RE transmits the list to the Contractor once all the items
from all the contributors have been processed into the database.
The RE should issue the punchlist within two weeks of the
request. Of course, this can vary depending on the complexity
of the project and the amount of incomplete work. The RE
should inform the Contractor when the list is expected to be
transmitted. A hard and an electronic copy are included in the
transmittal. A field in the database is for the Contractor’s use
in assigning individual or subcontractor responsibility. This
list should be considered final and no more items should be
allowed to be added to the list. To do so only complicates the
resolution of the incomplete work and is unfair to the
Contractor. There can, however, be several exceptions:
# If the Contractor requests a preliminary list, the RE can
oblige with the understanding that the list is incomplete.
The Contractor may want this to get an idea of what
types of items will be on the list or to get a head start on
performing the work.
# The list may be considered final for certain areas of the
project only. Other work might be in a different,
incomplete subnet or activity that will not affect
punchlisted work.
# The RE may notify the contractor that more items may
become known based upon future Plant or RE activity.
Examples are as-built verification, testing, fire marshal
inspection, etc.
# If the promised delivery date cannot be met the RE may
transmit the list with an explanation of which areas
have not been ‘punched’ or what contributors have not
yet submitted their lists. A revised, reasonable due date
for the final update should be determined. The RE will
need to remind the contributors that their items have not
been received and should give them a deadline after
which no more items can be accepted.
5. A copy of the punchlist should be kept in an easily
accessible location for reference and for official sign-off.
6. The Contractor notifies the originator as items are
completed and are ready for re-inspection.
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7. The RE will notify the originator that the item is ready for
inspection. If the originator is not available, the RE will
delegate the responsibility for sign-off to an inspector.
8. If the item is completed to the satisfaction of the originator
or designated inspector, it is signed-off on the Contractor’s
copy and in the official copy described above. The date
the item was completed as well as a brief description of
what was done to satisfy the requirement should be
included. The date is normally the date the item was
verified complete; the description may be one word (done,
painted, completed, etc.)
9. If someone signs off the item other than the originator, the
RE should attempt to notify the originator that the item has
been cleared.
10. If the item has been completed but in doing so, the
Contractor created additional work (such as painting or
grouting) the originator notes that in both copies but does
not sign-off.
11. If the Contractor believes the item is not required per
contract and can not resolve it with the originator,
negotiations with the RE will begin. The RE may:
 Agree with the Contractor and sign it off.
 Disagree with the Contractor and advise that it is
required.
 Negotiate a resolution to the issue.
In any of the above cases, the RE should consult with
the originator prior to making any commitments to the
Contractor.
12. As the items are signed off in the official copy, the RE
will need to regularly update the database. Weekly
updating is recommended but it may be done monthly just
before the progress payment is processed in order to
reflect the most accurate withhold amount.
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4.11 Inspector Duties

DESCRIPTION
The inspection function is a vital component of project
management effort. The primary function of the inspector is to
document the activities of the contractor and record the progress of
the work. Such documentation should be in sufficient detail to
reconstruct the project using only the inspector diaries and other
project documentation. Additionally, the inspector is responsible
for monitoring quality assurance – to assure compliance with the
contract documents and any authorized amendments. The
inspector is a valuable asset to the RE in monitoring costs of
additional work and determining productivity rates for components
of the Work.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Inspection occurs throughout the Project. Inspector functions
begin with mobilization and continue through completion of
punchlist items at the Project’s end.
RESPONSIBILITY
The inspector is responsible for the following activities;
1. Observe field installation of work shown on Contract
Drawings, in the specifications, and other contract documents
(such as submittals, RFIs, Clarification Notifications (CNs),
Field Instructions (FIs), and other formal correspondence)
affecting scope, cost and schedule of the work.
2. Notify the RE (in a timely manner) of any observed
unauthorized deviations, non-compliance notices,
unsatisfactory workmanship, unsafe operations, etc. that might
adversely affect the quality, system operation, or schedule.
3. Maintain personal plans and specifications that reflect the latest
up-to-date information such as RFIs, submittals, FIs, CNs, and
other formal correspondence. Thoroughly understand all
requirements of the work as it progresses.
4. Prepare a daily diary that describes the work in sufficient detail
to provide a record which will stand alone as a definitive
statement of the Contractor’s activities when read by a third
party. It should be possible to reconstruct the progress of the
work from the diaries alone. The diary should be completed at
the end of each working day. Information, as a minimum, shall
include:
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a) Record accurate and detailed description of the work
performed. How much, what size, from where to where,
what system, when started, when stopped, when suspended,
when completed. When tie-ins to existing systems were
made.
b) Describe weather AM & PM.
c) Safety Observations or accidents that may have occurred.
d) Describe rework performed and why, including estimate of
hours observed and materials used.
e) List any equipment in operation or idled and why, e.g.
mechanical failure, not needed, etc..
f) Describe any tests taken and their results, e.g. compaction
tests, pressure tests, electrical tests, etc.
g) Describe any extra work or disputed work performed. The
DEWR must be attached.
h) Describe photos taken to facilitate necessary research at
some later date.
i) Record conversations held with contractor’s foremen as
well as any commitments made by either party.
j) Describe any corrective work or re-work performed.
k) Describe equipment or materials delivered or set in place.
l) Record any work or material in place that does not
correspond with the drawings or specifications as well as
action taken. Issue NCNs as necessary.
m) Perform follow-up inspections of previously reported
deficiencies (NCNs).
n) Complete diaries by the end of each workday.
o) Include daily labor compliance data such as hours, trade,
classification, task and schedule activity number.
5. Take photos periodically to show progress and other special
circumstances.
6. Coordinate tests performed by the Materials Lab (e.g. soils
compaction and concrete samples) and surveying.
7. Cast concrete cylinders and slump tests when needed. Deliver
cylinders to materials lab if requested.
8. Witness performance tests.
9. Perform monthly labor compliance interviews with contractor
and sub-contractor employees.
10. Prepare punchlists and maintain a log showing the status of
each item.
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11. Monitor extra work or disputed work and sign-off DWRs.
Make copy of DWR and attach to the daily diary. Diary must
include description of the work addressed on the DWR.
12. Thoroughly understand all requirements of the work
progressing in the field. (Must keep updated plans and
applicable submittals in possession at all times)
13. Be familiar with other aspects of the project that need
coordination. Interact as necessary with inspectors of the other
disciplines. For proper protocol please see Inspector
Protocol.doc
14. Interact with Facility personnel to coordinate identified system
shutdowns and tie-ins.
15. Review Access Requests for conflicts.
16. Attend the Contractor’s weekly safety meeting.
17. Attend Project Team meetings and provide feedback regarding
out-of-sequence work activities.
18. Attend a requisite number of safety meetings and update
knowledge of Construction Safety Orders (CSO), General
Industry Safety Orders (GISO), and CMID/County/Plant
policies.
19. Provide input into the as-built process. Note elevations that
deviate or routing contrary to the contract drawings,
underground utilities not recorded on plant documents, etc.
This information to be documented on full size plans kept in
the project team area.
ADDITIONAL DUTIES WHICH MAY APPLY DEPENDING
ON THE SIZE OF THE PROJECT
1. Coordinate and conduct pre-construction conference.
2. Document potential claims.
3. Prepare Weekly Statements of Contract Time Report.
4. Prepare Weekly Status Report for Labor Compliance.
5. Prepare Progress Payment Estimates, with all quantity
calculations.
6. Write CCOs as needed and maintain backup information.
7. Be very familiar with the contractor’s schedule and identify,
via daily diaries and weekly team meetings, critical path
activities that are and are not being worked on or are being
worked on out of sequence.
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Several checklists to aid the inspector in verifying proper
installation are available; they are:
Above ground piping installation
Conduit system
Duct work installation
Electrical embedments
Electrical equipment mounting
Medium voltage cable installation
Power/Control/Instrumentation conductor installation
Plumbing installation
Pump installation
Trapeze conduit support
Underground piping installation
Compaction Checklist
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DESCRIPTION
Public safety is of utmost importance on every CMID construction
project. Proper procedures and equipment are needed to ensure the
best possible traffic flow while providing safe conditions for the
contractor, inspector and public. The required procedures and
equipment can be found in Caltrans’ Manual of Traffic Controls
for Construction and Maintenance Work Zones.
The proper use of warning devices in roadway construction zones
must be planned in advance to meet the individual requirements of
the job site. The objective of the Traffic Control Plan (TCP) is to
provide maximum protection to employees, plant, equipment, and
to the public while causing minimum interference to vehicular and
pedestrian traffic.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Traffic control becomes a problem when traffic must be routed
through, around, or adjacent to road or street construction,
maintenance operations, and utility work. No one standard
sequence of signs or other control devices can be used for all
situations due to the variety of conditions encountered. Early
project planning for traffic control in construction work zones and
implementation and surveillance of these controls during
construction is very important.
The contractor shall submit a traffic control plan prior to beginning
work. The plan shall be in effect for the duration of the closure;
modifications to the TCP may be required as the conditions in the
work zone change.
The MANUAL
County Standard 12 specifies the types of traffic control devices
allowed on County jobs. This standard also incorporates the
Caltrans Manual of Traffic Controls for Construction and
Maintenance Work Zones, generally referred to as the “Manual of
Traffic Controls” or the “Orange Book”, and as a part of
Cal/OSHA Regulations, Title 8 Construction Safety Orders,
Sections 1598 & 1599. The Manual of Traffic Controls contains
established principles of design, installation, and maintenance of
traffic control devices. These devices are designed to provide safe
and expeditious movement of traffic and pedestrians through work
areas and the safety of the work force within the areas.
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RESPONSIBILITY
Contractors, public utility companies and others performing any
work on County roadways or close enough to create hazards to the
public, County personnel or themselves shall provide adequate
protection of public and property.
Contractor Responsibilities
The contractor must investigate the work zone and determine how
his work will impact the roads. The contractor must decide on the
best use of detours, lane closures, road closures and other controls
that will allow him to work efficiently and provide a safe work
zone and smooth traffic flow. The contractor must submit a TCP
showing the location and type of signs and barricades, flagger
positions, detours, etc. He shall also include a short narrative
describing duration and expected changes.
The contractor is required to setup and maintain the approved TCP
for the duration of the closure. He must also designate a contact
person to handle emergencies and to provide traffic control devices
during non-working hours (this may or may not be the same
person).
Traffic Control Plans (TCP)
County Standard 6-13 and 14 discuss implementation of traffic
control plans (TCP). TCPs should include, but not be limited to
such items as:
 Signing
 Application and removal of pavement and markings
 Construction
 Scheduling
 Methods and devices for delineation and “channelization”
 Placement and maintenance of devices
 Roadway lighting
 Traffic regulations
 Surveillance
 Inspection.
Read Traffic Control Plan Design Requirements for more detailed
information. This document will assist the contractor or his
consultant in ensuring a thorough plan. CMID staff can also use it
as a checklist in their review of the TCP.
A detailed TCP, appropriate for the complexity of the construction
work zone, noting the planned start date of construction, daily
hours of closure and duration, shall be prepared by the contractor
or public utility company proposing to do work on or adjacent to
the roadway. Occasionally a TCP will be incorporated into the
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project plans. The County of Sacramento Department of
Transportation (DOT) shall be consulted prior to the beginning of
work (often at the pre-construction meeting) regarding the
thoroughness of the integrated plan and whether a site-specific
plan is required and must be submitted by the contractor or utility
company.
The TCP shall be reviewed and accepted by (DOT), Right-of-way
Manager or his designee, or CMID personnel, depending on the
complexity and characteristics of the proposed closure (see section
below titled Lane Closures). Refer to the TCP submittal processing
review guidelines to ensure a proper review is performed.
Although DOT will strive to review the TCP immediately, a
minimum of 72 hours should be allowed for review of a TCP for
lane closures and 20 days should be allowed for the review of all
road closure TCP’s.
Modifications may be necessary due to unforeseen or unaccounted
for conditions. The contractor shall confer with the RE or
inspector to ensure that the field changes are acceptable. Some
modifications can be reviewed “in-house” and others shall be
submitted to DOT for review prior to implementation. As there is a
multitude of possible modifications to a TCP, it is impossible to
list them all. A general rule of thumb is that if the changes involve
detouring to a new road, taking additional lanes, removing or
adding regulatory signs, or otherwise significantly changing the
original TCP, DOT shall review prior to implementing the
changes. Your judgment is paramount.
CMID Personnel Responsibilities
CMID personnel should not routinely perform traffic control
maintenance (e.g. right overturned signs, straighten barricades,
place sandbags, move signs, etc.) Doing this to “help out” the
contractor or because it’s easier to do it instead of talking to the
contractor gives the false impression to the contractor that CMID
will take care of traffic control maintenance.
If the contractor neglects to maintain traffic controls and he has
been advised to do so or fails to respond to emergency calls, CMID
personnel familiar with the project and with the proper use of
traffic control devices should correct the situation. This may
include asking DOT to provide the equipment and materials
needed to make the road safe. Any costs incurred may be deducted
from the contractor’s progress payment. A full description of the
contractor’s responsibilities is found in the County Standard
Specification Section 6 and in the SRWTP Specification Section
01570.
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At no time shall CMID personnel act as a flagger. The contractor
must have a competent flagger assigned when necessary.
CMID employees required to work in proximity to the roadway or
supervise the work of those that do are required to attend a one-day
mandatory traffic control class. Employees must attend this class
before reviewing or inspecting contractor’s traffic controls. This
class includes information on general traffic control, laws and
regulations, County Standards and Division Policy.
Lane Closures
A TCP set up in accordance with the current Manual of Traffic
Controls for lane closures that are within the contract’s working
hours can be reviewed by CMID inspection staff if the TCP does
not contain any of the following:
 Multi-lane (in the same direction of travel) closures
 Freeway/highway ramp and lane closures
 Freeway/highway closures
 Detours
 Shifts of traffic that will be implemented on a 24-hour
basis
 Lane closures on streets designated as “no closures
permitted during the holiday season”
 All lane closures on the following streets where they
cross over the American River:
- Watt Ave.
- Howe Ave.
- Sunrise Blvd.
- Hazel Ave.
 All staged construction traffic control changes
Note: If conditions or special circumstances warrant, a TCP may
be required though it does not contain any of the above
conditions. The review and acceptance of all TCP’s should be
coordinated through the CMID Safety Administrator to ensure
that CMID and DOT are in agreement with the TCP process.
Road Closures
Detour Plans must be submitted and approved for all road closures.
Total Road Closures for construction and maintenance activities
are not typically permitted on arterial or collector roadways. Total
road closures on local streets will be considered on a case-by-case
basis.
If an emergency creates a need to close a roadway, adequate work
zone traffic control procedures as outlined in the Manual of Traffic
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Controls shall be implemented. The CMID Safety Administrator
must be notified immediately of all emergency road closures.
Office 875-2730 Mobile 599-2088 Pager: 875-2370 Radio 344. If
the Safety Administrator cannot be reached, call the CMID Safety
Specialist: Office 876-5297 Mobile 599-7315.
CHP REPORTING PROCESS
The CHP reporting process provides specific individuals and
departments with 24-hour emergency contact information for
CMID project inspection personnel, the prime contractor and the
prime contractor’s barricade supplier. CMID’s Safety
Administrator and County Central use this information to resolve
a road construction safety problem arising during non-working
hours. It is important that the RE or inspector ensure that all
contact information, mapping data and project information are
correct on the report (CHP Report) prior to submitting it for
typing.
A CHP Report must be submitted to the CMID Safety Office
before beginning work requiring a TCP or Detour Plan. The CHP
Report will notify the following individuals or departments that
road construction work requires substantial traffic controls:










LD & SIR/TRD
Traffic Signs
Water Resources
CMID Safety Officer*
CMID Supervisor**
Signals & Lighting
Operations & Maintenance
Water Quality
Construction Engineer
*Copy to County Central via Safety Officer
**Copy to Inspector via Supervisor

Media Alerts
Traffic restrictions impact many individuals and organizations, this
includes emergency services, community outreach programs and
commuters. Providing advance notification to radio stations,
television stations, newspapers and other communication media, as
well as to all effected parties, is a part of our contract
administrative duties.
The following lists the criteria for each type of closure.
Lane Closures
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In general, Media Alerts must be submitted three working days in
advance of all lane closure work that will:
9 Occur during peak hours (7:00 a.m. – 8:00 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. – 6:00 p.m.)
9 Occur during hours of darkness.
9 Occur on a weekend or holiday.
9 Occur on a major arterial and principal collector roadway.
9 Significantly impact the traveling public, causing unusual
delays.
If you are uncertain of the need to submit a Media Alert,
contact the CMID Safety Administrator for clarification.
Road Closures
Media Alerts must be submitted seven working days in advance of
all road closure work.
The following forms, which must be used for alerting the media,
contain complete details. Submit completed forms to CMID’s
Construction Safety Office. This office is responsible for
processing and reviewing all Media Alerts. A list is available of
individuals and organizations that are typically sent a copy of the
Media Alert.
Media Alert (Lane Closure)
Media Alert (Road Closure)
Media Alert (Road Reopening)
HOURS OF WORK
When construction will block one or more lanes, the hours of work on
weekdays shall be limited to avoid conflict with peak traffic hours.
Work on weekdays is generally permitted from 8:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.
Work may be permitted during peak hours, on holidays or on weekends
(except for unusual circumstances, i.e. parades, marathons, sporting
events, etc.) if approved by County DOT. Other arrangements may be
approved by the County DOT on a case-by-case basis.
EMERGENCIES
An emergency repair of the Work (including traffic controls, barricades,
or temporary signing) may be required as a result of an unforeseen event
posing a danger to the public or jeopardizing the integrity of the Work,
whether completed or not. If an emergency repair is required during
non-working hours, the contractor shall notify the Agency at 875-6900
within one hour of dispatching repair crews and provide their name, an
emergency contact number, the location of the emergency repair, and a
tentative completion date and time. The Contractor shall again notify the
Agency at 875-6900 when the emergency repair is complete and the road
is clear or if a time extension is required.
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The Contractor may work at night, on Saturdays, Sundays or legal
holidays or close a lane of traffic during peak hours to perform an
emergency repair but must immediately notify the Agency. When an
emergency occurs that requires total road closure on an arterial or
collector roadway, every effort should be made to make the repairs as
soon as possible.

COZEEP (Construction Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program)
The Construction Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program (COZEEP) is
now available for many of our projects. This service provides CHP
presence on roadway construction sites where we have experienced
problems with reckless driving and other public traffic issues that can be
improved by having CHP on site.
Use the COZEEP form to request services. If you receive information
that COZEEP services are needed, please complete the form and submit
it to CMID’s Safety Coordinator for processing. A CMID safety
specialist will meet with you to discuss the situation and to confirm that
COZEEP services are warranted. The requisition form will be forwarded
to County DOT for funding approval. Once DOT agrees, the form will be
submitted to CHP for processing. This entire process should take no
more than 4 days (CHP requires 2 day advance notice).
ARTERIAL AND PRINCIPAL COLLECTOR ROADWAYS
An arterial road is a road segment that provides
service to large land areas and usually connect with
other arterial roads or public highway.

Arterial &
Collector road
list, click

A collector is a segment that connects major heavily traveled multiple
purpose arterial routes and single source local roads.
A local road is a segments that connecta terminal facilities with collector
or arterial roads or with public highways. It is usually single purpose.

Certain arterial roads must not be closed from Thanksgiving
through the end of the year. For more information and a list of
these roads click the sign.

For more detailed information on arterial and collector roads, read the
article titled Arizona Functional Classification Guidelines by the Arizona
Department of Transportation.
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DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this section is to outline responsibilities for safety
and health as they relate to work managed by CMD. The goal of
Construction Management Division (CMD) is to maintain a safe
working environment for County employees, consultants,
contractors, and members of the public who may visit or travel
through the work site. To accomplish this goal, everyone working
on construction projects is required to abide by appropriate safety
procedures and ensure every reasonable precaution is taken at all
times to prevent accidents, injuries and property damage.
A Safety Specialist should be assigned to support this effort. The
Safety Specialist and other staff members will assist in determining
specific safety and health requirements, identifying hazards and
recommending methods of compliance or corrective action.
RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
(SRWTP)

SRWTP has the responsibility under Cal/OSHA to provide a safe
and healthful workplace for its employees. Safety requirements
are described in detail in the SRWTP Safety Manual and Injury
and Illness Prevention Program (IIPP) which applies to SRWTP
Employees.
As “Host Employer,” Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment
Plant has certain responsibilities for visitors and outside
contractors doing work at the treatment plant.
These responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
1) The development and implementation of a safety plan that
reduces the probability of personal injury and equipment
damage
2) Identification and elimination of safety hazards
3) Compliance with applicable safety regulations

In addition, SRWTP is responsible for:
# Notification of site specific hazards including hazardous
chemicals used or stored on plant property
# Providing specific plant safety rules and regulations
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# Establishing emergency response procedures, emergency
telephone numbers, and evacuation procedures
# Ensuring contractors’ activities comply with CAL/OSHA
regulations as required of a host employer
# Providing information to aid in hazard evaluation
# Assisting and working with contractors and consultants when
they are working on plant processes (e.g., during tie-ins or
when lockout of plant process is required to perform work
safely).
B.
Construction Management Division (CMD) and
Consultant Staff
1.

Construction Management Division Employees

CMD must provide a safe and healthful workplace for its
employees as required by Cal/OSHA. Operations under the
control of the Resident Engineer’s office must be conducted in
such a manner as to ensure the safety of those who may be exposed
to the hazards, including consultants, visitors and the public
(“Host” employer concept). CMD developed an Injury and Illness
Prevention Program (IIPP) and Safety Policies that apply to CMD
employees.
2.

Consultants

Employers whose personnel are contracted by Sacramento County
to provide services have the ultimate responsibility of safety for
their employees, regardless of where they are assigned, as required
by Cal/OSHA. The consultant’s employees must comply with all
of their employer’s safety requirements and adhere to their
respective IIPPs. However, CMD has supervisory responsibility
for the safety of contracted personnel while engaged in work
activities for the County of Sacramento. Therefore, consultants
hired by CMD will follow the same safety rules and regulations as
CMD staff, except in those situations where their employer’s
safety requirements are more stringent. If the consultant’s IIPP
varies or is more stringent than CMD’s, CMD will discuss those
differences and determine which program is applicable and will be
followed.
Consultant employees who are injured while performing work for
the RE office shall be covered by their company’s Workers’
Compensation and/or insurance policies. Copies of injury reports
and accident investigations shall be submitted to the RE for
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information only. (This does not include employee medical
records.)
Consultant employees may be provided job specific safety training
by CMD, however, their employer remains ultimately responsible
for complying with safety training regulations.
C.

Contractors

Each contractor is directly responsible for complying with all
applicable federal, state and local safety, health and environmental
standards applicable to its operations and the operations of its
subcontractors. The Contract Documents (Specification 00820)
require each prime contractor to submit a copy of their Injury and
Illness Prevention Program (IIPP) and a site specific Emergency
Action and Preparedness Plan (EAPP), in compliance with
Cal/OSHA Section 3220, to the RE staff for information.
D.

Subcontractors

The general or prime contractor is responsible for enforcement of
safety regulations for their subcontractors, however, every
subcontractor is responsible for the safety of their own employees.
Subcontractors are required to comply with all other applicable
Federal, State and local health and safety regulations, just as the
prime contractors.
E.

Every Employee

1. Although the law places primary responsibility for occupational
safety and health on the employer, employees have certain
responsibilities:
a. Obeying all occupational safety and health standards, rules,
regulations and orders issued according to the law
b. Not removing, displacing, damaging, destroying, tampering
with, or carrying off safety devices, safeguards, notices, or
warnings
c. Not interfering with the use of safeguards by others
d. Using PPE (personal protective equipment) such as hard hat,
fall protection equipment, safety glasses, hearing protection,
safety devices (i.e., machine guards, safety interlocks), and
other methods or processes adopted for employee
protection. These responsibilities are detailed in each
employer’s IIPP.
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2. The Cal/OSHA regulations also contain a number of provisions
designed to protect the rights of employees. An employee may
not be fired or punished for contacting Cal/OSHA or DOSH, or
for using any other right granted by Cal/OSHA. Employees who
believe that they have been discriminated against for using any
of these rights can contact the State Division of Labor,
Standards Enforcement for assistance.
SITE SPECIFIC PROGRAMS
A.

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant

The Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (SRWTP),
has developed and implemented safety procedures as outlined in
the SRWTP Safety Manual. This Safety Manual applies to all work
in the Plant Process Area.
B.

Bradshaw Interceptor Projects (By

Bradshaw

folks)
REPORTING CONTRACTOR SAFETY VIOLATIONS AND
HAZARDS
A.

SRWTP and CMD Employees

Contractors on County construction projects are responsible for the
safety of their employees. The County is responsible for the safety
of County employees. Public Works Agency employees have,
however been instructed to take immediate action, including
stopping work if necessary, to end or correct a known serious
safety hazard or imminently dangerous conditions.
An Agency employee’s response shall be dictated by the
employee’s level of involvement with the contracted personnel,
knowledge of the subject matter and whether the observed work
hazard is a general or serious nature.
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The required Agency employee response to contractor safety issues
is described in detail in Chapter 5 Procedure 12, Contractor Safety
Policy and Procedure, of the SRWTP Safety Manual.
In addition, CMD and SRWTP have the responsibility to
coordinate the work of various contractors and SRWTP operations
to avoid unsafe conditions. This is done through the Access
Request and Work Permit Process.
B.

Resident Engineer

CMD’s RE Office is responsible for observing the contractors
performance and application of safety and accident prevention
procedures for all construction activities and personnel on the
project including subcontractors, visitors, and suppliers of
materials or equipment. All safety concerns observed must be
reported to the RE’s Safety Specialist.
If a situation poses imminent danger of serious injury or property
damage, and contractor personnel do not react to avert the danger,
the work shall be stopped. However, stopping the work is serious
and should be a last resort. A work stoppage due to safety
violations or considerations must be immediately reported to the
appropriate RE management and Safety Specialist.
SAFETY INSPECTIONS
A.

Cal/OSHA Inspections

Cal/OSHA compliance officers may enter at any reasonable time,
and without delay, any establishment or job site covered by
Cal/OSHA to inspect all facilities.
An authorized employer representative must be given an
opportunity to accompany the Cal/OSHA compliance officer
during an inspection for the purpose of aiding such inspection.
(This is commonly known as a “walk-around” provision.)
If an employee believes any violation of Cal/OSHA exists, the
employee has the right to notify Cal/OSHA in writing of the
alleged violation, either before or during an inspection of the job
site.
Employees who file a complaint against their employer or who
exercise any of their rights under Cal/OSHA are engaging in a
“Protected Activity” and will not be discriminated against.
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B.

CMD

CMD may periodically review the contractor or subcontractors
work area for ascertaining if a safety hazard exists for CMD
employees, including consultant staff, or poses a danger to the
public. The County is not required to conduct safety inspections of
contractors’ work areas, or report safety violations to construction
personnel. However, if hazards are identified they shall be brought
to the contractor’s attention for corrective action. Any safety
hazard that results in a work stoppage must be abated immediately
and at the contractor’s expense. No work in that area may
continue until abatement is complete or the unsafe condition no
longer exists.
C.

Contractors

Contractors and subcontractors are required by Cal/OSHA and
County Contract Documents to conduct periodic inspections for
the purpose of identifying and correcting existing or potential
safety hazards to their employees or to others. The Contract
Documents require all prime contractors to submit a weekly report
that includes their inspection reports.
Cal/OSHA regulations require daily, weekly or periodic
inspections of certain work areas, such as excavations, ladders,
scaffolding, etc. These specific inspection reports should be
included in the contractor’s weekly reports.
ACCIDENTS
Cal/OSHA Section 3220 requires every employer to develop an
Emergency Action Plan. SRWTP and CMD have established
Emergency Action and Preparedness Plans that outline their
actions in response to accidents resulting in bodily injury or
property damage. Employers must train all employees in their
proper incident response procedures.
If an accident occurs at SRWTP, the Plant Control Center (PCC)
shall be notified that emergency response vehicles (ambulance, fire
department, etc.) are needed or have been called to the site.
Accident documentation required by Cal/OSHA shall be
maintained and be made available to Cal/OSHA upon request. In
addition, a copy of all the contractor’s Accident or Injury Reports,
along with Supervisor’s Investigations will be immediately
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forwarded to the RE. (Medical information is confidential and will
be omitted from information forwarded to the Resident Engineer.)

APPENDIX.
I.

REGULATORY AGENCIES

A.

Cal/OSHA

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) was established
in 1970 by Congress to “assure so far as possible every working
man and woman in the Nation safe and healthful working
conditions and to preserve our human resources.”
At the Federal level, OSHA is enforced by the Secretary of Labor
and is headed by an Assistant Secretary of Labor. The primary
function of OSHA is to promulgate and enforce occupational
safety and health standards. OSHA encourages individual states to
assume the responsibility for the administration and enforcement
of their own occupational safety and health laws. California has
developed its own set of OSHA regulations (commonly referred to
as Cal/OSHA), under the California Labor Code, Title 8.
Cal/OSHA regulations cover virtually all workers in the state,
including those employed by state and local governments.
Cal/OSHA does not cover federal employees.
The California Department of Industrial Relations administers the
Cal/OSHA program. The Division of Occupational Safety and
Health (DOSH), within the Department of Industrial Relations, has
the authority to enforce all laws, standards, and orders protecting
workers safety and health on the job. Cal/OSHA standards are
contained in the California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 8,
Industrial Relations. All managers and supervisors should have
access to the various Safety Orders applicable to them.
Cal/OSHA regulations are divided into numerous categories to
address specific types of work. Employers must use the set of
regulations that best cover the type of work being performed at the
work locations. For the purposes of this manual, we will refer to
three types of regulations:
1. General Industry Safety Orders (GISO) These regulations
apply to all work locations including manufacturing, industrial
and retail industries. The GISO apply unless there is a more
specific or stringent regulation in another section of
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Cal/OSHA. These Safety Orders apply to the majority of work
being done by SRWTP, CMD and consultant employees.
2. Construction Safety Orders (CSO) These regulations apply to
work locations involved in construction, demolition, repair or
remodeling activities. These regulations apply to all personnel
involved in construction operations at SRWTP, including
SRWTP, CMD, consultants and contractors.
3. Electrical Safety Orders (ESO) The ESO apply to work
involving electrical installation, repair or rework, including
high voltage work. These may apply to SRWTP, CMD and
consultant personnel, as well as construction contractors.
B. Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board
(Standards Board)
This Board adopts, amends, or repeals safety and health standards
and acts on applications for permanent variances.
C.

Division of Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH)

DOSH enforces occupational safety and health standards and
regulations.
D.
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH)
NIOSH develops occupational safety and health standards;
conducts research, experiments, and demonstrations relating to
occupational safety and health; conducts educational programs to
qualify personnel to carry out OSHA regulations, and conducts
seminars on the proper use of safety and health equipment.
E.

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

The BLS has the responsibility of conducting statistical surveys
and establishing methods to acquire injury and illness data. The
BLS will compile injury and illness reports and publish reports
summarizing injury and illness causes. The BLS has no
enforcement authority and does not analyze why injuries happen,
but merely report trends and statistics.
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II.

SAFETY SERVICES

A.

Cal/OSHA Consultation Service

The Consultation Service is not involved in Cal/OSHA
enforcement activities. They provide free, on-site consultation to
employers and advice and information regarding occupational
safety and health to employers and employee groups.
B.

National Safety Council (NSC)

The NSC is a not-for-profit council comprised of leading safety
and health professionals whose purpose is to provide safety related
information, training, and advice to employers. The NSC does not
write regulations, nor enforce safety rules.
III.

TYPES OF HAZARDS

A.

Imminent Dangers

Imminent Dangers are hazards are that can reasonably be expected
to cause death or serious physical harm immediately. Substantial
probability refers not to the probability that an accident or
exposure will occur as a result of the violation, but rather to the
probability that death or serious physical harm will result assuming
an accident or exposure occurs as a result of the violation.
B.

Serious Hazards

Serious hazards can cause an accident or health hazard exposure
resulting in death or serious physical harm. Examples:
K An exposure exceeding an established permissible exposure
limit, such as sand blasting and/or coatings applications with
inadequate respiratory protection or ventilation.
K Conditions such as: unguarded floor openings, unguarded
excavations, or unguarded energized equipment.
K Practices, methods or operations that have been adopted or in
use; such as occupying excavations that require shoring or
sloping, or working in unguarded elevated areas without fall
protection equipment.
K A violation of any standard respecting the use of a carcinogen,
such as handling asbestos containing materials improperly.
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K Accumulative Safety Hazards exist when a general safety
hazard such as an unchecked fire extinguisher is combined
with several other unchecked extinguishers in a work area.
This accumulative safety hazard creates a serious safety
hazard
C.

Other-Than-Serious Hazards

Other-than-serious hazards lack the potential for causing serious
physical harm, but could have a direct impact on employee safety
and health.
D.

Regulatory Hazards

Regulatory hazards reflect deficiencies of CAL-OSHA posting
requirements, record keeping requirements and reporting
requirements.
E.

General Safety Hazard

A general safety hazard shall exist if the hazard does not pose a
substantial probability of death or serious physical harm as a result
of an exposure, condition or practice but has a relationship to
occupational safety and health of personnel. Example: Missing
lockout tags or failure to post job site work permits.
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4.14 MS4 Inspection
DESCRIPTION
The Clean Water Act (CWA) is a Federal regulation with the intent to
restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of
the waters of the United States. Section 402(p) of the CWA established
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). This
system was formed to regulate the discharge of pollutants from point
sources and is administrated by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (U.S. EPA), who establishes NPDES permit applications for the
storm water discharges from construction activities (General Permit) and
municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4 Permit). In California, the
State Water Resource Control Board and its nine Regional Boards have
the permitting and the enforcement authority. Any construction activity
that disturbs more than one acre of land must apply for coverage under
the General Permit. Any municipality that serves a population that
exceeds 100,000 will have to apply for a MS4 permit. Sacramento
County has its own MS4 permit and is required to provide periodic
formal inspections for all construction sites that have filed for coverage
under the General Permit. The frequency of the formal inspection is once
per month. If a project is listed as “high” on the priority list, the
inspection frequency is twice per month during the wet season, which is
October 1st to April 30th.
RESPONSIBILITY
The assigned inspector performs an evaluation of Best Management
Practices (BMPs) for erosion and sediment control. The primary purpose
of this checklist is to comply with the County’s MS4 permit. The
secondary purpose is evaluate the effectiveness of BMPs to eliminate any
pollutant entering into the County’s storm and sewer systems. A standard
“MS4 On-Site Inspection Checklist” was developed for this inspection.
PROCEDURE
The checklist should be filled out by the inspector using the written form
or electronic format. The original shall be kept as part of the project
records and a copy should be provided to the Division’s Erosion,
Sediment and Water Pollution Control (ESWPC) coordinator for record
keeping.
The checklist is divided into three main areas. The top part is project
information specific:
• Project name and contract number (if it is a public project)
• Location of the project
• Date / Time
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather Condition
Owner of the project
Person responsible for SWPPP
Inspector’s name
WDID number
SWPPP certification person

The middle part of the form is the evaluation table divided into four
columns:
1. Area of Concerns: particular areas are listed in a logical
approach to help the inspector look for potential problem.
2. Item to Address: suggests some common BMPs that will help the
inspector evaluate each area of concern.
3. Evaluation: three choices for the inspector to make when
evaluating the BMPs. Choices are “Yes”, “No” and “N/A” (not
applicable). In general, a “Yes” is for substantial compliance in
the subject area; a “No” is either non-compliance or complete lack
of BMPs; a “N/A” will be used when the area of concern is not
applicable for that particular project.
4. Comments: additional information that may not be addressed
sufficiently in the standard form.
On the bottom part of the checklist is an area for concerns that were not
covered in the table. Also, there is a “Copy” line where the current
ESWPC coordinator is listed, so that inspectors know where a copy of the
completed form should be sent.
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CHAPTER 5 – FINAL COMPLETION AND ACCEPTANCE
5.1 Introduction
When a project is complete it must be turned over to the owner.
This process, known as “Closing out a contract,” entails several RE
tasks. The sections in this chapter describe the procedures
necessary to ensure that the project has been completed in
accordance with the plans, specifications and agreements made
during construction. These procedures will assist the RE in
determining:
 What items of work remain outstanding (should be only minor
items)
 The value of the outstanding work
 How to track the Contractor’s progress in completing the
work
 How to deal with obtaining repairs after the work has been
accepted
 How to fairly deal with the contractor during this closeout
time
 How and when to notify the Contractor of acceptance.
Closing out a project can be a complicated task due to unresolved
claims, disputes over what is required work, what constitutes
successful testing and other similar items that could cause discord
between the RE and Contractor. The RE should try to identify
these types of items as they arise and endeavor to resolve them
expeditiously.
Dealing with the different groups within the County may
complicate this task. Often, what was delivered by the Contractor
will not meet the expectations of certain groups although the RE
has determined that the specification requirements have been
satisfied. It is the RE’s task to respond to any concerns regarding
project completion and acceptability. Making the PE, FE,
Operations, Maintenance and Documentation groups aware of how
their concerns were met, or can not be met, will facilitate a much
smoother closeout and transition of the project from Contractor to
Owner.
This should serve as a reminder that the RE should remain
objective in dealing with all issues during construction. The RE
should be the voice of reason during the project, working diligently
to resolve issues quickly and fairly.
GOOD LUCK.
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5.2 Beneficial Occupancy and Use

DESCRIPTION
Beneficial Use or Occupancy happens when the Owner (County
Agency or District) desires to use a completed or partially
completed portion of the Project prior to the official notice of
completion. This allows the Owner to use portions of the project
for a variety of reasons such as process control, to make
modifications prior to placing in service, or for other projects.
This does not mean the area is substantially complete as described
in section 5.4
RESPONSIBILITY
The Owner will usually decide that in order to perform some task
they will need to take Beneficial Use of the affected areas of the
project. The Owner will notify the RE who, after a thorough
review, notifies the Contractor. If the Owner needs to perform a
task but has not requested Beneficial Use, the RE will need to
review the extent of the task to determine if Beneficial Use should
be requested.
It is the RE’s responsibility to clearly define the parameters of the
Beneficial Use; i.e. affected equipment, extent of the affected area,
start date, and relief of Contractor’s responsibilities. The RE will
also need to review the Contractor’s evaluation of the Beneficial
Use to determine which, if any, of the RE defined parameters need
to be modified.
PROCESS
The Contract allows the Owner to use completed or partially
completed portions of the Project prior to total completion. As
stated above this allows the Owner to perform work necessary for
the process.
Following are the steps the Resident Engineer should take once the
Owner has made a request for Beneficial Use. The RE may
occasionally need to remind the Owner to request Beneficial Use
when the Owner plans significant work in a project area.
The RE receives written notice of Beneficial Use through the
PE’s office.
2. The RE, PE and FE review the extent of the Beneficial Use
request for clarity. They will also need to evaluate the
advantages, disadvantages and terms of the Beneficial Use.

1.
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The RE prepares a letter describing:
a) Specific date the Beneficial Use will occur.
b) Details of the particular portion of the work. This should
include specific areas of interface with the Contractor’s
work.
c) Responsibilities the Owner will assume such as testing,
maintenance, as-builting, etc.
d) Responsibilities to remain with the Contractor.
4. If the Beneficial Use results in a reduction in the contract work,
a request for credit should be sent to the Contractor. Reference
section 3.11.
5. The RE should monitor the Contractor to ensure that the
Contractor’s portion is complete and the area is clear of tools,
equipment and personnel prior to the date of use by the Owner.
6. The dates specified in the letter will be adhered to unless the
Contractor disagrees in writing.
7. RE staff should monitor the work done by the Owner and note
any interference with the Project.
Beneficial Use can create the following situations that should be
discussed and resolved by all parties prior to granting Beneficial
Use.
I. Responsibility for equipment defects discovered after the
District takes Beneficial Use.
II. Warranty and substantial completion dates.
III. Liquidated damages.
IV. Safety and security
V. Responsibility for maintenance of the equipment
VI. How maintenance, safety and security responsibilities will
be divided between parties, (each may assume the other is
responsible for certain areas).
3.
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5.3 Substantial Completion

DESCRIPTION
Substantial Completion of a Project or specific part of a Project occurs when the
construction is sufficiently complete, tested in accordance with the contract and can
be utilized for its intended purpose.
Substantial Completion is not the same as acceptance and the only remaining work
should be minor or trivial. Non-conforming work at this stage of the project should be
minor in nature.
Substantial Completion of the project or portions of the project is the precursor to
Field Acceptance and Board Acceptance [refer to Section 5.4]

WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
This is normally implemented at or near the end of the project. The process is initiated
by letter from the Contractor requesting Substantial Completion. A preliminary “final
inspection” should be performed to determine if Substantial Completion is justified.
An actual final inspection is performed after completion of punchlist items. Some
projects have multiple Work Items or portions of the project that may be completed in
advance of overall project completion; Substantial Completion may be granted for
those portions of the work.
The Owner has the right to take possession and use any completed or partially
completed portions of the Work. Use by the District in this instance does not
necessarily constitute Substantial Completion or acceptance. Refer to the General
Conditions in Specification Section 00710 and to Beneficial Use described in section
5.2
PROCEDURE
Substantial completion is a multi-step process.
1. Throughout construction the Resident Engineer prepares a rolling list of items
needing correction or completion and provides the list to the Contractor
periodically. [Refer to Section 3.22-Non Compliance Notices, 4.13 Punchlist and
sample at end of this chapter] When the Project, or portion of the Project, nears
completion, the Resident Engineer updates the list of work items to be completed
well in advance of the final testing and start-up. The list is distributed to the PE
for comment and to the Contractor for comment and remedial action. It is updated
as the Contractor remedies deficiencies. Then, when substantial completion is
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imminent, the Resident Engineer, along with the PE and Contractor, determine the
remaining items to be remedied.
2. The Contractor notifies the Resident Engineer in writing that the work or a specific
part of the work is substantially complete in conformance with the contract. The
Contractor requests that the Resident Engineer accept the Project as complete. The
Contractor attaches an itemized list of remaining items of work to be completed.
If the Resident Engineer determines that the work is not substantially complete, the
Resident Engineer writes a letter to the Contractor stating why. The Contractor
then has to complete the work described by the Resident Engineer as being
incomplete to achieve substantial completion.
3. If the Resident Engineer determines that the work is substantially complete and the
Owner can occupy and utilize the facilities, the Resident Engineer prepares a
definitive “punch list.” This is a list of work that is not complete or in
conformance with the contract. This list should not include warranty work. A
sample punch list is provided at the end of this section. The punch list items must
be assigned a value. The Resident Engineer will estimate the value of having a
third party perform the corrective work, enter this in the log and deduct such
amounts from progress payments to the Contractor. Retention held on progress
payments is not intended to cover punch list or non-conforming work and
materials. The Resident Engineer also prepares a list of issues related to
acceptance that must be completed. Some of the items to be considered in the
punch list and related to final acceptance may include the following:
• O&M manuals
• Record drawings and As-Built documentation
• Permanent keying and keys
• Final cleanup
• Road, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and facility repairs
4. The RE issues a letter stating the effective date of substantial completion. This
letter should summarize any outstanding issues and have the punchlist attached. A
copy of this letter should be sent to Labor Compliance to let them know that they
can stop tracking labor on the project.
5. The Owner can operate the Project or portion of the Project once declared
substantially complete. However, the Owner will assume responsibility for
maintenance, security, and safety for the Project or the portion when the Resident
Engineer deems them substantially complete.
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5.4 Field Acceptance and Board Acceptance

Field Acceptance
Field Acceptance is the act by which the County (usually via the
RE) notifies all concerned that the contractor has completed all
construction work required by the contract, including punchlist
work. Field acceptance follows substantial completion. Warrantys
generally start at substantial completion.
Notice of Completion (NOC)
A Notice of Completion (NOC) memo should be sent to
Accounting and Fiscal Services (AFS) once field acceptance is
granted. This starts a 35-day lien period, as required by the Public
Contract Code, after which retention (minus withholds or
penalties) is released to the contractor. AFS notifies all listed
subcontractors and suppliers of the completion allowing them to
file stop notices. The NOC does not require Board approval.
Earnest deposit: If there are unresolved issues and management
deems it inappropriate to hold all of the contractor’s retention until
resolution, an earnest deposit can be set up. The RE can request a
“withhold” of funds from the retention dollars, an amount deemed
sufficient to correct the given problem(s). These funds are placed
in earnest deposit.
This is done by submitting a Notice of Completion to AFS with
language that asks to set aside a portion of the retention funds as an
earnest deposit to be released upon resolution of the non-compliant
work. See section 5.5 for more detailed information regarding
earnest deposits.
Board acceptance or final acceptance
Upon completion of all work including change orders, settling
contractual issues (claims, punchlists, defective work, etc.) O&M
manuals, as-builts, and test reports, the RE prepares a Board action
item recommending the Board accept the project as complete. See
the sample Board acceptance letter at end of this section.
Because labor compliance withholds do not affect the overall
contract cost, final contract acceptance can be accomplished if
monies held in earnest deposit are for labor compliance issues
only. The following caveat should be added to the Board
acceptance letter: “At present, $XX is being held in earnest deposit
pending resolution of labor compliance issues. If issues are
resolved, the monies will be released to the Contractor; otherwise,
the monies will be deposited into the County General Fund as
penalties for non-compliance.”
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5.5 Earnest Deposits

DESCRIPTION
An earnest deposit is a withhold of funds – instituted at the time of
filing a Notice Of Completion, reference section 5.4, representing
the value of any remaining unfinished contract work plus any other
unresolved contract issues.

Earnest funds are
defined as money
paid in advance as
part payment to
bind a contract or
bargain.

When all fieldwork is finished and field acceptance has been
granted, a NOC is filed by Accounting and Fiscal Services. After
the 35-day lien period, the County or District releases retention
monies in full to the Contractor. However, where there remain
outstanding contract issues, funds will be withheld in an amount
equivalent to the value of these issues. An earnest deposit is used
to capture this withhold and is created by AFS per the instructions
in the NOC letter.
An earnest deposit is created via a request for withhold in the form
of an inter-office memorandum from the Resident Engineer to
Accounting and Fiscal Services. The contents of the memorandum
will delineate all outstanding issues and their respective values and
is normally part of the Notice of Completion. The total of these
values will be the value of the earnest deposit. As issues are
resolved, appropriate monies are released to the Contractor by
means of similar follow-up memorandums until the remaining
value is $0.00.
Included is and example of the information contained in a typical
earnest deposit request. Follow-up memos to Accounting and
Fiscal Services would specify which items are complete and show
a reduced total of the earnest deposit. This releases earnest deposit
funds to the contractor and does not require Board action.
If outstanding contract work or issues—with the exception of labor
compliance issues—noted on the earnest deposit are not completed
or resolved, a deductive change order must be processed. The
Contractor should be advised of this action.
Unresolved labor compliance issues should not be processed via a
deductive change order. In the case where only labor compliance
issues remain, final acceptance of the contract shall be
accomplished with the following caveat inserted into the Board
letter:
“At present, $XX is being held in earnest deposit pending
resolution of outstanding labor compliance issues. If issued are
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resolved, the monies will be released to the Contractor; otherwise
the monies will be deposited into the County General Fund as
penalty for non-compliance.”
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Please retain an earnest deposit of $343,290.00 from the final payment to the Contractor,
Hoffman-Marmolejo. This amount is being retained pending resolution of the following
items:
Item
Minor punchlist work
Wemco pump vibration
Eimco mixer motor vibration
Outstanding O&M’s
Outstanding test results
“C” and “D” status submittals
Annular space seal at Digesters 1, 2, & 3
Slurry seal on roads
Outstanding warranty documentation

Estimated Value
$230,290.00
$8,000.00
$45,000.00
$10,000.00
$20,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00

Total:
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5.6 Project Closeout Documentation

DESCRIPTION
It is important to ensure that all paperwork and outstanding issues
are resolved and documented in the completion phase of a project.
Project closeout documentation items include:
• Final Punchlist signoff
• Closure for FIs, RFIs (cost and time issue resolution)
• Warranties and guarantees
• As-Built documentation is received
• Completion of testing and training requirements
• Final updated schedule (As-Built)
• Access Request closure
• Submittals (especially outstanding submittals graded “C” &
“D”)
• Final report
• Letter to Board recommending acceptance
• Review project plans and specs for completion
• Demobilization
• FI closure forms completed for each Field Instruction
• Final Progress payment
• Closure on all NCN issues
• Closure on all Labor compliance issues.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
Project closeout documentation should be prepared prior to the
Contractor’s demobilization and prior to the formal
recommendation for Board Acceptance.
PROCESS
The Resident Engineer, or designee, should review each of the
above listed items to ensure that all issues have been resolved and
that there are no outstanding items that would affect project
closeout. All logs, files, and issues should be reviewed and
appropriate documentation verified or prepared to document
closure of each issue. Some items, such as Field Instructions, have
closure or completion forms. For other files, a note to file will
suffice.
All project files should be complete and organized and ready for
archival.
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6.1 Introduction

DESCRIPTION
Post construction activities are performed after the construction is
complete and are associated with the project closeout. Post
construction activities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Final Progress Payment
Record Documents
Warrantees and Guarantees
Final Report
Field Office Demobilization

In general, these post construction activities are required to ensure
that documentation is properly closed and stored, that the
contractor has received payment for the work performed and that
equipment warranties and guarantees have been received. In
addition, the final report should be issued and the field offices
completely demobilized.
Each of the above activities is detailed in Section 6.
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6.2 Final Progress Payment

DESCRIPTION
The final progress payment is the last payment made to the Contractor for
the project. Its purpose is to complete the financial commitments made
by the Contract.
WHEN TO IMPLEMENT
The final progress payment should be requested by the Contractor when
the construction project is complete and all required items and documents
have been turned over to the District.
PROCESS
The Contractor submits the final progress payment estimate. The
Resident Engineer should also prepare a final estimate. The following
conditions shall be met prior to approval of the final progress payment;
• The final change order is prepared
• All pending change orders are resolved and approved by the Board
• Liquidated damages, if any, are determined
• Record documents are received and approved
• O & M manuals are received and approved
• Testing has been completed
• Punchlists items have been completed
• Warranties and guarantees have been received and verified
• Tools and spare parts have been received and verified
• Certificates of compliance by local entities have been received and
verified
• Releases obtained from property owners affected by the Project
(e.g., land used for Contractor’s storage yard) have been received
and verified
• Bonds (e.g., guaranty bond, roof bonds, maintenance bond) are
received and accepted
The Board of Supervisors has delegated the authority to file the
Notice of Completion (NOC) to AFS Contract Desk upon CMID’s
notification. If some work remains, the NOC may include a
provision to withhold a specified amount of money until the work
is complete (earnest deposit, reference section 5.5). In this event,
the final progress payment is followed, as conditions are met, by
the release of all or part of the earnest deposit with the approval of
the Resident Engineer, but without further Board action. The
flowchart at the end of this section should clarify the procedure.
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Activity
Submit warranties and
guarantees
Deliver tools and spare
parts

Contractor
Obtains and
submits to RE
Obtains and gives
to Maintenance &
Operations section

Submit certificate of
compliance by local
entities
Obtain release from
property owners
affected by Project
Submit bonds

Obtains and
submits to RE

Determine liquidated
damages, if any
Resolve outstanding
issues

See specification

Obtains releases

Obtain and
submits to RE
Prepare and review O & Prepares
M manuals

Signs CCOs

Field Acceptance
Submit Final Progress
Payment

Submits to RE

File NOC (withhold
earnest deposit until
work completed if
needed)

Completes
outstanding work

Make final payment

ÍPREVIOUS SECTION

RE
PE
Verifies that Contract Reviews
requirements are met
Verifies that specified
tools are given to
Maintenance &
Operations section
Verifies that Contract
requirements are met
Verifies that Contract
requirements are met
Verifies sufficiency
and transmits to PE
Assists PE in review

Receives
bonds
Reviews for
accuracy and
completeness
Deduct LD from final Reviews LDs
payment
assessed
Resolves any issues
Reviews and
with Contractor,
signs CCOs
prepares and signs
CCOs
Determines effective Assists RE as
date and writes letter needed
Verifies accuracy and Assists RE in
informs PE for their
review
concurrence
Calculates estimated
amount & releases
upon completion of
work via memo to
AFS
Recommends Board
Informed
accepts Project or
issue NOC. Final
payment to be made
by Auditor
NEXT SECTIONÎ
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6.2 Final Payment
Contractor submits
warranties, tools, spare parts,
certificates of compliance,
and releases and bonds

RE verifies their
sufficiency

Contractor submits
O & M Manual

PE & RE check for
acceptibility

Contractor submits as-builts
drawings

PE & RE verfies their
completeness &
accuracy

RE & Contractor resolve
outstanding issues
RE determines if liquated
damages are appropriate and
calculates their amount

Contractor submits requests
for final payment

RE verifies adequacy

RE determines whether
earnest deposit is required
and calculates amount

RE consults with PE
for their concurrence

Notice of Completion is filed

RE writes memo to
AFS to withhold
monies from retention

Final estimate prepared, ctr
signs, CMD manager sign,
forwarded to AFS

County Auditor makes final
payment less earnest deposit

RE authorizes payment of
earnest deposit after work is
completed
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6.3 Record Documents

DESCRIPTION
Record drawings (as-builts) show what was actually constructed.
They form a record of locations, types, sizes and other information
about new or existing facilities encountered or modified during
construction. The purpose of creating a set of record drawings is
to provide accurate information for future modification, expansion,
operation and maintenance of the finished Project. Record
drawings should be kept by the Contractor from the start of the
project and should be monitored by the RE throughout
construction.
PROCESS
The Contractor should maintain a full-size set of contract
documents that is marked to show changes due to FIs, RFIs,
PCMs, substitutions and CCOs. In addition, buried and concealed
work and utilities, whether new or existing, shall be fully
dimensioned, located and properly identified. Contractor
submittals including O&M manuals become a part of the record
documents. The contract may require that this information be
included in the Project’s computerized design in addition to
showing it on hard copies. The contract will give direction as to
what should be shown on the record drawings, in what color it
should be shown, and other required formatting details. The
contract also indicates the requirements for equipment O&M
manuals. The contract documents may also require submittal of
PLC logic disks and electrical settings as part of the record
documentation.
The Contractor is required to keep record documents on the job
site at a location accessible to the RE. The Contractor shall keep
these documents current and, for District projects, are subject to
weekly review by PE-Contract Documentation. If the drawings are
not kept current, the contract allows for a deduction from the
Progress Payment. Record documents shall be submitted and
approved prior to field acceptance. The record documents are
transmitted by the RE to the PE. If the Contract does not require
the Contractor to submit record drawings in final format, then the
designer typically performs this task using Contractor-supplied
information and drawings.
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RESPONSIBILITY
The Contractor is responsible for maintaining updated drawings
according to substitutions, changes or differing conditions
discovered during construction. The Contractor is also responsible
for the submittal of correct and complete as-built documents and
O&M manuals.
The RE and PE are responsible for reviewing the record drawings
during construction and upon receipt of the as-builts. They also
need to track which documents are required, those that have been
submitted, those that have been approved and those that need to be
resubmitted. On District projects, PE-Contract Documentation
personnel normally carry out this task; however, the RE must be
aware of the status to properly process progress payments.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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6.4 Warranties and Guarantees

DESCRIPTION
Warranties and Guarantees serve as the written assurance that, for
specified time limits, the items provided by the Contractor under
the provisions of the contract perform satisfactorily. Warranties
and Guarantees protect the Owner from failure and damage that
result from poor performance or product failure or are a result of
the Contractor’s means and methods.
The Contractor is required to sign and deliver a guarantee that the
project has been constructed in accordance with the drawings and
specifications prior to the issuance of the final progress payment.
The Contractor further agrees to repair or replace, without cost to
the District, any defective work attributed to faulty materials, poor
workmanship or defective equipment. The guarantee period is set
by the contract and is typically one year. However, for items such
as roofs or specialized equipment the guarantee period may be
longer.
PROCESS
The warranty period normally begins immediately following
successful completion of reliability testing, this normally results in
the granting of Substantial Completion. The RE should review the
specifications to determine what guarantees are required from the
Contractor and the specified warranty periods. For some projects
several items of work will reach completion at different times.
Maintaining a log with completion dates and warranty start and
end dates is recommended for large projects that have several
pieces of equipment or work items with varying start dates and
warranty periods. This is especially helpful in processing
Guarantee Requests (GRs).
The PE is the one usually responsible for issuing a Guarantee
Request (GR) to the RE. The PE normally becomes aware of any
problem via a repair request from M&O personnel. The PE
determines if the equipment is still under warranty and if so issues
the GR. The RE reviews the request for validity (still under
warranty, problem is Contractor’s, etc.) and, if valid, transmits a
copy of the GR to the Contractor. The request should be logged in
the appropriate database for tracking.
The Contractor has ten days to perform the necessary repairs. The
Contractor will notify the RE when the repairs are completed. This
notice is usually transmitted by written notice using the response
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section of the GR form. The RE, inspector or PE should inspect
the repairs before accepting the fix. If the repairs are acceptable,
the log should be updated and the GR closed.
If the work is not satisfactorily completed within ten days, the
Owner may perform the repairs at the Contractor’s expense.
If the affected equipment must be returned to service immediately,
the Owner can perform the repair without notifying the Contractor,
and the Contractor will be required to reimburse the Owner for the
repair costs.
Some projects have an eleven-month warranty inspection
requirement on specific portions. Eleven months following start of
a twelve-month warranty, this is usually at granting of substantial
completion, the responsible inspector will investigate the portion to
determine if it has performed as required. The eleven-month
clause is often used on coatings. The contractor is required to
repair or pay for any deficiencies.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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6.4 Warranties and Guarantees
Guarantee Request Flowchart
Problem determined to
be GR issue identified
by: Inspector, PE, M&O,
or FE

Immediate
correction
required?

Yes

Plant personnel effect
repairs

No

Cost of repair
determined and
reported to RE

RE notified of problem

RE completes GR
form, logs in tracking
data base and
transmits to Contractor

RE issues statement to
Contractor for
reimbursement

Resolve w/in
10 days? If longer
OK?

Yes

Contractor performs
repair. Reports
resolution to RE using
GR form

Resolution
acceptable?

No

In some instances, negotiations will be
necessary to come to satisfactory
resolution. This could result in an FI,
relief from specifications, Plant repair at
Contactor's cost, credit for accepting
substandard work, etc.

Contractor agrees
with terms?

No

Negotiate

Yes

Contractor reimburses
Plant

No

RE informs Contractor
of unacceptability

Yes

RE closes GR by
recording resolution
and finish date in log
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6.5 Final Report

DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE
The Final Project Report consolidates in summary form all
pertinent information about the Project. It is used as a ready
source of information.
PROCESS
Depending on the Project, a final report may be limited to
construction related activities or may give a much broader picture
of the Project by describing its history, financing, environmental
issues, design criteria, operating concepts and construction-related
activities. The former should be prepared by the RE; the latter by
the RE and PE.
The writer(s) should visualize what others might want to know
about the project in years to come. The target audience is not only
those who participated in its development, but also those who can
learn from the experiences gained during the Project.
The construction related portions of the report should include
special construction methods used on the Project, a breakdown of
the cost, equipment and manpower used by the contractor, the asbuilt schedule, the stages of constructions, any underground
construction problems, and other relevant data. Change orders
should be discussed in the report, including the reasons for each
change and what their affect was on construction cost and contract
duration. Recommendations should be made for corrections to the
Contract documents.
The report should point out positive accomplishments during
construction as well as the negative aspects. If partnering was used
it may be helpful to have a summary of what it achieved. Lessons
learned during the Project are useful. Situations, procedures,
design or other things to avoid would be useful.
The report should be used as a reference document and filed in an
easily accessible location. The RE and PE will receive a copy of
the final report and make appropriate distribution.
Project Debriefing
A project-debriefing meeting should be held upon completion.
This meeting provides a formal forum for discussion of the
highlights of the Final Report, including successes and failures
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encountered during the Project. A project debriefing meeting also
allows the opportunity to review any changes that were made (or
need to be made) to future Contract documents.
ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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6.6 Field Office Demobilization

DESCRIPTION
Field office demobilization includes all activities that are
associated with closing the field office at or near the end of the
Project. The purpose is to return borrowed equipment and
material, to move Owner equipment and material to another office,
to close out the files and any other tasks necessary to close the
office. For some projects run by this division there will not be a
field office. For SRWTP projects, the RE trailer is located in
sufficient proximity to the Plant where most of the construction
activities managed by our office will occur. Exceptions would be
projects located at the Outfall or other Public Works projects that
utilize personnel and equipment from the main office.
PROCESS
To start, prepare an inventory of all property in the field office that
includes the owner (name, company or County office) and location
for its return. Property that might be included:
# Drawings
# Reference books and standards
# Drafting equipment
# Office equipment
# Office furniture
# Records
# Reports
# Documents
# Supplies
# Inspection equipment
# Testing equipment
# Communications equipment
# Computers
# Vehicles
# Video and still cameras
# Personal protective equipment
If the Contractor has furnished the office, terminate any obligations
for telephone or other utility services. Return items on the
inventory to their owners. Return County or District owned items
to the appropriate office. In some cases, items owned by CMID
are returned to CMID’s main office.
Carefully review records so that their disposition will not create a
redundant storage problem; any deficiencies in the Project files can
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be rectified by adding copies from the field office. Redundant and
unnecessary copies from the field office should be recycled or
destroyed.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Activity
Prepare inventory
Close field office

Return items to
proper owner

Contractor
Assumes control of
office if Contractor
furnished
Receives items
belonging to
Contractor

Dispose of field
office files

RE
Prepares list
Closes office

Returns items to
owners
Adds to Project files
to eliminate
deficiencies or
recycles

ÍPREVIOUS SECTION
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Abbreviations
A/E
AR
BMP
CCO
CICP
CN
CPM
CSS
DEWR
FA
FE
FI
GR
LD
NCN
NETA
NTP
PC
PCC
PCM
PE
PIO
PM
PMM
PPE
QA
QC
RE
RFI
RFS
SRCSD
SRWTP
SS
CMD
TSG
WP
WQD

Architect/Engineer
Access Request
Best Management Practices
Contract Change Order
Cost Incentive Change Proposal
Clarification Notification
Critical Path Method
Contract Support Services
Daily Extra Work Report
Force Account
Field Engineering
Field Instruction
Guarantee Request
Liquidated Damages
Non-Compliance Notification
National Electrical Testing Association
Notice to Proceed
Potential Change
Preconstruction Conference
Proposed Contract Modification
Plant Engineer
Public Information Office(r)
Project Manager
Program Management Manual
Progress Payment Estimate
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Resident Engineer
Request For Information
Request for Substitution
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District
Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
Specification Section
Construction Management Division
Technical Support Group
Work Permit
Water Quality District
NEXT SECTIONÎ
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Architect/Engineer

Conformed Set

Construction Project
Manager
Consultant
Critical Path Method

Designer
District

Field Engineering
Plant

Plant Engineer

Project
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Resident Engineer
Specifications

Subnet
Work Item
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The architects and engineering firm(s) responsible for the
design of the construction project. They are consultants
hired by Plant Engineering.
The set(s) of plans that are kept up to date. They reflect
the FI’s. RFI’s, CN’s, etc that have had an impact on the
drawings and specifications.
See Resident Engineer.
A person or organization hired to assist in administration
of the contract. Not a regular County employee.
The method use to develop construction schedules. The
critical path is the series of activities that control the
duration of the project.
See Architects/Engineers.
The SRCSD. The organization responsible for providing
facilities to treat waste generated by the fine citizens of
Sacramento County.
The section of the Plant that deals with supporting the
daily operations of the Plant.
The Sacramento County Regional Sanitation District’s
wastewater treatment plant. This big facility you are
sitting on.
The engineers employed by the Sanitation District to
initiate and control design of new and modified Plant
facilities.
A construction job on site.
The process of verifying that the product conforms to the
plans and specifications.
The process used to obtain a product that conforms to the
plans and specifications.
The engineer employed by CMID to administer the
construction project. The owner’s representative.
The BOOK. The set of documents that verbally describe
the construction and administration requirements of a
project.
Elements of work that when added together comprise a
functioning component of the entire project.
A combination of related subnets.
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The inspection function is a vital component of the Resident Engineer’s Office. The primary function of
the inspector is to document the activities of the contractor and record the progress of the work. Such
documentation should be in sufficient detail to reconstruct the project using only the inspector diaries and
other project documentation. Additionally, the inspector is responsible for monitoring quality assurance –
to assure compliance with the contract documents and any authorized amendments. The inspector is also
valuable asset to the RE in monitoring costs of additional work and determining productivity rates for
components of the Work.
1) Observe field installation of work shown on Contract Drawings, in the specifications, and other
contract documents (such as submittals, RFIs, Clarification Notifications (CNs), Field Instructions
(FIs), and other formal correspondence) affecting scope, cost and schedule of the work.
2) Notify the Project Manager (in a timely manner) of any observed unauthorized deviations, noncompliances, unsatisfactory workmanship, unsafe operations, etc. that might adversely affect the
quality, system operation, or schedule.
3) Maintain personal plans and specifications that reflect the latest up-to-date information such as RFIs,
submittals, FIs, CNs, and other formal correspondence.
4) Prepare a daily diary that describes the work in sufficient detail to provide a record which will stand
alone as a definitive statement of the Contractor’s activities when read by a third party at any time in
the future. It should be possible to reconstruct the progress of the work from the diaries alone. The
diary must be completed by the end of each working day. Information as a minimum shall include:
Record accurate and detailed description of the work performed. How much, what size, from
where to where, what system, when started, when stopped, when suspended, when completed.
When tie-ins to existing systems were made.
Describe weather AM & PM.
Safety Observations or accidents that may have occurred.
Describe rework performed and why, including estimate of hours observed and materials used.
List any equipment in operation or idled and why. e.g. mechanical failure, not needed, etc..
Describe any tests taken and their results, e.g. compaction tests, pressure tests, electrical tests,
etc.
Describe any extra work or disputed work performed. The DWR must be attached.
Describe photos taken to facilitate necessary research at some later date.
Record conversations held with contractor’s foremen as well as any commitments made by
either party.
Describe any corrective work or re-work performed.
Describe equipment or materials delivered or set in place.
Record any work or material in place that does not correspond with the drawings or
specifications as well as action taken. Issue NCN as necessary.
Perform follow-up inspections of previously reported deficiencies (NCNs).
Complete diaries by the end of each workday.
Include daily labor compliance data such as: hours, trade, classification, task and schedule
activity number.
5) Take photos periodically to show progress and other special circumstances.
6) Coordinate tests performed by the Materials Lab (e.g. soils compaction and concrete samples) and
surveying.
7) Cast concrete cylinders and slump tests when needed. And deliver cylinders to materials lab if
requested by lab.
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8) Witness performance tests.
9) Perform monthly labor compliance interviews with contractor and sub-contractor employees.
10) Prepare punchlists and maintain a log showing the status of each item.
11) Monitor extra work or disputed work and sign-off DWRs. Make copy of DWR and attach to the daily
diary. Diary must include description of the work addressed on the DWR.
12) Thoroughly understand all requirements of the work progressing in the field. (Must keep updated
plans and applicable submittals in possession at all times)
13) Be very familiar with the contractor’s schedule and identify, via daily diaries and weekly team
meetings, critical path activities that are and are not being worked on or are being worked on out of
sequence.
14) Be familiar with other aspects of the project that need coordination. Interact as necessary with
inspectors of the other disciplines.
15) Interact with Plant Operations personnel to coordinate system shutdowns and tie-ins identified in
Access Requests.
16) Review Access Requests for conflicts.
17) Attend the Contractor’s weekly safety meeting.
18) Attend Project Team meetings and provide feedback regarding out-of-sequence work activities.
19) Attend a requisite number of safety meetings and update knowledge of Construction Safety Orders
(CSO), General Industry Safety Orders (GISO), and TSD/Plant policies.
20) Provide input into the as-built process. Note elevations that deviate or routing contrary to the contract
drawings, underground utilities not recorded on plant documents, etc. This information to be
documented on full size plans kept in the project team area.

ADDITIONAL DUTIES WHICH MAY APPLY DEPENDING ON THE SIZE OF THE PROJECT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Coordinate and conduct pre-construction conference.
Document potential claims.
Prepare Weekly Statements of Contract Time Report.
Prepare Weekly Status Report for Labor Compliance.
Prepare Progress Payment Estimates, with all quantity calculations.
Write CCOs as needed and maintain backup information.
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